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3) Theoretical studies of zonal asymmetry. Several differences between parallel flow and non-
parallel flow instabilities in terms of spatial and time growth rates were found using the
two-scale technique.
4) Studies of the Mei-Yu system of the East Asian summer monsoon. A numerical experiment
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1. DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT RESULTS

(I) Theoretical studies of planetary scale motion forced by tropical heating

In the current project we have continued the study of the midlatitude
tropical interactions related to tropical heating. Several numerical studies
(e.g., Hoskins and Karoly, 1981) have modeled the observed tropical-
midlatitude teleconnection patterns. In these models, purely internal (zero
at top and bottom boundary) heating in the tropics was used to force
prominent external mode Rossby wave responses whose influence covers
a large latitudinal and longitudinal span. These responses resemble the
observed teleconnection patterns. However, we have pointed out that in
the absence of other factors, it Is very difficult for internal heating to excite
directly such external mode responses (Um and Chang, 1983). A similar
conclusion was also implied by Kasahara (1984). To study this problem, a
simple two-level model was used to Investigate the effects of vertical shear,
differential damping and the planetary boundary layer on the responses to
internal heating.

We found that all three effects can allow a transfer of energy from
the internal-mode motions, which are directly forced by the internal
heating, to external-mode motions. To generate extemal-mode divergont
motions, it is necessary to have a planetary boundary layer or other
equivalent effects that force vertical motion at the bottom of the
atmosphere. The efficiency of generation increases with the horizontal
scale. On the other hand, vertical shear is normally the main mechanism
for generating external-mode rotational motions, and the efficiency of
generation decreases with horizontal scale. In addition, this efficiency
depends strongly on the relative vertical shear (vertical shear divided by
vertical mean wind). When the relative vertical shear is > 1, the extemal
mode finally attains an amplitude larger than that of the internal mode. We
also solved an initial value problem and found that in tropical regions, the
process of energy transfer from internal to external mode motions takes
about two weeks to complete. This rather slow rate of energy transfer to
external mode motions implies that in a given vertical shear, the responses
to a transient heating which lasts for only a few days will have a stronger
internal mode (more baroclinic) structure than the response to a steady-
state heating. These results were reported in Um and Chang (1986).

We have also extended the study of heating-forced planetary scale
motions to the 30-50 day oscillations which were first observed by Madden
and Julian (1971, 1972). Recently there have been many more reports of
these oscillations, mainly In the monsoon flows (e.g., Yasunan, 1979;
Krishnamurti and Subrahmayan, 1983; Krishnamurti et al., 1985; Murakami
et al., 1984; Murakami and Nakazawa, 1985; Lau and Chan, 1985, 1986;
Madden, 1986). Two categories of theories have been proposed to
explain the observed oscillations: 1) those based on eastward propagating
Kelvin waves maintained by cumulus heating (Chang, 1977); and 2) those
based on interactions with stationary oscillations of the basic state
(Webster, 1983; Goswami and Shukla, 1984; Yamaguta and Hayashi,
1984; Salby and Garcia, 1985; and Anderson and Stevens, 1986).

Since the traditional equatorial wave theory predicts very short
vertical wavelengths for slow propagation speeds, a theory in the first
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category must resolve the aparent discrepancy with the deep vertical
structure of the observed oeillations. An earlier attempt was made by
Chan (1977), who showed that when cumulus and disspaon
effect are taken Into account, a deep Kelvin wave mode with slow
propaaton speed arises because of a balance between heating and
dissipation. Recent numerical modeling studies using CISK

teation by Lau and Peng (1987) and Hayashi and Sumi (1987)
simulated certain Important aspects of the oscillations, particularly theslower propagation speed as compared to the normal Kelvin waves.

Motive by these results which lends support to the first category, we
carIed out a lnear theoretical analysis of the equatorial betane wave-
CISK with a focus on the Kelvin modes.

Our results (reported in Chang and Um, 1988 and 1987) show that
two types of CISK modes may arise from an interaction of vertical modes.
For heating with a maxmum In the lower troposphere, the Instability is due
to the lowest internal mode which gives a stationary, east-west symmetrical
structure. When heating is maximum In the mid-troposphere, eastward
propagating CISK modes occur resembling the observed and numerically-
simulated oscillations. These modes result from the Interaction between
two Internal modes which are locked In-phase vertically. A time-lagged
CISK analysis suggests that the shallower mode, with its stronger influence
on the low-level moisture convergence, slows down the deeper mode
resulting In a combined mode which has a deep vertical structure and a
relatively slow propagating speed. This slower phase speed may also be
understood from the consideration of two effects: a CISK growth
mechanism which is analogous to the viscous effect discussed by Chang
(1977), and the reduction in effective static stability. A single mode
analysis also suggests that the Rossby modes are less likely to become
unstable. The results further Imply that, In the absence of wave-CISK, the
observed eastward propagating oscillations cannot be excited by
stationary oscillations.

(i) Observational studies of planetary scale motions during winter

This component was pursued on two fronts. For the synoptic time
scale the results of our previous cold surge studies suggested a short-term
midlatitude-tropical interaction such that the variations of the midlatitude jet
over East Asia corresponds to variations in tropical convection. However,
since cold surges occur during periods of intensified baroclinicity, it is also
possible that the strengthening of the Jet may be due entirely to midlatitude
beroclinic development rather than any tropical circulation. In the present
project the 200 mb wind data for the 1983/84 winter were analyzed to
determine the cause and effect in such Interactions. Significant positive
correlations between the midlatitude jet acceleration and the tropical
divergence were found in several regions In the Asia-Pacific Indian Ocean
region. Among six major intensifications of the East Asian jet (EAJ)
maximum during December 1983, three were related to tropical cyclone
cases which led to the conclusion that the midlatitude jet can be influenced
effectively by tropical convective activity on a day-to-day basis. The study
also confirmed the downstream propagation of the strengthened jet
streaks, which is probably due to self-advection, and the existence of
thermally Indirect circulations at the exit region of the jet, both in the time-
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mean and In the transient fields. These results were reported In Chang and
Lum (1985).

The other front was on the time mean circulation which was studied
using a 9-year (1974/5-1982/3) date set. In order to property describe the
effect of transients, the concept of an extended Eliassen-Palm flux (E-
vector) introduced by Hoskins (1983) and the related calculations were
used to elucidate the dynamics of the time-mean subtropical jet streaks
over East Asia, North America (NArnJ) and North Africa (NAfJ). Similarities
and differences between the three jets were discussed in terms of transient
momentum and vorticity forings at both the synoptic and low-frequency
time scales. The forcings of both time scales are basically barotropic. The
exit regions of the EAJ and the NAmJ are quite similar in structure with
respect to many of the transient features, and are very similar to the
schematic model presented by Hoskins (1983), but the distribution near
the NAJ Is different. On the other hand, the entrance region of the NAfJ
resembles that of NAmJ, but not the EAJ. In this regard me NAfJ may be
considered the entrance region of the combined NAfJ-EAJ system.

For low frequency eddies, both the subtropical E-vector and the
tropical transient kinetic energy indicate an equatorward energy
propagation and a tropical response at 200 mb over the mid-Pacific where
the zonal wind is westerly. This seems to agree with the "westerly duct"
theories. However, the maxima of these two fields, which are longitudinally
aligned, do not coincide with the maximum tropical westerlies. An
analogous situation was not observed over the Atlantic. The low frequency
calculations also revealed barotropic instability regions in the exit regions
of the EAJ and MAnJ and poleward of the NAfJ maximum. This instability
distribution agrees with Simmons et al. (1983)'s modeling result near the
EAIJ, but differs from their results considerably elsewhere.

A comparison of the transient kinetic energy fields at the surface
Indicates the expected transition of a synoptic time scale maximum on the
western side of the ocean basins to a low frequency maximum on the
eastern side and further north. This is consistent with the history of
baroclinic waves as the waves move east-northeastward while deepening
and slowing down. The low frequency fields also tend to have an
equivalent barotropic structure apparently dire to the vertical development
accompanied by deepening (Hoskins, 1983). The transients have little
effect on the acceleration of the jet maximum and appear in some regions
to have a decelerating effect.

(ii) Theoretical studies of zonal asymmetry

In this component we have continued the investigation of stability
properties of zonally varying mean flow. This topic was motivated by the
observation of barotropic energy conversion associated with the 200 mb
easterly jet over South Asia during the summer monsoon (Krishnamurti,
1971). The previous results of a linear numerical model by Tupaz, Williams
and Chang (1978) on the barotropic stability of a downstream varying
easterly jet were extended in a nonlinear modeling study. It was found that
the lag effect remains in the nonlinear model, where the disturbance
structure la9s that of the parallel flow solution for the local mean wind
profile. This Is especially prominent in regions where the mean flow
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changes rapidlydowns m. This effect cause a downem shifting of
the rrate distribuion. These results were reported in Willams, lUm

The Nnear barotropic instability problem was also examined
analytically with a two-scale expansion technique. It was found that the
waves possessed properties which are different from those calculated from
local parallel flow theory. The difference. which was obtained at a higher
order In the streamwrse variation parameter, depends on the first derivative
of the paral flow prperties with respect to the streamwise direction. This
higher order correcti shfts the spatial growth rate profile for the
nonparallel flow downstream relative to that for the parallel flow. The
corection was found to be due to two effects: the lag effect as revealed by
the numerical modeling studies, and an additional effect due to the phase
s between the parallel and non-parallel flows. If the
d b propagates faster than predicted by parallel flow theory, the
kxca spatial growth rate will be smaller than that calculated by the parallel
flow and vice versa. The results were reported In Pang and Williams
(1986). The accuracy of various formulae which relate the spatial and
tempoa growth rates for barotropic instability was also studied (Peng and
Williams, 1987a).

Using the two-scale expansion, we have also investigated the
baroclinic instability problem with a quasi-eostrophic two-layer model.
The spatial growth approach was used and cases which could support
absolute Instability were not considered. It was found that regions of large
vertical shear often do not have large spatial growth rates. The correction
to the local solution were found to depend on the same effects as were
discussed for the barotropic instability by Peng and Williams (1986). In
particular, the streamwise correction turns out to be small unless the beta
effect Is large in comparison with the velocity dependence of the vertical
structure of an unstable barocinic wave on the vertical shear.
Consequently, streamwise variations in the vertical shear have little effect
on the disturbance structure. These results were reported in Peng and
Williams (1987b).

In addition to the instability studies, the non-divergent barotropic
vorci equation was also used to study the beta effect on tropical cyclone
motion. An analytical model and a linear numerical model both showed a
westward stretching of the vortex due to the beta effect, without significant
movement of the vortex center. The inclusion of non-linear terms in the
numerical model produced a northwestward movement of the vortex. This
movement Increases with the maximum wind speed and the radius of
maximum wind. A wind maximum was found to the northeast of the vortex,
consistent with observations. The development of this asymmetry plays an
Important role in the motion of the vortex. These results are reported in
Chan and Williams (1987).

(v) Studies of the Mei-Yu system of the East Asian summer monsoon

The Mei-Yu system is a quasi-stationary belt of heavy precipitation
Imbedded In the summer monsoon trough over East Asia. Its influence
covers a wide span of area encompassing both subtropical and midlatitude
regions (Chen and Chang, 1980; Chen, 1983). In the current project a two

8



dimensiona frontogenesis model (Williams et a., 1981) was used to study
the Mei-Yu front, with a focus on its associated low-level jet (LU) which
often occurs during Intense convection. Several numerical experiments
were carried out to simulate the quasi-steady frontal structures in different
environments. The results resemble many observed features, such as the
stonger temperature and moisture gradients In the midlatitude fronts and
the stroger horizontal shears and LL's In the subtropical fronts. In the
model the LU Is most conspicuous in the subtropical simulation when high
humidity and surface fluxes are included. It is developed and maintained
through the Coriolis torque exerted by the low-level poleward branch of a
*reversed Hadley cello equatorward of the front. This thermally direct cell is
different from the normal cross-frontal secondary circulation and its
development depends on the occurrence of intense convection. These
results are reported In a Ph.D dissertation by Chou (1986). We have also
started other work on the Mei-Yu system, including a composite study of
the development of the Mei-Yu front in June and July over southeastern
China for a three-year period. This work is based on the calculation of the
deformation field and the quasi-geostrophic tendency of potential
temperature gradient, or 0-vector (Hoskins et al., 19, to study the
frontogenesis and vertical velocity fields associated with the development
of the front Preliminary results showing the importance of low-level large
scale and topographic influences were reported in Chang and Peng (1985)
in the 2nd U.S.-P. R.C. Monsoon Workshop. We have also cooperated with
Professor George Chen of the National Taiwan University to carry out an
evaluation of the numerical weather predictions of the Mei-Yu circulations
(Chen, Wang and Chang, 1987).
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Comparison of the Synoptic Conditions in Midlatitudes Accompanying Cold Surges
over Eastern Asia for the Months of December 1974 and 1978. Part I: Monthly

Mean Fields and Individual Events

JAMES S. BOYLE

D1pwnae* IA O'MaeorJY. Naval Postgtmd e SchooL Mouter. CA 93943

(Manuscript received 29 September 1983, in fnal form 31 October 1985)

ABSTRACT

Eat Asia cold aiges during two puuds ofdootiq surge inensity, December 1974 (stron) and December
1978 (weak). are studied It is shown that the midlatitude mechanisms initiating cold suags during both months
are quite sinar in nature. Synoptic scale short waves pasiung through the long-wave trough position near the
East Asian coat act to release the cold air southward from the main reservoir over eastern Siberia. Dynamic
desc nt is initiated by these synoptic scale waves entering the northwesterly flow on the western side of the long-
wave trough anchored on the coast. This is the descent center in the local direct ctitio in the-entrance
uegion of the Eat Asian jet maximum at 200 mb.

The frequency and intensity of the cold air surges for a given month depend on the large sale circulation
pattern. The average flow over Asa for December, 1974 and 1978. praents a contrat with respect to ridging
over the midcontinent. In December 1978 the flow was characterized by a low zonal index over Asia and the
low-level deveopment forced by the smaller cale waves is not well-focused with respect to position. Strong
ridging in the middle of the Asian continent during December 1974 yielded a stable pattern for descent on the
East Asian ct.

The remuhs indicte that the surge event is not the result of the expansion of an intensifying Siberi anticyclone
but of a separate dynamically forced subsidence to the eat and southeast of the Siberian anticyclone mean
position; nor is the surge directly the result of cyclonic development off the East Asian coast. Such cyclogenesis
follows the surge initiation and is triggered by the same synoptic short wave which initiated the surge as the
wave pases to the eastern side of the Iong-wave trough position.

1. Introduction and Chu and Park (1984). is the intensive study of an
individual event. The second approach is to study time
series of data. focusing on composite results rather than

One of the chief motivations for conducting the individual situations. These investigations are typified,
Winter Monsoon Experiment (Winter MONEX) was for example. by Chu (1978), Murakami (1979). Chang
to study the cold surges occurring in winter along the and Lau (1980). Kung and Chan (1981). Lau et al.
coast of eastern Asia. A major objective of the exper- (1983) and Lau and Lau (1984), although in some of
iment was to assess the link between eastward propa- these works selected cases are considered in detail.
gating upper tropospheric troughs and ridges at mid- This work and a companion paper. Boyle (1986),
latitudes and the low-level monsoonal surges which consider synoptic scale case studies of individual cold
extend to the tropics. The research reported here is an surge events over the period of a month. The emphasis
attempt to document the midlatitude synoptic scale will be on describing the physical mechanism behind
dynamics associated with cold surges. It has been well each cold surge event, and to delineate the role these
established that eastward moving waves in the baro- events play in the larger scale.
clinic westerlies are the initiators of winter monsoon As documented by Chang and Lau (1980) and Chang
cold surges over eastern Asia, (e.g., Murakami, 1979; et al. (1979). the month of December 1974 was one of
Danielsen and Ho. 1969; Kung and Chan, 1981; Chin, considerable surge activity. Using the criterion of a
1969; Joung and Hitchman. 1982). Murakami (1979) surface temperature drop in Hong Kong of at least 6
reported that it is the amplification of these distur- K within 24 or 48 hours, Chang et al. (1979) have
bances as they reach the East China Sea that provides identified at least four strong surges occurrmng during
the impetus to thrust the cold continental air south- December 1974. Because of this documented activity,
ward. typical of strong surge conditions, December 1974 was

The nature of the studies of these surge initiation chosen as a period to be studied.

events have thus far taken on two aspects of the prob- The month of December 1978 coincided with the
lem. The first, as typified by Danielsen and Ho (1969) first phase of the Winter MONEX. Thus the data gath-
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ering effort for this period was as intense as could be served to be present in all surges will be pointed out.
realized. The month of December 1978 also presents The final section wil provide a summary ofthe results.
an interesting contrast to December 1974. In 1978 the
frequency of the surges during December was observed 2. Data handling and computation procedures
to be near normal (five occurred, Lau and Lau, 1984),
but the surges were all somewhat weak, Lau et al. a. Data
(1983). Comparison of the synoptic conditions of De-
cember 1974 and 1978 should provide some insight The data for December 1974 was restricted to that
into the midlatitude cirulation conditions which lead available from the Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanogra-
to strong surges and those which initiate only weak phy Center's (FNOC) gridded analyses. FNOC. at that
ones. time, produced two types of analysis on two different

Figure 1 consists of time series of departures from map projections. The first were, essentially, hemi-
the monthly average 1000 mb temperature at Hong spheric analyses of heights and temperatures at man-
Kong for December 1978 and December 1974. The datory levels up to 100 mb on a polar stereographic
times of the cold surges for the respective months are grid with a grid length of 381 km at 60°N. Wind anal-
also indicated on the figure. The temperature at Hong yses were available on a mercator grid with a grid length
Kong is used as a reference because of the interest in of 257 km at 200N. The mercator grid extended from
the cold surge as an event thrusting cold air equator- 60°N to 40°S and provided wind data at the surface
ward. The position of Hong Kong at 20°N makes the and at 700, 400, 250 and 200 mb. The analysis tech-
measurements there a reliable indicator of cold air nique was a successive corrections approximation ad-
penetrating into the subtropics. In general, the surges justed using a variational calculus scheme, (Lewis and
of December 1974 have a greater negative excursion Grayson. 1972).
in the temperature deviation and have a longer time The data for December 1978 were the level III-B
scale than those of December 1978. First Garp Global Experiment (FGGE) analyses gen-

The structure of the paper is as follows. The next erated by the European Center for Medium Range
section will provide details of the data sources and data Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and obtained from
handling procedures, as well as details of the various World Data Center (WDC-A) at Asheville, NC. These
computational techniques. Section 3 presents a com- analyses were performed on a global latitude, longitude
parison of some of the monthly mean fields for De- grid with a mesh size of 1.875 degrees using a multi-
cember 1974 and 1978, both of which, will be com- variate optimum interpolation analysis scheme. Lorenc
pared to longer term climatology. Section 4 presents (1981). The fields provided were of heights, tempera-
the documentation for one surge in each of the two ture, relative humidity, and wind at mandatory levels.
Decembers. Those characteristics which have been ob- Also included in these data were fields of pressure ve-

locity (Dp/DI) which were obtained from the nonlinear
normal modes initialization procedure. It should also
be noted that the temperatures were not directly ana-
lyzed, but are the fields consistent with the mass and
wind fields after the initialization has been performed.
In order to facilitate comparison with the FNOC data.

4 the ECMWF data were interpolated using a I 6-point

Bessel interpolation scheme to the FNOC polar ste-
reographic and mercator grid. However the grid length

0 of the polar stereographic grid was reduced by a half
-2k- (190.5 km) to take advantage of the denser data in the

ECMWF fields.
-4 The ECMWF dataset. since it represents the cul-

-6 m _ination of the FGGE effort, is no doubt supenor to
I the operational data of FNOC. The ECMWF fields

-8 evince a smoothness and consistency not found in the
74 , I I lIb IV FNOC data. Nonetheless the FNOC data is adequate

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 15 1202224262830 for comparison of the basic synoptic scale features of
DAY the December 1974 flow. The density of the wind datain the vertical is inferior in the FNOC fields: the

FIG. I. Time series of deviations from the monthly mean 1000 ECMWF data having twice the number of analyzed
mb temperature for a 5 x 5 degree latitude-longtnude grid centered levels in the vertical. The FNOC wind data is best in
on I 15E. 24"N (Hong Kong) for December 1974 (thin line) and the lowest and highest parts of the troposphere, which
December 1978 (thick line). The ticks on the bottom are 12 hours
apart. The roman numerals (I. !1. etc.) designate cold surge events allows it to be useful in this work. We will be consid-
for the indicated yeat% ering space scales large enough that the relatively coarse

13
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alm of the FNOC dsa hmad sot i ,,.*.r with 3. Neehyt Ba&W
the ntepretatiom

b. C Pnuions The mean fields described in this section are simple
avero taken over the 62 twelve-hour time periods

For both dataets the rotational and divenlent Parts that make up the synoptic times of the month. In order
of the wind were computed from the analyzed wind to compare the present monthly means with longer-
fields umin the technique of Endlich (1967). This is an term climatological data we will use the circulation
iterative procedure which does not requre any as- smatistics compiled by Crutcher and Meserve (1970),
sumptions about the nature of the wind feld at the hereafter referred to by CM. The monthly mean data
grd boundaries. It has been msccemfully used in othr of CM is based on a maximum of 15 years of rawin-
synoptic studies, (Chen et al.. 1978). sonde observations which were then averaged and con-

The ECMWF global prediction model which pro- toured to produce the mean fields.
vided the list-guess field for the objetive analysis was
initialized using an adiabatic, normal modes procedure. b Mme dS dis C son -
The consequence of the initialization is that the analysis
seriously underestimates the divergent wind in the Figure 2 presents the monthly mean 1000 mb height,
tropics (Kung and Tanaka, 1983: and Lau, 1984). The the 1000-500 mb thickness. the 300 mb height. and
work piesented hem is restricted to latitudes poleward the 300- 100 mb thickness for December 1974 and De-
of 20*N and in these regions the ECMWF divergent cember 1978. In discussing the mean 700 mb height
wind is acceptable. Cross sections of the monthly mean field for December 1974, Taubensee ( 1975) noted that
of the meridional component of the divergent wind there was a strong thermal gradient along the east coast
along 120°E from 60* to 20°N were prepared for of Asia. and a ridge dominated the circulation over
both the ECMWF and FNOC data. These sections Asia yielding northwesterly flow over central and
compare favorably with the wintertime average pattern northern Asia. These features are evident in Figs. 2a
of the ageostrophic meridional wind presented by Lau and 2c. The 1000-500 mb thickness contours indicate
(1978, his Fig. 15b). The agreement is good in that an intense baroclinic zone off the East Asian coast.
with respect to the jet axis there is northerly ageo- The 300- 100 mb thickness and 300 mb height pattern
strophic flow in the lower troposphere and southerly yield geostrophic cold advection over the position of
ageostrophic flow at jet level in all the datasets. This the 1000 mb Siberian anticyclone. Such a configuration
result gives some confidence that the divergent wind is noted by Fieage (1947) to be important in anticy-
north of 20°N is meaningful in both the ECMWF and clogenesis. The Siberian anticyclone for December
FNOC data. In addition, Chang and Lum (1985) have 1974 was stronger than the CM value by about 15 mb
found the FNOC wind data to be useful in describing but was in virtually the same geographical location.
daily variations in the divergent wind. Taubensee (1979) describes the December 1978 700

On the polarstereographic grid, quasi-geostrophic mb flow as being characterized by above normal. tem-
pressure velocity was calculated using the quasi-geo- perature latitude (35°-55*N), westerly flow, with
strophic omega equation given by Holton (1979, p. prominent blocking action over Greenland. A 700 mb
180). A useful complementary approach to the omega trough over eastern Siberia was well-established and
equation for diagnosing the quasi-geostrophic forcing there were thermal fields favorable for baroclinic de-
is to compute Q vectors. The Q vector is defined by velopment to the north near Kamchatka. Figures 2b
Hoskins et a. (1978) and can be written in pressure and 2d display similar characteristics. The 300 mb flow
coordinates as follows in Fig. 2d is fairly zonal over much of Asia. and the

av x geostrophic cold advection aloft is not as well focused
Q 1 .V . , I V0 over the position of the Siberian anticyclone as it was

in December 1974. The mean December 1978 Siberian
where: V is the geostrophic wind and 0 is the potential anticyclone at 1000 mb was 105 m (about 14 mb) lower
temperature. V, is computed from the analyzed height than the corresponding feature in December 1974 and
fields. 0 from the temperature fields. As described by located ten degrees farther to the south. The 1000-500
McGinley (1982) and Hoskins and Pedder (1980), the mb thickness trough over eastern Siberia is restricted
sense of the secondary circulation is with the Q vector to the north central and northeastern sections. This
pointing in the direction of the lower-level ageostrophic leads to a less intense baroclinic zone off the mid-East
motion and toward rising motion. Convergence (di- Asian coast than in December 1974. It should be noted
vergence) of the Q vectors implies ascent (descent). In that smaller values of thickness penetrate farther
frontogenetic regions the Q vectors will have a com- southward in December 1978. Thus, the lower tro-
ponent across the isotherms from cold to warm air and posphere is colder in the mean over southern China
vice-versa for frontolytic regions. in December 1978, but the surface temperature devia-
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Flo. 2. (a) Avaml 1000 mb hegt ad 1000 to 500 mb thickness for Decembexr 1974. Co)ntour interval is 30 mn for the hitghts (solid)
ad 60 in for the thickness (dashed Thickness maxtim (minimal am labewe with W(KA Height maxima I minma) am labewc w~th H(L).
(bi As in is) except for December 1978. (c) Average 300 mb highlts and 100 to 300 mb thickness for December 1974. Contour interval is
90 in for the heigts (IoW) ad 45 m for the thickness (dishedl). (d) As in (c) exce'pt for Deeber 1978S.

tions on synoptic time scles are greater in December flow of December 1974 to produce intense. well-spaced
1974. events while the high index flow of 1978 should yield

December 1974 over Asia appears to be an amplified less intense, shorter lived but more frequent surges.
version of the normals (CM). The positions of the major This is what is observed in comparing the surge events
features ame about normal but of greater intensity. In of the two months (see Fig. 1 ). In 1974 the strength of
December 1978, the main features shift southward. the surges seems to be due to the additive effect of short
December 1974 could be characterized as a low index surges focussed by an enduring long wave.
type flow over Asia while December 1978 is a high ThL lower and upper level height fields for December
index situation. The 700 mb anomaly fields for De- 1974 and December 1978 bear a strong resemblance
Celle 1974 and December 1978, presented in Tau- to the opposite polarities of the Siberian and Chinese
bensee (1975, 1979), demonstrate a difference between patterns identified by Hsu and Wallace (1985). These
the two fields of almost 300 m at 65*E, 50oN where a strongly baroclinic patterns of low-pass time filtered
rle in 1974 has been replaced by a weak trough in data were associated with the cold surge phenomena
1978. If the cold surgle events are initiated by baroclinic by Hsu and Wallace (I 985).
events in midlatitudes one would expect the low index The mean 200 mb wind fields for December 1974

15
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FIG. 3. Averae 200 mb wind vecton and iSotaChs for (a) December 1974 and
(b) December 1979. Contour interval for the soachs is 20 . s-.

and December 1978 are shown in Fig. 3. The jet max- these first two events on the atmosphere in lower lat-
imum in 1974is about 80rn s- at 37N, 135E which itudes (equatorward of20N) were discussed by Chang
is irther north and stronger than the 72 m s-' jet at etal.(1979). ln the next section details ofthe circulation
W" N, 136*E, orCM. The ridge near 60*E is also ev- accompanying the third surge event will be described.

loent in the wind field. The strong average jet maxi- It should be realized that the events accompanying
mum is a result of the frequent merging of the polar each of the cooling periods at Hong Kong in December
ront jet and the subtropicl jet during the month. The 1974 were very similar to the sequence described as
-1 maximum is much reduced in December 1978. follows. Composites of the flow fields constructed from
aeing only about 62 -n s-' and farther south (-31 ON) periods centered on the cooling events also demon-
ban in 1974. The weaker baroclinicity in December strated a similar pattern. Each of the cooling events
19'%. as seen in the 1000-500 mb thickness, is con- associated with the double structure of cold surges I
.istent with the weaker polar front jet. and 11 had a similar forcing. The forcing for each part

of the double structure was potent enough to produce
4. Individual surge discussion a surge in its own right. However, the close spacing of

the forcing in time precluded the second event from
.a. Decembr, 1974 sure's being classified as a separate surge. Surge III of Decem-

There are four distinct cooling events evident in the ber 1974 is selected for discussion because the dual
December 1974 curve of Fig. I. The first starts at about structure is not as dominant in this case and this fa-
1200 GMT 2 December. the second at 0000 GMT 10 cilitates the comparison with the events in December
December, the third at (000 GMT 17 December and 1978.
the fourth at 0000 GMT 24 December. There are des-
ignated events 1. 11, IIl and IV on the figure. The first 1) SURGE III DECEMBER 1974
two have a clear double structure with more intense
cooling following the initial surge. The third has just The synoptic events of surge III for December 1974
a dight hint of this type bM structure. The effects of will be described in this section. The description will
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S encompass the time period from 0000 GMT 14 De-
........... cember 1974 to 0000 GMT 20 December 1974. This

time period begins at the time of greatest negative de-
viation of temperature of the previous cold surge at
Hong Kong (Fig. 1) and ends at the peak of surge III.
The intent here is to describe the synoptic-scale cir-

.. culation features that initiate and sustain the surge

event.

mb thickniess, 1000 mb heights and 1000-500 rb.
thickness, and 500 mb pressure velocity fields from

S............ "cember 1974, at intervals of 48 hours.
The fields at 0000 GMT 14 December 1974 (Fig. 4)

- ", represent the circulation at the time of the coldest tem-
"De 1, 10w perature at Hong Kong during surge Ii of December

.A. 1974. To the southeast of Lake Baikal there is upper

tropospheric cold advection. The vertical motion field
at 500 mb has a prominent region of descent centered

. .. -..'over the Yellow Sea region. The descent region is ev-
idently the result of cold advection in lower and upper
levels'and an increase with height of anticyclonic vor-

.-- ticitv advection to the west both of the upper-level long-
S".wave trough and an upper-level short wave passing

through the long-wave trough position. There is an as-
.... ... cent/descent couplet associated with a developing cy-

clone near Japan.
Forty-eight hours later, at 0000 GMT 16 December

/1974 (Fig. 5), the 1000 mb heights have fallen over
. China and the thickness contours east of 100°E over

China have moved northward as the effects of surge 11
.. subside. The cyclone off the coast has deepened and

moved northeastward. The Siberian anticyclone is now
, ,. -about in its monthly mean position. There is strong

.*W
M ... "B upper-level cold advection east of Lake Baikal with a

short-wave trough oriented northeast to southwest
Sthrough the position of the lake. The vertical motion

field shows a marked decrease in the descent around
the Yellow Sea.

" At 0000 GMT 18 December 1974 (Fig. 6) the cooling
,S at Hong Kong associated with surge Ill is well under-

-, way. There is strong cold advection in the lower tro-
....... posphere along the coast centered on the Yellow Sea.
" The 1000 mb heights have rsen over China, with ridg-

.. - .ing to the east of l00OE. There is no cyclonic circulation
- -- off the coast. The thickness contours evince a south-

" -- ward movement although they are not as distorted as
the 1000 mb heights. At 300 mb the trough along 130°E

. % is deeper due to the short wave seen in Fig. 6b entenng
the long-wave trough position. The ridge over central

Ole T4
. thickness (dashed) for 0000 GMT 14 [ecember 1974. Contour in-

terval for height is 90 m and 45 m for thickness. Maxima and minima
Fio. 4. (a) 1000 mb heights (solid) and 1000 to 500 mb thickness are labeled as in Fig. 2. (c) Pressure vertical veloctt at 5W0 mb at

(dashed) for 0000 GMT 14 December 1974. Contour interval is 30 0000 GMT 14 December 1974. Contour interval is 1.0 Pa - '. Neg-
o for the heights and 60 m for thickness. Maxima and minima are ative values are dashed (ascent). Maxima (minimal are labeled with
labeled as in Fig. IL (b) 300 mb heights (solid) and 100 to 300 mb +(-.
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Asia at -70E has moved eastward and this in cornm
bination with the troughing along the coast results in
northwesterly geostrophic flow over Lake Baikal with .
another short wave in evidence southeast of the lake. .. ....

There is cold advection from the northwest to the .-
southeast of Lake Baikal in the upper troposphere and
warm advection east of 130*E. The 500 mb descent '"
center northwest of Korea is under the region of upper-." 4'
level cold advection and to the west of the upper-level V."
trough. The ascent to the east of the descent is under
a region of upper-level warm advection and is to the .. .. .
east of the upper level trough. ... .. .'" .

By the 0000 GMT 20 December 1974 (Fig. 7) the ........
coldest temperature has been reached at Hong Kong. .. ..........
At 1000 mb there is now a strong cyclone at 50*N, .......
160*E. This storm has been developing over the pre- ,E. -" - A
vious 48 hours. There is strong cold advection to the MW
rear of the cyclone, and also a separate region of cold
advection centered on Korea. There is movement of
the 180 m 1000 mb contour southward, but farther -
north the 240 m, and 300 m contours are nearly in the ......
same location as 48 hours before. At 300 mb Lake
Baikal is still in northwesterly flow, and the trough
along the coast has developed further as the short wave
of Fig. 6b has entered the region and there has been
continued cold advection into the trough. There is up-
per-level cold advection southeastward from Lake Bai-
kal to Korea.-The ridge at 60*N, 100°E has weakened.
with evidence of another short wave just passing to the
eastern side of the ridge. The increase of anticyclonic *. ':"

vorticity advection aloft and cold advection in the up- .

per troposphere yields strong descent at 500 mb south-
east of Lake Baikal to the Yellow Sea. ...

Two important elements of the sequence of events - K -
of this cold air outbreak are as follows. The first element 300. . .
is the strong ridging to the west and northwest of Lake
BaikaLat upper levels which leads to northwesterly flow
aloft over the lake's position. The eastward movement _

of the ridge shortens the distance between it and the
strengthening downstream trough. This could possibly, - . . -0
result in unbalanced accelerating flow at the ridge crest y->. :\ ,, ,/ ,
(Bjerknes, 1951) and amplification of short wave fea- '.
tures to the east of the ridge. The second factor is the . . ,,
presence of the veryicold ar anchored on theoEast Asian < ..--- -".
coast at 50N. which creates a stationary cutoff long- -

wave trough. This mass of cold air protruding south-
ward establishes a strong baroclinic zone on which the _. _ , /,>

waves amplify and steers them farther south toward - \.*-the latitude of the subtropical jet. The long wave re- .mains in position as two short waves move through "•.-..--. /

the northwesterly flow. There is a slight sign of the ". .
renewed cooling associated with the second wave in .. . ,
the December 1974 curve of Fig. I at 0000 GMT on 2 Dec ,, C -z

the eighteenth. 4e10 m• -PRESS V9t "•,' 'L

There are several aspects of the cold surge circulation -__
at 1000 mb which should be noted. First, during the
initiation period of the surge, there is little cyclonic FIG. 7. As in Fig. 4 except for 0000 GMT 20 December 1974.
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deveiopume offthe coast. The thrust ofcold air south- ogenes along the East Asian coast. The pattern dem-
ward is due to the circulation about, and divergent onstrates thequas-geotrphi forcing of the surge flow
outflow out of. the strongly intensifying descent center, originating in middle latitudes. Also seen is a region
The cyclone northeast of Japan in Fig. 7a developed of V.Q < onear Kyushu which is indicative ofcyclone
after the cold surge had already been initiated. At the development.
height of the surge on 0000 GMT 20 December 1974
the descent center at 500 mb (Fig. 7c) is quite distinct 2) DECEMBER 1974 CROSS SECTIONS
from that associated with the developing cyclone off
the coast. The second point is that the anticyclogenesis
over China is not due to a rapid development of the Figure 9 presents vertical cross sections of potential
Siberian anticyclone per se but rather, the Siberian an- temperature, pressure velocity (Dp/Dt), meridional
ticyclone has decreased in intensity in the course of comonent of the whole and divergent wind, for 1200
the surge development The descent in northern China GMT 17 December 1974 from 56 to 20N along

S 115E. This is the time when the cooling of surge IIInear the Yellow Sea is due to the dynamic effects of is underway but 2.5 days prior to the lowest temper-
the short wave passage. The Siberian anticyclone de- isuneray but 2.
creases in intensity as the wave passes to the east. The ature at Hong Kong.cold advection aloft at 300 nmb over the lower-level The potential temperature and pressure velocity
colads ctteis important to its development as found sections evince a thermally direct circulation centereddescent center is iorta to t nie en and about 35*N. In conjunction with the Q vector analysis

of Fig. 8 this figure shows that the secondary circulation
(1969) and Boyle and Bosart (1983). is pushing the cold air southward and driving the sur-

Figure 8 depicts the Q vectors and temperature con- face frontopenesis south of 35"N. The sections of the
tours at 8W0 mb for 1200 GMT 17 December 1974 meridional wind (Figs. 9c and 9d) illustrate the north-
over eastern Asia. The 800 mb level was chosen as the south circulation accompanying the old surge. It is
lowest level not intercepting the terrain yet still indic- impo lato n m in the ld vetis

ativ oftheforing f te sallw suge irclaton.important to keep in mind the limited vertical reso-ative of the forcing of the shaflow surge circulation, lution of the FNOC wind data when considenng these
The pattern of Q vectors indicates that V,- Q > 0 near uinothFN wddaahecnsergtee
The ptte ofhivct indliaes thatr lev des t in ts figures. The wind was available at the surface and 700,35°N, 1 20°E. which implies lower level descent in this 400. 250 and 200 mob. For the purposes of display and

region. The orientation of the vectors implies that there

is low-level northerly ageostrophic flow along 1 20E comparison the surface wind was set to a uniform level

south to 35wN. The large cross isotherm component of 1000 mb. The northerly winds at the surface near
the latitude of Hong Kong are strong (-10 m s-)and

of the vectors towards the warmer air indicates front- are maintained as the surge progresses over the next
three days. The divergent wind represents a substantial
(5 vs 10 in s- ) pan of the northerly flow southwest of
the descent center. The divergent meridional circula-
tion is consistent with the pressure velocity values, in
that it indicates low-level divergence and upper-level
convergence (in the meridional plane) in the region of
descent. The divergent flow pattern is also in agreement
with the ageostrophic flow inferred from the Q vector

- - 40*N field of Fig. 8.

b. December 1978 surges

Lau et al. (1983) define five surges as occurring dur-
ing the month of December 1978 and these are marked
on Fig. I. These surges begin about 0000 GMT 4 De-
cember 1978 (I). 0000 GMT 9 December 1978 (11).
1200 GMT 13 December 1978 (111). 1200 GMT 18

22 December 1978 (IV). 1200 GMT 22 December 1978
".7' (V), and 1200 GMT 26 December 1978 (VI). Figure

I shows that the strongest surge (in terms of cooling

120 E rate and minimum temperature) was the second (11)

F.. 8. Q - and tempeature at IM mh fr 1200 GMr 17 of the month and the event can be roughly timed as
Femb 1974.T h um a te 17h n going from 1200 GMT 09 December 1978 to 1200

WwW ne I1, tio anMaSMudeo(5 x 10' Km-' m-'. Theontour GMT 13 December 1978. The coldest air for this surge
mvferi wam is 2 K. reaches Hong Kong on 0000 GMT I I December 1978.
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FIG. 9. (a) North-south c. section of pressure velocity from 560N to 20°N along I I5 0E on
1200 GMT 1 7 December 197/4. Contour interval is 3.25 Pa s-'. Negative values arm dashed. Tick

arks on the bottom are grid points of the Mercator proje-tion. Numbers on the bottom indicate
the latitude. (b) As in (a) except for potential temperature. Contour interval is 4.0 K. (c) As i
(a) except for the meridional component of the wind. Contour interval is 2.5 m s-'. (d) As in (a)
eept for the divergent component of the meridional wnd. Contour interval is I m s-.

1) SURGE II DECEMBER 1978 northeast comer of the Tibetan Plateau with the center
at about 42°N, 950E. There is strong warm advection

This section contains a synoptic description of the to the northwest of the Siberian anticyclone. At 300
circulation during the period of surge II of December mb a ridge is building over this lower-level warm ad-
1978. This period encompasses the period of time from vection. The developing ridge initiates northwesterly
1200 GMT 08 December 1978 to 1200 GMT I I De- flow over Lake Baikal. Strong descent at 500 mb is
cember 1978. A detailed case study of the circulation found near the Yellow Sea, with ascent farther inland
patterns associated with this event is provided in Chu and weak descent about Lake Baikal.
and Park (1984). Their emphasis was on the circulation By 1200 GMT 9 December height rises have accu-
in the subtropics in response to the surge. mulated over eastern China and cold advection is oc-

Figures 10 to 13 present the 300 mb heights, 100- curring east of Korea. The cyclone to the northwest of
300 mb thickness, 1000 mb heights and 1000-500 mb the Siberian anticyclone (70°N, 80*E) is now filling
thickness, and 500 mb pressure velocity fields from but there is still warm advection over and to the north-
1200 GMT 8 December 1978 to 1200 GMT I I De- west of Lake Baikal. The long-wave trough along the
cember 1978, at intervals of 24 hours. coast has deepened slightly. There is a short wave ori-

At 1200 GMT 8 December 1978 (Fig. 10) the Si- ented southwest to northeast at 400N, between 100
berian anticyclone maximum is nestled up against the and I 30°E. Upper tropospheric cold advection is oc-
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curin southeast of Lake aikal At 35*N there is as-
cent to the east and descent to the west of the short -
wave at 300 mb. A broad region of weak descent ex-
tends from the Kamchatka Peninsula southwestward
to the Bay of Bengal.

By 1200 GMT 10 December 1978 the Siberian an-
ticyclone has decreased in intensity from 358 m (1047
mb) to 318 m (1042 mb) while moving eastward, but
the ridging has extended southward over China east of
100*E, and the 240 m contour has dropped southward.
There is strong cold advection over the Yellow Sea and
Sea of Japan. The thickness contours (e.g., 5640 m
line) have also extended southward over China. At 300
mb the short wave has reached the coast and the long-
wave trough there has become deeper in response to
the short wave. There is upper-level cold advection 20_N
southeast of Lake Baikal to Korea.

By 1200GMT II December 1978the 1000mban-
ticyclone over China has diminished to 252 m (1034 0
nib). The 5640 m contour of thickness has moved 120 E
slightly southward. The cyclone off the coast has de- Fia. 14. As in Fig. 8 except for 0000 GMT 10 December 1978.
veloped and is now located off the Kamchatka Pen-
insula. The cold advection over the coastline has di-
minished. The 300 mib flow is somewhat more zonal the baroclinic zone and the northerly winds are farther
as the trough along the coast has been reduced in in- south in the December !978 case as compared to De-
tensity. West of the 300 mb trough there is a region of cember 1974. The divergent wind has a northerly max-
descent over the Yellow Sea and extending northward. imum at 1000 mb at 30°N. This divergent component

The surge in this case, as in December 1974. is trig- while significant, is only 3.5 m s- I at 1000 mb as com-
gered by a short wave propagating in northwesterly pared to 12 m s' for the whole wind. The divergent
flow present to the west of the Asian coast. In December meridional component is not as large a percentage of
1978 the larger-scale flow pattern favorable for the surge the whole meridional wind as in December 1974, per-
development only persists long enough for a single short haps due to the competition of stronger east-west di-
wave to participate in the event. Thus the events in vergent circulation. This east-west ageostrophic flow is
1978 generally have a shorter time scale compared to indicated by the Q vector field of Fig. 14. There is a
1974. Note also that the rapidly developing cyclone off line of V- Q < 0 southwest of Kyushu toward Taiwan
the East Asian coast develops after the surge event is implying ascent associated with incipient cyclogenesis.
underway as in the 1974 case. This pattern is also sir'e The weak ageostrophic flow along I 15°E implied by
ilar to the composite fields of Lau and Lau (1984). Fig. i 5d is in agreement with the low-level divergent

The Q vector field for 1200 GMT 10 December 1978 flow implied in Fig. 14.
is shown in Fig. 14. The vectors imply that there is
strong northerly ageostrophic flow along 120 0E south . DiUSsie.
of 35N. There is a center ofV. Q > 0 (descent) about
thelocationofShanghai(31"N, 121.5"E). The vectors Chu (1978) writes that ridging to the west and
have a strong cross isotherm component in southern troughing to the east of Lake Baikal is a precursor con-
China and off the coast implying quasi-geostrophic dition to a surge occurring in Hong Kong in the sub-
frontogenesis. The pattern is similar to that of Fig. 8 sequent twenty-four hours. The surges presented here
for December 1974. conform to this rule. formulated at the Royal Obser-

vatory at Hong Kong. The establishment of north-
2) DECEMBER 1978 CROSS SECTIONS westerly flow over Lake Baikal is seen to set up the

larger scale flow upon which the shorter scale waves
Figure 15 consists of cross sections taken from 56°  propagate toward the mean long-wave trough along

to 20ON. along I 15°E. of potential temperature, pres- the East Asian coast. The mechanisms initiating the
sure velocity, the divergent and whole wind meridional cold surges of December 1974 and 1978 are quite sim-
component at 0000 GMT 10 December 1978. There ilar in nature. The short waves passing through the
is evidence for a thermally direct circulation within the long-wave trough position near the East Asian coast
plane of the section centered at about 30ON. There is force a circulation that thrusts the cold air southward
brisk northerly flow by the whole wind (- 12 m s-') from the reservoir of the eastern Siberian cold pole.
at 1000 mb over the SouttChina Sea. Notice also that Figure 16 presents vertical cross sections along II 5E
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from 56* to 20*N of the change in potential temper- The surge events are seen not to be the result of an
ature computed from the peak to the trough of the expansion of the intensifying Siberian anticyclone but
temperature departures in Fig. 1 for the surges de- are a separate dynamic development to the east and
scribed above. For December 1974, surge III, the time southeast of the Siberian anticyclone position. Dy-
period is three days, and for December 1978, surge 11, namic subsidence is initiated by the synoptic scale
the time period is 1.5 days. The patterns are similar waves entering the highly baroclinic zone near the
with low latitude cooling and high latitude warming coast. The development of a descent center in the local
in the lower troposphere, with a tendency for the pat- direct circulation is explained by quasi-geostrophic dy-
tern to reverse in the upper levels (above 300 mb). The narnics. The onset of the surge is not directly the result
most intense cooling is at the lowest levels with most of cyclonic development off the East Asian coast. Such
of the change taking place below 700 mb. cyclogenesis follows the surge initiation and is triggered

The difference in the time scale between the surges by the same synoptic short wave which initiated the
of the months appears to be governed by the larger surge as the wave passes to the east of the long-wave
scale flow. The peak to trough time of surge III of De- trough position. There is substantial descent in the
cember 1974 is double that of surge II of December Yellow Sea region separate from the transient cyclone/
1978 (Fig. 1). In December 1974 the low-index flow anticyclone couplets which form off th,: coast and
with blocking over Asia and deep troughing along the propagate to the northeast.
coast established northwesterly flow over Lake Baikal The cold air outbreaks off the East Asian coast de-
that persists for a number of days. In contrast, the high- scribed by Joung and Hitchman (1983) are extreme
index flow of December 1978 has the short waves events with a great deal of very cold air flowing over
moving rapidly through the more zonal current. The Korea and the Sea of Japan. The scale of the waves
basic mechanism of short waves is the same in each they describe as forcing these events are of the order
month but in December 1974 the time scale is such of the long wave present during December 1974. Ev-
that usually two such waves propagate through the idently in their cases the wave which can be traced as
northwesterly flow during the surge event. At least the it traverses a substantial portion of the globe forces a
first three of the surges in December 1974 have evi- major rearrangement of the long-wave pattern over
dence of a double structure which illustrates this pro- eastern Asia.
cess. The surges of December 1978 are the result of a In contrast to the cold air outbreaks over North
single wave. America, there is not a large north-south movement

The relative intensity of the cold air surge depends of a mobile cold air dome in East Asia. In the Asian
on the large scale conditions. The average flow over situation cold air appears to be thrust southward in a
Asia for December 1974 and December 1978 presents thermally direct circulation. The cold air is shallow as
a dramatic contrast with respect to ridging over the it spreads to the latitude of Hong Kong (below 700
midcontinent. There is a major difference between De- mb), Over North America the cold air domes generally
cember 1974 and December 1978 in the position and undergo large excrusions southward supported by wind
strength of the long waves. A ridge at 60°E was anom- asymmetries aloft (Palmen and Newton, 1951; Boyle
alously large in December 1974 and in December 1978 and Bosart, 1983). These domes often then subside
this ridge is absent. The East Asian trough was deep near the Gulf of Mexico coast. When the cold dome
in December 1974 with a strong, sharp baroclinic zone collapses the North American cold air also becomes
below the strong jet. In December 1978 the East Asian shallow as it moves southward, at comparable latitude
trough was somewhat relaxed, and the jet weaker. The and with quite a similar pattern of surges on the East
long waves act to organize the forcing and geographi- Asian coast. The East Asian pattern tends to release
cally focus the shorter scale behavior. In December energy in a relatively small geographical region and
1978 the long wave pattern has much less amplitude results in a steady. intense jet. The North American
over Asia. The blocking pattern of December 1974 processes appear to be less geographically focused with
yields a coherent, stable pattern for anticyclonic de- the energy being released over a wide area. This leads
velopment on the East Asian coast. to more variability in time and space and thus a weaker

It is interesting to note that the mean fields of De- mean jet. Apparently. the north-south orientation of
cember 1974 and December 1978 (Figs. 2 and 3) the Rockies as opposed to the huge east-west extent
strongly resemble the positive and negative polarities, of the Tibetan Plateau is a strong factor in determining
respectively, of the Siberian and Chinese patterns of the differences in the air mass movement of the two
FzL. and Wallace (1985). Their data were five-day continents.
means and thus could not capture the details of the
evolution of the surge events but it is significant that Acknowledgements. Professor C,-P. Chang supplied
an entire month can be characterized according to their useful comments on the manuscript. This work was
patterns and the intensity of the surge events of that carried out while the author was a National Research
month are consistent with that pattern. Council Resident Research Associate at the Naval
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C.pmlso of the Synoptic Conditions in Midlatitudes Accompanying Cold Surges over
amftm Asia for the Months of December 1974 and 1978. Part II: Relaton of Surge

Events to Features of the Longer Term Mean Circulation

JAMS S. BOYLE

Deannwn* of Meuodog Nave Posamduaata Scleoos Mover". CA 93943

(Manuscript received 29 September 1983, in final form 31 October 1935)

This a the wcond of two papers dealing with midlatitude initiation of Fat Asian cold sage. The ets of
sadivudual cold irgpes oa the circulation on the EAst Asian cst are studied for the months of December 1974
ned December 1973. These months represent a contrast with respect to the strength of cold sures occurng in
that month. The surges occurring in December 1978 wer weak, those in 1978 were strong.

The ciculaion features and processes that were considered were: 1) the 200 mb zonal momentum budget,
2) the 400 mb fronge s forcing. 3) the low-evel meridional eddy best fluxes. and 4) the thermally direct
circulation cel in the entmce region to the East Asian jet maximum. The times of the sui events are shown
to be periods which dominate in computing the longer term monthly statistics ofthe aforementioned circulation
features. The monthly mean features computed here are also typical of other studies uasng even much long
term winter averages. The implication is that swrges also dominate these statstic, and longtem averages of
the East Asian winter monsoon circulation at the midlattudes and subtropics we domimaed by the snipctmm L

Duiing the cold surge event the balance of the 200 mb zonal momentum budget is between the zonal
advecton of momentum and the coriolis, aceration. Between the events the baeace is somewhat mixed with
no terms clearly dominating.

The dimatological maximum in confluence at 400 mb (quas-ostrophic fronogenesis) found over East
Asia is seen to be. for the most part, the result of intensified confluence accompanying the snp event. Thi
rontogenesis s necesary for the temperature fied to remain in thermal-wind balance with the aceeating jet.
There is also marked lowlevel frontogencis taking place at lower levels as the cokl air sweeps southward.

The low-evel eddy beat fluxes. which have a lare maxima on the East Asian cout, ae shown by means of
time-longitude plots to be largely the results of the sur circulation. Cold air is continuously moving southward
in the Asin winter monsoon, but the surge fluxes me intense and are focused on the cost.

The thermally direct circudation cell in the entrance region to the East Asian jet maximum reaches iu peak
intensity during the cold surges.

The two months show very similar patterns, only the intensity of the circulation s somewhat reduced in the
month of the weaker surges (December 1978). Evidently the same processs m e at work during the surges of
esch month only at reduced levels in December 1978.

I. hoeduet these differences, but on an individual basis each surge
is seen to have the same sequence of initiation forcing.

This is the second of two papers dealing with cold A short wave propagating in the northwesterly flow
sUrges ov East Asia. The study of these surges and initiates descent in the region of the East Asian coast.
their relation to eastward moving waves in the baro- The divergent outflow from and circulation about this
clinic westerlies of midlatitudes was one of the major center thrust the cold air southward. This same short-
objectives of the Winter Monsoon Experiment wave feature usually then initiates rapid cyclogenesis
(WMONEX) of the First Garp Global Experiment in the highly baroclinic flow off the East Asian coast
(FGGE). This and a companion paper, Boyle (1986, near Japan.
hereinafter BI), contrast the conditions occuring in Individual case studies of surge events were presented
December 1974 and December 1978 to describe the in B I to document this mechanism and to make clear
difference in the midlatitude forcing between the weak the basic ingredients that make up each surge event.
surges of 1978 and the strong surges of 1974. As de- In this paper we will back away from the individual
scribed in BI, December 1974 was a month of well events and consider time series of various parameters,
spaced, strong surges, while December 1978 had slightly temperature, pressure velocity, quasi-geostrophic
more frequent but somewhat weaker surges. It was seen frontogenesis function (QGFF), momentum budgets,
that the planetary scale flow of each month explained and eddy heat fluxes for selected regions to get a
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monthly overview of the circulation features of the where- V, is the geostrophic wind, and 9 is the potential
W events and to contrast the forcing of the two temperature. V. was computed from the analyzed

months, height fields, 0 from the temperature fields. Computing
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section two frontogenesis tendencies in this manner ignores the

describes the data handling and computational pro- contributions by diabatic, vertical motion and ageo-
cedures. The monthly overview for December 1974 is strophic effects. It is, essentially, considering only the
pisented in Section 3. In this section the results of the geostrophic confluence mechanism (McGinley, 1982;
QGFF, 200 mb zonal momentum budgets and low- Hoskins and Pedder, 1980). The quantity on the right
level heat flux computations will be given and dis- hand side of (1) will be henceforth referred to as the
cussed. Section 4 is the sae as Section 3 except that quasi-geostrophic frontogenesis function (QGFF).
the results will be those of December 1978. The final
section will attempt to synthesize the pertinent results 1) EDDY FLUX COMPUTATIONS
of the previous sections.

2. Data badflk mW Two types of deviations from the mean flow were
used in flux computations for fluxes of heat and mo-

a. Datasets mentum. The first deviation will be termed the eddy

The datasets were described in B I. Some germane component defined by

characteristics of the data will be presented here for a* - a - [a]
reference. The December 1974 data was taken from where: [a] is the zonal average. The zonal average was
the operational analysis of the Navy's Fleet Numerical taken on the FNOC mercator grid. It is not a global
Oceanography Center (FNOC). The height and tem- average but extends from 30E to 1720E.
perature fields were available at mandatory levels on The other deviation will be termed the transient
a polar stereographic hemispheric grid with a grid component defined by
length of 381 km at 600N. The wind data were analyzed
at the surface, 700,400,250 and 200 mb, on a mercator a'= a - &
grid of grid length 257 km extending from 60°N to where & is the time average over the 62 synoptic times
40S. The December 1978 data were the level III-B that comprise the month.

FGGE data from the European Center for Medium The transient flux computations are used in o-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). All these data mentum budget calculations. Since the data we have

were available on the ECMWF global 1.875 degree grid analyzed includes only one month, the significance of

at mandatory levels, decomposing the fields into transient and stationary
b. Ccomponents could be questioned. In this regard it

Computatons should be noted that Rosen and Salstein (1982) have

In all calculations the appropriate map scale factor determined that a month is a sufficiently long enough
was taken into account although they may not be ex- period of time to effectively separate the transient and
plicitly included in the equations presented. standing components of the general circulation.

For both datasets the rotational and divergent parts
of the wind were computed from the analyzed wind 2) MOMENTUM BUDGET
fields using the technique of Endlich (1967). This is an
iterative procedure which does not require any as- Budgets for the zonal momentum were computed
sumptions about the nature of the wind field at the using the equation:
grid boundaries. It has been successfully used in other
synoptic studies. Chen et al. (1978). _u Ou Ou

On the polar stereographic grid. quasi-geostrophic Ct -u--v-+fr+ residual (3)
pressure velocity (Dp/Dt) was calculated using the
omega equation (Holton, 1979. p. 180). where: v. = v - vr:, is the ageostrophic meridional wind.

Quasi-geostrophic frontogenesis tendencies were In using this equation we have neglected the con-
computed using the following formulation from Hos- tributions due to vertical motion, curvature effects and
kins and Pedder (1980): friction. The residual is a term containing errors and

also contributions by other terms not included in the
DI702 = (1) computation. The time derivative was computed using
Dt 2Q a 24-hour centered difference. The budget terms were

computed for every point on the mercator grid.
Q ave. V0 - -I. V8 (2) Budgets of the time mean zonal momentum wereQ _ . -1. computed using the equation:
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a 6
- (u'tf) +f 0. + residual. (4)

Notic that this equation also ignores the contributions 2
due to vertical motion and curvature effects but ex- 0

licitly includes the contributions by the transients to 0
the momentum budget. Equation (4) yields just a single -2
value for each term for each month of data. at each .4
point. Monthly time series of sixty values can be con-
structed from the terms of (3), allowing some insight -a
into the effect of the cold surges on the zonal momen- 4
tum budget. - 4 I Il 1P

The computations described before make a number I I tm -m
of demands upon the dataset. For example. the com- 2 46 8 10 1 '14 15UI8224252830
putation of the ageostrophic wind can be quite sensitive DAY
to errors in the data. In the first part of this study, R. I. Time sees odaons from the monthly mean temper-
Boyle (1986). it was mentioned that both the FNOC ature for a 5 X 5 depeatitude. foptude pi centered on 24N
and ECMWF wind data yielded realistic monthly mean I 5"E (Hong Kong) for December 1974 (thin fine) and December
values of the ageostrophic flow. Furthermore. Chang 1978 (thick line$. The ticks on the bottom are 12 hours apeit. The
and Lum (1985) have used the FNOC data and found roman numerals(I.Iie,..)degnmnecold uevents for thendated
them capable of describing day-to-day variations in the year.
divergent component of the wind.

3. December 1974 scent and the cold surge event in southern China is

Time series apparent. As described in BI these quasi-geostrophic
pressure velocity maxima are the result of the short

In this section time series of deviations from the waves entering the strong baroclinic zone around 40°N,
monthly mean values will be presented for various pa- I 200E and amplifying. In B I it was pointed out that
rameters at selected levels and locations. The locations these short waves travel down the northwesterly flow
and parameters were chosen in an attempt to describe downstream of a ridge near 600E. Comparison of the
t ", circulation changes in the region of East Asia that thickness field and the vertical motion in this region
acompany cold surge events. Most of the modulations indicates that the surges represent a strengthening of
ot he circulation could be anticipated and taken to- the thermally direct circulation in the entrance region
se, ier form a picture of the midlatitude forcing of the of the East Asian jet maximum.
surges. Figure 2b is a time series of the divergent component

Figure I consists of time series of departures from of the meridional wind at the surface and 200 mb for
he monthly mean I00mb temperature at Hong Kong a 20 X 20 degree grid centered on 26.50N, 115 *E in

tor December. 1978 and 1974. The times of the cold southeast China. In B I it was shown for surge Ill using
surges for the respective months are also indicated on Q vector analysis that there was an ageostrophic north-
the figure. In general the surges of December 1974 have erly wind in this region consistent with the quast-geo-
a greater negative excursion in the temperature devia- strophic forcing. The events depicted in Fig. 2b give
tion and have a longer time scale than those of Decem- evidence that similar forcing is present for the surges
bet 1978. The temperature in this region is often used throughout the month. Aloft at 200 mb the southerlv
as an indicator of cold surges in eastern Asia. Chang component is also seen to oscillate quite strongl>. ap-
et al. (1981). There are four distinct cooling events in proximately with the surges. If one makes the assump-
December 1974 depicted in Fig. I which are labeled tion that the divergent wind approximates the ageo-
acr irding to the same nomenclature as in B I. This strophic wind then these variations will affect the co-
figure acts as a reference in determining the timing of riolis acceleration of the air entenng the East Asian let
the surge events, maximum. The circulation of Fig. 2b is the horizontal

Figure 2aisatimeseriesof500 mbpressure velocity meridional component of the thermally direct circu-
for a position over the Yellow Sea (10 X 10 degree grid lation indicated by the vertical motion field. Figure 2c
centered on 40*N. 123°E). This is the position of the is the same as Fig. 2b only for the whole mcrdional
monthly mean maximum subsidence over eastern Asia wind. The whole wind northerly component is re-
in December 1974. The correspondence between de- stncted mostly to the surface but occasionally extends
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at 37*N, 127"E and there is a minimum in the jet
maximum exit region. In the jet entrance region the

0 i QGFF is positive on the average (frontogenetic. 3
X 10' km-' s-1). Large excursions (- one standard
deviation) during the surge events result in this area
having the maximum mean value of confluence over
the entire computational grid. Namias and Clapp

40 -(1949) advocated the confluence mechanism as the
process responsible for providing the strong thermal
gradients needed to balance the jet maxima on the

,, , .j' , eastern flanks of the continents. Their work and more
S- .. recent studies, Lau (1978), Blackmon et al. (1977),

20. '- consider the wintertime mean val :. of confluence.
J Figure 2e shows the episodic naturt Eat makes up the

100 120 140 IO upper-level frontogenesis maxima over East Asia and
ho. 3. The monthly avaW of the quasposrophic fronoe its intimate connection with cold surges. This en-

function at 400 mb over eastern Asia for December 1974. Position hancement of confluence is due to the short waves
of the mean iet maximum is indicated by the "J" Contour interval passing through the mean trough position, increasing
of 5 x 10- 1 km - 1 s- 1. the mean confluence already present. Given this evi-

dence one could anticipate that the values of the QGFF
computed in the entrance region of the jet using fore-

up to 700 rob. At the surface it is gratifying to see the cast height fields might be useful in predicting surge
correlation between an increase in the northerly di- onsets. The value of the QGFF does not appear to have
vergent wind and the cold surge initiation since this any obvious relation to the magnitude of the temper-
freshening of the northerly wind is often taken as a ature deviation in Hong Kong.
definition of a surge event taking place. Figure 2d is
the time series of the zonal component of the wind
averaged over the mean position (! 5 X 10 degree grid 1) MOMENTUM BUDGET-DECEMBER 1974
centered on 39°N, 137.5°E ofthe East Asian jet max-
imum at 200 mb. There is a definite increase in the jet Momentum budgets were computed using (3) and
maximum shortly after the onset of the cold surge (4) for December 1974 using the FNOC analyzed mer-
event. This is consistent with the pattern of the merid- cator grid winds. Table I gives the terms of the time
ional component of the divergent wind and the mo- averaged zonal momentum equation averaged spatially
mentum budget in the next section. over the region from 31 to 43*N and 1050 to 135°E.

Figure 2e presents the results of the QGFF calcula- This is the mean position of the entrance region to the
tions at 400 mb. The values are 5 x 5 degree averages East Asian jet maximum at 200 mb. The balance is as
taken in the entrance region of the mean East Asian described by Lau (1978). and Namias and Clapp (1949)
jet maximum (37*N, 125aE; cf. Fig. 3a of BI). The for this region. in that the toau/x) term nearly balances
correspondence between increased QGFF at 400 mb the coriolis acceleration, with the meridional advection
and the cold surges at Hong Kong is evident. The in- being almost five times smaller than the zonal advec-
creased confluence indicated by the rise in the QGFF tion. Thus, it would appear that the December 1974
is a reflection of the tightening of the thermal gradient zonal momentum budget for the jet entrance is close
so that thermal wind balance is retained with the to what is expected from past climatological work. The
strengthening jet. Figure 3 is a chart of the monthly second line of Table I expresses the ratio of each term
average values of the QGFF at 400 mb for December to the coriolis acceleration (the dominant term) as a
1974. The monthly mean maximum of the QGFF field percent (absolute value). In this case the transient con-
lies directly upstream of the East Asian jet maximum tributions play a very minor role, their contribution

TAILE I. Time average zonal momentum budget at 200 mb for December 1974. Units are 10- m S-2.

tawd Rch/l) lRoK/y) fY. B(--')l3x liv")/ay Residual

0.04 4.80 1.00 5.10 -0.07 -0.03 0.63
Each of the above terms divided by fv.. expressed as a percent:
0.8 96.0 20.0 100.0 1.4 0.6 t 5.0

2.0 P

32 -.
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. . .. .. .. very strong 02rfce (- 100 km S-') flux maximum in
A A Eastern China (270N,1I 56E)which rePents the vig-

// \\ \\ //
\ / \"orous cold surges of the month. Actually, over a great

\/ \ deal of Eastern Asia the terrain heights make the surface
values correspond to the 850 mb values in pressure

I coordinates. At 700 mb (not shown) the maximum
D I moves farther to the north and east to 520N, 123"E.

a. The 700 mb fluxes are comparable to the standing wave

ilk VA /-Y/ and strength.
V V Figures 6b and 6a are Hdvmuller diagrams (longi'

--80 . :tude vs time) along 33" and 26.5°N, respectively, from
. 1050 to 170*E of the eddy heat flux at the surface for

S -,the entire month of December 1974. The contours are
of average values for a strip 2.5 degrees on either side
of the indicated latitude. In December 1974 the posi-
tion of the maximum mean heat flux value was at

, 26.5"N, while 33°N was the corresponding latitude in
December 1978. The maxima in heat flux along the
East Asian coast (position indicated on the figure) co-

S, S S S U , -- incide with the cold surge events. Figure 6 illustrates
DAY the double nature of surges 1, 11 and IIl which was

FiG. 4. Time series of the terms of the momentum bUdPet equation noted previously in B I. The main flux maxima appear
for an average over a reon from 31"N to 430N. 1050E to I35E.
(a) Local time fate of chanle of zonal momentum (o/i). (b) Zonal be fixed along the coast with only a slight eastward
advection of zonal momentum (u~u/x): (c) Mendional advecuon extension. However, there are strong transient corn-
of zonal momentum (iu/av): (d) Coriolis acceleration (fr.): (e) Re- ponents which move eastward and develop in strength.
idual term. Units are in m s-2. these are especially evident at 33°N. These transient

features are initiated almost simultaneously with the
cold surge onset but move to the east rapidly and in-

being less than that of the uncertainty expressed in the tensify. These features can be associated with the cy-
residual term. This is consistent with the strong con- clones that are developed and maintained by the short
fluence in this region and with the standard, classical waves which triggered the cold surge. The cyclones
picture of the balances in the region. move to the east but the most intense cold air transport

The balance is not as simple when the individual remains anchored to the coast. At the lower latitudes
time periods are considered. Although there is consid- (Fig. 6a) the fluxes associated with the surge are stronger
erable room for error in the values of the terms for and farther inland. The eastward propagating distur-
single times especially in evaluating the ageostrophic bances are only weakly observable, thus the coastal
wind component we feel that the patterns are consistent thrust of cold air is by far the dominating feature in
enough to bear examination. Figure 4 is the zonal moo- the monthly averages (Fig. 5).
mentum budget terms for the entire month of Decem-
ber 1974 using (3) in the entrance region of the East
Asian jet maximum. There is a correlation between
the surges at Hong Kong and an increase in the conolis -' / -

acceleration. It appears that the energy released by the
thermally direct circulation which peaks during the 4
surge provides energy for the accelerating jet.

The balance found by Blackmon et al. (1977) and
Lau (1978), between the zonal advection and the co-
riolis torque is true for the entire month on the average.
From Fig. 4 it can be seen that this balance [1r,, - tiu/ i , .
dx)] is dominant during the surge periods, however 20
between the surges the balance can be rather mixed.

2) HEAT FLUXES-DECEMBER 1974 120 140
FIG. 5. The monthly average eddy heat fluxes I I"'T*) for December

Figure 5 is the monthly average eddy (1'T*) heat 1974 at the surface. Contour interval is 10 km s'. Dashed contour-
fluxes at the surface for December 1974. There is a indicate negative values.
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1 1
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2.5 dapse wait Tihe puion o( te coam is ndicated by the solid trangle. Contour inera is

Indrs miav values (bi As in (a) only for 33"N.

4. December 1978 reut parnied by increased southerly flow at 200 nib and vice
vera. December 1974 (Fg. 2b) did not display this

December 1978 tame series obvious anucorrelation. The whole wind meridional
component (Fig. 7c) has the lower-level northerly %

Figre 7a.-e are time series of pesr velocity, me- maxima at a slightly higher level (,--850 rob, not shw) ,
ridional and zonal winds, divergent meridional wind and it appears that the 1000 nib divergent component ,
and 0GFF at the indicated pressure levels. The data comprises about half of the magnitude in this region.
are deviations from the monthly mean, averaged over This is a similar ratio as found in December 1974. The
a gind centered at the indicated latitude and longitude whole meridional wind does not display the strong an-
and at the given presure level. The time of the surges ticorrelation that the divergent component did between
for December 1V'78 are identified in the temperature 200 and 1000 rob. There is. as expected, a strong cor-
devtion plot of Fig. I. relation between increased northerlies and colder air

The time series of the 500 mub pressure velocity (Fig. in southern China.
7a1 is centered on the point of the monthly average The time seie of the zonal component of the wind.
maximum descent on the East Asian coast (31 'N, Fig. 7d, shows the pases of wind maxima associated
122°E). Although only 500 mib values are shown the with the synoptic waves mnto the entrance reion of the
descent maxima are observed to be at a lower level jet. As in 1974 these accelertions are correlated with
(70mbasopoe to 500mb)l thntoeof Dcebe the surgs and the meridional divergent component of
1974. This could be the result of the December 1978 the wind and with increases in the QGFF.
center ben farther south compared to December 1974 Figure 7e is a time series of the quasi-geostrophic
(31 "N vs 40*N). As in December 1974, the thermally frontogenesas function in the entrance region of the
direct circulation in the entrance region to the East mean jet maximum. As in December 1974 there is a
Asian jet maximum is intensified during the surge correlation between increased confluence at 400 mb
event, and the cold surges. The values of the maximum being

The divergent meridional component at Hong Kong a good indication of short-wave passage through the
(Fg 7b) shows an increase in the northerly component region. The average value is positive ( 1.71 × 10-5 m-'
during surges, with the maximum generally near the s-'), and about one-half that of December 1974. The
1000 nib level although the fuil extent of the northerlies deviations were also of greater magnitude in 1974.
can be quite deep (500 mob). There is a marked anti- Figure 8 is a chart of the monthly mean value of the
correlation between the 1000 and 200 nib levels. In- QGFF for December 1978. Comparing this to Fig. 3,
crae northerly flow at the 1000 nib level is accomi- the corresponding chart for December 1974, we can
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crating the jet due to the coriolis acceleration as indi-
cated by Fig. 7d.

Comparison of the momentum budget of the en-
trance region to the jet maximum for December 1974

L and December 1978 provides more evidence of the
reduced intensity of the local circulation in December
1978. The magnitude of the average coriolis accelera-

40 tion is reduced by a factor of about two, although the
-- sense ofthe balance is the same in 1974and 1978with

all the terms smaller in 1978. The circulation of De-
cember 1978 from the aspect of the momentum budget
appears to be a scaled down version of December 1974.

20 K The same mechanisms are at work but the meridional
I and zonal circulations are weaker in December 1978.

10o t2o 140 IO Notice that although event II is the strongest surge at
Fo..As in FHg. 3 ec for December 17. Hong Kong the III and IV events yield slightly higher

F. .e evalues of coriolis acceleration.

One must be cautious about assessing the results of
the momentum budget using the ECMWF data. Kung

see that the maximum is more diffuse and farther south and Tanaka (1983) have shown that on a global average
in 1978. The prominent negative/positive couplet the ECMWF data lean more toward geostrophic bal-
about the EAJ maximum seen in 1974 is almost absent ance than the GFDL (Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
in 1978. This is consistent with the weaker, broader Laboratory) analysis or the balance indicated by pre-
jet maximum in 1978. vious work. Lau (1984) also has demonstrated that the

ECMWF data have a reduced Hadley circulation com-
pared to that seen in the GFDL analysis. This problem

1) MOMENTUM BUDGET DECEMBER 1978 of underestimating the divergent wind appears to be
most severe in the tropics. Thus, the reduced values

Table 2 has the momentum budget for the time av- that are seen in Fig. 9 (compared to Fig. 4) could just
erage zonal wind. These data are averages over an area be due to differences in the ECMWF and FNOC anal-
bounded by 24*-37°N, 102.5°-132.5°E, the entrance ysis procedures.region to the mean EAJ maximum for December 1978. However, there is some evidence that the reduced
The balance is essentially the same as in December magnitude of the December 1978 momentum budget
1974, but in this case the transients play a greater role. terms might be real. First, the budget terms not in-
Although still relatively small the effect of the transients volving the ageostrophic wind and presumably domi-
at least exceeds that of the residual term, and thus can nated by the rotational wind, such as u( u/ax), are also
be more confidently said to have an impact on the reduced in December 1978. Second, quantities corn-
zonal flow. puted using the height field only, such as the QGFF,

The time series of the momentum budget at 200 mb also demonstrate the reduced intensity of the circula-
for December 1978 is given in Fig. 9. Notice the scale tion. Thus, it is probable that the momentum budget
difference of this figure and the corresponding one (Fig. in December 1978 is actually reduced in intensity, with
4) of December 1974. The dominant balance is between respect to December 1974, but the actual amount re-
the i*ou/61x) term and the ft. term. There is a good duced is obscured by the analyses differences. In any
correspondence between an increase (decrease) in the case the qualitative response of the momentum budget
fv, term and the cold surge events as in December 1974. terms during the cold surge penods are quite similar
This can be interpreted as the direct circulation accel- in Figs. 4 and 9.

r
TA Le 2. Time average zonal momentum budget at 200 mb for December 1978. Units are 10' m s- 1.

A/t WNW) l/Oy) f f. a"Tit/€x a(Wwa/y Residual

0.07 1.80 0.80 2.50 -0.12 0.18 0.17

Each of the above terms divided byi,., expreseed as a percent:
2.8 72.0 32.0 100.0 4.8 7.2 6.8

2.4
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,a A~ ,The classical manner of considering the general cir-
culation ofthe atmosphere was from a zonally averaged
perspective. This viewpoint was well summarized by

I 'Lorenz in his 1967 monograph. Recently the study of
Sthe general circulation has expanded in scope to include

, / the important longitudinal variations in the long termA \ seasonal mean circulation. This work is exemplified
V, -- by the study of Blackmon et al. (1977). Perhaps the

next step in this progression would be to study the in-
S".- . dividual circulation patterns that are responsible for

. the longitudinal features of the long term fields. It
, .. would be of interest to determine if there are any spe-

.... cific circulation systems that dominate in making up
4. .a certain longitudinal feature. From the results pre-

sented here, it would appear that the East Asian cold
surges play a dominant role in producing the circula-
tion features on the Asian coast documented by Black-

.. .. . .. . .. . monet al. (1977), and Lau (1978).
6 U II U mThe circulation parameters studied here are those

F. 9which comprise the processes occurring in the entrance
Fo. 9. As in F 4 exce7 for December 197 ad region to the East Asian jet. Blackmon et al. (1977)

avered over 24-37N, 1025-32.E. present a schematic (their Fig. 15a) of the time mean
circulation in the entrance region of a wintertime jet
maximum on the east coast of a continent. The com-

2) HEAT FLUXES DECEMBER 1978 putations presented here demonstrates that this picture

Considering the monthly averaged eddy heat fluxes for East Asia is strongly influenced by the individual
(V* T_) for December 1978 (Fig. 10), the maximum cold surge events-
at 1000 mb along the East Asian coast at 33N, 120E The cold surge circulation has a clear effect on the
is about half the strength of the December 1974 surface zonal momentum budget in the vicinity of the East
value (Fig. 5), and located to the northeast of the De- Asian jet maximum. The mean balance of the budgets
cember 1974 center. There is a second maximum over of the zonal momentum at jet level in this region are
the Sea of Japan in December 1978. At 700 mb (not dominated by the periods of the surge events. The cir-h shown) the December 1978 maxima on the East Asian culation of December 1978 from the aspect of the mo-
coasLare weaker and farther north compared to the mentum budget appears to be a scaled down version
December 1974 fields. Cold air is being transported of December 1974. The same mechanisms are at work

* southward over the entire span of 80 to 30 0E in De- but the meridional and zonal circulations are weaker
cember 1978. in December 1978.

Figures la and i lbare Hovmuller diagramsofthe The balance found by Blackmon et al. (1977) and
eddy heat fluxes (V*T*) along 350 and 30*N at 1000 Lau (1978). between the zonal advecuon and the co-
mb for December 1978. The pattern is similar to that riolis acceleration is true for both months on the aw-
of Fig. 6 for December 1974. The maxima along the
coast are generally smaller than those of December -

1974. Notice that 35°N is the latitude of the monthly //(
average maximum in the flux while the December 1974
maximum was at 30°N. Again the pattern is of fluxes 40
anchored to the coast and transient (eastward moving)
fluxes developing to the east seen in December 1974
is repeated. The average duration of the positive fluxes
along the coast is longer in December 1974, this is even
more evident in the diagram at 26.5°N, which is
through the December 1974 monthly mean maximum. 20 -- -

There is not a great deal of difference in the transient
components of the fluxes, and indeed the cyclones that
developed offthe East Asian coast in December 1978 120 140
appeared to bees robust as those in December 1974. FiG. 10. As in Fig. 5 except for December 1978 and at 1000 mb.
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FMo. 11. As in Fig. 6 except for December 1978.

crap. From Fgs. 4 and 9 it can be seen that this balance Boyle, J. S., 1986: Comparison of the synoptic conditions in mid-
f - g4au/ax)] is dominant during the surge periods, latitudo accompanying cold surges over Eastern Asia for the

however between the surges the balane carn be rather months of December 1974 and 1978. Part 1: Monthly meanfieldh individual eventt and omhscesh Mon. Wea. Rev., 114,
mixed. 9o3-918.

The cold surge outbreaks are closely correlated to Chang C.-P., and K. M. Lau, 1980:. Northeasterly cold sues and
frontogenesis at upper levels in the East Asian jet region near-equatorial disturbances over the winter MONEX area dur-
forced by confluent geostrophic deformation. This is ins December 1974. Pat It: Planetary scale aspects. Mon. Wea.
a result of the short-wave passage through this region Rev.. 10& 298-312.

to the e Computations indicate that the cold surge - , J. E. Erickson and K. M. Lau. 1979: Northeasterly cold surges
and near-equatorial disturbances over the winter MONEX areaperiods dominate the long term average confluence during December 1974. Part 1: Synoptic aspects. Mon. Wea.

observed in this region, (Namias and Clapp, 1949). Rev.. 107,812-829.
Thus the confluent geostrophic deformation is impor- Chen. T. C., J. C. Alpert and T. W. Schlatter. 1978: The effects of

tant in maintaining the thermal wind balance with the divergent and nondivergent winds on the kinetic enery budget

East Asian jet region. of a midlatitude cyclone: A case study. Mon. Wea. Rev.. 106,
458-468.

The acceleration of the East Asian jet by the cold crew=,, b. p., 198 : Cimulationsof the west Pacc Jetsream.
surge can provide a link of the cold surges to the global Mon. Wea. Rev.. 109,2450-2463.
circulation by modulating the East Asian jet. Thus the Endlich. R. M., 1967: An iterative method for altering the kinematic
surge circulation can then strongly feed back to the properties of wind fields. J, Appi. Meteor. 6. 837-844.
general circulation center of action in the North Pacific, Kunt. E. C.. and H. Tanaka. 1933: Eneigetics analysis o(the global
Lau et &L. (194). circulation during the special observation periods of FGGE. J.

Almos. Sci., 40. 2575-2592.
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ABSTRACr

The O-effect on tropical cyclone motion is studied using an analytical as well as a numerical model in a
nondiverent b rorpic framework. The analytical model and the linear version of the numerical model give
essentially the same result: the linear O-effm causes a westward stretching of the model vortex but no significant
movement of the vortex center. An east-wes asymmetry in the meridional wind field is also created. It is the
inclusion of the nonlinear term that produces the northwestward movement of the vortex previouy found by
other investigators (e.g., Kitade. 198 1). This northwenward movement increases with both the maximum wind
speed and the radius of maximum wind in a consant-shape vortex. A wind maximum is also found to the
northeast of the vortex, which appears to be consistent with the observational find& of Shea and Gray. This
asymmetry plays an important role in the vortex motion.

I. Introduction clusion of any mean flow in this study will allow reex-

The study of the effect of the earth's rotation on the amination of the sensitivity of the cyclone movement

movement of a tropical cyclone dates back to the work to its intensity due to the beta effect. In Part II, theinteraction between the vortex flow and different mean
of Rossby (1939, 1948). Since then, a number of theo- flows will be analyzed.
retical and numerical studies have been conducted to A sile analyti hv

examineA simple analytical solution of the nondivergent
eamiy stis thaet(see the re Coiois fcen, th. barotropic vorticity equation is first sought to deter-R ossby su ggested that th e larger C oriolis force on th e mi et ee c ofl n a pr es son he v t x m v -poleward side of a symmetric cyclonic vortex would mine the effect of linear processes on the vortex move-

ment. This effect is also demonstrated with a finite-produce a net force which would cause the cyclone to
move poleward. On the other hand. Adem and Lezama difference numerical model, which indicates that the
(1960) and later Anthes and Hoke (1975) and others finite difference resolution is adequate to resolve the

physical processes on the vortex scale. The numerical
proposed that differential advection of the earth's vor- model is then used to study the nonlinear terms which
ticity to the west and east of the cyclone would cause te ue includ the anlial me m

it to move initially westward. A secondary circulation canno easiy
(in the horizontal) is then set up which advects the plications of these results on our understanding of theeffect of the Coriolis parameter on both the motion
vortex northward (Holland. 1983). As a result, the cy- and structure of the vortex will also be discussed.
clone tends to move towards the northwest. This has
become known as the #-effect.

However, some questions regarding the physical 2. Analytical model
processes associated with this main effect remain. For
example, what is the mechanism that sets up the sec- a. Formulation
ondarv circulation? How do the linear and nonJinear
processes contribute to the movement of the cyclone? The nondivergent barotropic model used in this A
Is the O-effect independent of the intensity of the vor- study can be formulated in terms of the conservation
tex? This study attempts to address these questions by of absolute vorticity. The governing equation is
solving the nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation. a "
The numerical results of DeMaria ( 1983. 1985) suggest a+ V. V(O'+f)- 0 (2.1)
that cyclone movement is rather insensitive to the in-
tensity of the cyclone. However, his results were ob- where is the vertical component of the relative vor-
tained with the cyclone embedded in a basic flow. Ex- ticity, V, the nondivergent wind vector, and f the Co-

riolis parameter. A streamfunction i can be defined
such that

Present affiliation: Royal Ob~rvatory, Hong Kong. (2.2)
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The linearized version of(2.1) with no mean flow on
an equatorial beta plane can then be written ,a ". "2"

+ 2 (2.3) : .- dome'

where 0 is the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis pa-
rameter. . ,

Assuming periodic boundary conditions in both the 0 - - 0,, "
x and y directions, the Fourier transform of(2.3) gives FI ..Tansenial wind profiles as defined in (2.10)

8* ik _. for different values of Vi,.

at(k2+12) (2.4)
w here r2 2.

w2. 2 ( [724(x, y, O)]e'*r- Y"dxdy

*I(k'l t)=J 0o(xy')e'"x+'dxdy, (2.5) 1 o Wo

and k, I are the wavenumbers in the x and y directions, = -(k 2 + 12) 4,(x, y, Oe""+'ddy
respectively. If the function *' is separable in time and
the temporal part is oscillatory, then it can be written so thatas _ 2 2"r

*(k, 1, t) = A(k, (2.6) A(k, 1) 2 + 2) t(x, y, O)e1k+ ')dxdy.

Substituting (2.6) into (2.4) yields (2.12)

A(k, 1) - (k, 1, 0) (2.7) The streamfunction at any time t is then obtained by
and solving (2.9), with the spectral amplitude A(k, 1) of the

2 + 12" (2.8) initial conditions given by (2.12). In the following, so-
lutions of (2.9) using a grid size of 20 km and 101 grid

The streamnfunction at any time t is then given by the points in both the x and y directions will be presented.

inverse transform of *(k, 1, t) as Beta is evaluated at 10* latitude.

40x,y,t)- , ZA(kI~ - ' 1 . (2.9) b. Results
2w k I The streamfunction fields at selected times for a vor-

Given the initial conditions J<x, y, 0), we can then tex given by (2.10) with V,, = 40 m s-'. r, = 100 km
solve for ;(x, y, t) using (2.5) and (2.7)-(2.9). Note that and b = 1.0 are shown in Fig. 2. The vortex is seen to
since the wavenumber Iin the y-direction only appears elongate westward with time as a result of the dispersive
as 12 in (2.8), the solution will be symmetric about the effects of Rossby waves. The dispersion relation given
x-axis., by (2.8) implies that longer waves have larger westward

The cyclonic vortex used in this part of the study phase speeds than shorter waves. Since the waves rep-
has a tangential wind V(r) profile of resenting the outer circulation have lower wavenum-bers than those representing the inner circulation, the

(r) {[r ( r)b},outer part of the vortex propagates westward faster than
V(r)- V,(j exp I- (1 (2.10) the inner part, which results in a stretching of the vortex

. r.) ~/westward. Such a dispersion of linear Rossby waves

where r is the radius, V,, the value of V(r) at the radius has also been studied for ocean vortices (e.g.. Flierl.
of maximum wind r,. and b is a factor that determines 1977; McWilliams and Flier, 1979; Mied and Linde-
the shape of the vortex. Examples of this profile can mann, 1979).
be found in Fig. I for different values of V,. The cor- The time variations of the relative vorticity fields are
responding vorticity (s') profile is given by similar to those of the streamfunction and therefore

will not be shown. However, it must be noted that in

(r) 2V!L[ IrL)] (2.11) solving for " from (2.2) and (2.9), the amplitudes of
r 2 r Jexp lb the spectral coefficients A(k, I) are reduced by a factor

(k 2 + 12) so that the westward propagation of shorter
One method to initialize the model just described is waves (representing the inner circulation) will be fur-

to solve for 0 from (2.2) and (2.11). However, a simpler ther decreased. As a result, even though the 4, and r
method is to use thef(r) profile directly by first noting fields are initially concentric, the #i-effect produces an
the equality intersection of the two fields, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
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S*x,y~t)

0 h  -- 6h t7 h

X-OeSTma ('I M ~ x-OMKE W"0 Iv) X-0STmaem(10is.)

b= 1.0 r, = 10 0 km v. = 40ms'

Flo. 2. Ssamfanctio ilds (0) at0. 36 ad 72 h for the analytical model using
the vortex pmrile in (2.10) with V,, - 40m s-,r,, - 100 km andb - 1.0. The contour
interval is 0.2 X I0O m2s'.

Notice that the intersection of the k and r isolines oc- neous adjustment of the winds, these changes in relative
curs near the center of the vortex where not much vorticity will increase the southerly flow near, and
movement of the voricity maximum occurs. Since the northerly flow at distances both east and west of, the
streamfunction represents the flow field, such an in- vortex center. This southerly flow was first identified
tersection between the two fields becomes important by Anthes and Hoke (1975) and termed the -secondary
when the effect of relative vorticity advection (not con- circulation" by Holland (1983). Because the winds are
sidered in this formulation) is included, initially northerly to the west and southerly to the east

The asymmetry in the 4, field (Fig. 2) also implies of the vortex, this secondary circulation will produce
an asymmetry in the wind fields. Since the stream- an east-west asymmetry in the v-component. As only
function is symmetric about the x-axis. the wind asym- linear effects are included in the model, this asymmetry
metry is only in the meridional (v) component (Fig. 4) cannot be removed through self-advective (nonlinear)
and results in a wind maximum to the east of the vor- processes. At the same time, the increase in southerly
tex. Note also that the speed differential between the flow further decreases the relative vorticity near and
east and west sides of the vortex increases with time. to the east of center through the advection of the earth's

The large east-west wind asymmetry may be ex- vorticity. The asymmetry in the wind field therefore
plained as follows. Advection of the earth vorticity increases with time.
produces an increase (decrease) in relative cyclonic If the rate of decay of the tangential wind with radius
vorticity to the west (east) of the vortex. Since the gov- is decreased (that is, the value of b is reduced in Eq.
erning equation (2.3) implicitly assumes an instanta- 2.10), the center of the vortex (where the stream func-

t=36 h

-0.1 b - 1.0

0 r, = 100 km~

1 .5

v m = 40 m s
0M

-S

-2 -1.3 -1 -0.3 0 0.5 1 t.5 2

X-DISTANCE (-100 kin)

lu. 3. As in FIg. 2 exomm for the streamfunction (solid, 10' m s-') and relative .vorticity (dashed, tO' s ) fields at 36 h.
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V-COMPONENT (UNEAR MODEL)

=Oh t=36h 72h

-101 -6 -1. -2 (; 4 8I

X-01VANCE (-100 km~) X-0,S1*NCE ('100 km,) X-OISTANCE (IIOu.

b= 1.0 r,=100km vm 40ms"

Flo. 4. Meridional (v) wind component at 0, 36 and 72 h derived from the solutions
in Fg. 2. The contour interval is 10 m s-.

* tion is a minimum) is found to have a slightly larger 4-0 at y =±D, (3.2)
* westward displacement (not shown). This results from

the longer waves associated with a larger vortex having where the meridional domain is defined by
a larger amplitude so that the westward phase speed is -D y, D.
enhanced. For the same reason, a constant-shape vortex

with a larger radius of maximum wind (r, in Eq. 2. 10) Eq. (3.1) is solved using the leapfrog time-differenc-
will move westward faster than one with a smaller r. ing scheme. The Jacobian is evaluated using the finite
However, varying the magnitude of the maximum difference form developed by Arakawa (1966). At the
wind (V.) does not have an effect on the vortex move- north-south boundaries, the values of V24 are extrap-
ment. An increase in the value of V,. simply increases olated from the first interior points. The direct method
the amplitudes of the spectral coefficients A(k, 1) by described by Sweet (1973) is used to solve for K t/O in
the same amount for all wavenumbers (see Eq. 2.12). (3.1) and to derive the initial streamfunction field from
This results in the values of4(x, y, t) obtained by solving the vorticity profile defined in (2.11).
(2.9) being multiplied by a larger factor but the location The linear [with J(4,. V24,) set to zero] solutions to
of the relative minimum in the streamfunction remains (3.1) are found to be very similar to those from the
unchanged. analytical model. The similarity of the results from the

To summarize, the linear 0-effect elongates a sym- two models provides an indication that the truncation
metric vortex westward with very little displacement errors in the numerical solutions are small.
of the-center of the vortex (as given by the maximum
of relative vorticity or minimum in streamfunction). b. ResuIts
The wind field also becomes highly asymmetric in the
east-west direction with stronger (weaker) winds to the The nonlinear solutions to (3.1) for the same vortex
east (west). used in section 2 are shown in Fig. 5. Contrary to the

linear solution (Fig. 2), the inner part of the vortex
remains rather symmetric. At the same time, the outer3. The mamoerical model part of the vortex maintains a westward stretching as

a. Formulation a result of the linear $-effect. The vortex center is now
displaced to the northwest. An acceleration in the

The nondivergent barotropic model developed by movement of the vortex can also be identified from its
Tupaz (1977) to study barotropic instabilities associated track (Fig. 6). with its translation speed increasing from
with an easterly jet (Tupaz et al., 1978) is utilized. The 0.8 m s' in the first 12 h to 2.8 m s-' by 60 h. Notice
governing equation with no mean flow can be written also a slight oscillation in the vortex track.
as Such a northwestward displacement and acceleration

7 of the vortex as well as the oscillation in the track are

= -J( , V2 ) -ax (3.1) consistent with results obtained by other researchers
(e.g.. Kitade. 198 1). This movement can be explained

where the symbols are as in section 2. The Jacobian by considering the east-west asymmetry induced by
j(0, V24,) represents the nonlinear effect that is excluded the O-effect discussed in section 2. Since the nonlinear
in section 2. The domain is an east-west channel with term (advection of vortex vorticity) is now included.
cyclic boundary conditions in the zonal direction. That the crossing of the /, and " isolines shown in Fig. 3
is, implies an advection of the vortex vorticity by the
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STREAMFUNCilON (NONUNEAR MODEL)
, - h - h4

~Z.

X-OOSTAICE ('004m X-D4STANCU (Ma00) X-01STMIZ W90 S)

b= 1.0 r.= 100.0 km vm = 40.0 ms'

FIG. 5. As in Fi. 2 except for the nonlinear numerical imulatiom.
The contour interval isO .I X I0 m2 s- '.

asymmetric flow represented by the streamfunction 4. a wind maximum to the east of the vortex. A combi-
This advection leads to an increase of vorticity to the nation of these two effects therefore causes a continuous
north of the vortex and a decrease to the south. These adjustment between the 4, and r fields, which leads to
changes in vorticity depend on the crossing angle be- the wind asymmetry and the associated oscillations. 4

tween the 4, and r isolines. Near the vortex center, the The oscillation in the vortex track can also be explained
crossing angle and the speed are large and thus a strong in a similar manner as the vortex tries to move along
advective (nonlinear) effect results. In the outer region, a "constant phase" fine which balances the linear and
the two fields do not intersect significantly so that this the nonlinear effects. Part of this oscillation may be
part of the vortex continues its westward elongation due to difficulty in finding the center between grid
while the inner region moves northward. Consequently, points, but the increase in speed is well defined.
the asymmetry in the streamfunction field is no longer The existence of an asymmetry in the tangential
east-west but rather along a southwest-northeast di- winds in tropical cyclones after the motion of the cy-
rection (Fig. 5). clone is removed has been observed by several re-

The physical explanation given here of the north- searchers (e.g., Jordan, et al., 1960; Shea and Gray,
westward vortex displacement due to the fl-effect is 1973: George and Gray, 1976). The asymmetry is usu-
somewhat different from that schematically portrayed ally to the right of the cyclone (facing downstream along
by Holland (1983). According to Holland (1983), the the direction of cyclone motion). Most tropical cy-
vortex first moves west due to the beta effect. Then the clones (in the Northern Hemisphere) move westward
vorticity changes lead to a secondary circulation which or northwestward. Thus, this asymmetry would be in
is directed to the north over the vortex center, which the northeast quadrant, which is consistent with the
combined with the beta effect causes the vortex to move numerical result presented here. Therefore, the com-
to the northwest. In the present study the early north- bination of the beta (linear) and the nonlinear effects
ward motion is caused by relative vorticity advection may offer an explanation of such an observed asym- :4
which results from the Rossby wave distortion of the metry.
vortex. At a later stage when the wind asymmetry is To summarize, it is the combination of the linear
developed (Fig. 7), the asymmetry has associated with and nonlinear effects that leads to a northwestward
it a flow component across the center in the direction displacement of the vortex. The continuous distortion
of movement. This is generally consistent with Hol- of the streamfunction and relative vorucity fields by
land's view of the role of the secondary circulation. the d-effect causes an adjustment between these two

Because of the orientation of the streamfunction fields to occur when nonlinear 1horizontal advection
asymmetry (Fig. 5). the maximum wind speed is now of vortex vorticnty)effects are included. A modification
to the northeast of the vortex (Fig. 7). Notice also an of either effect will therefore lead to a change in the
oscillation of the 40 m s- 1 isotach around the north- vortex movement, as will be seen in section 4.
eastern quadrant of the vortex. The maximum wind
increases from 41.6 m s- at 12 h to 43.5 m s- Iat 48 4. Sensitivity tests with vortex strength and scale i
h. If the translation speed is subtracted, a residual In this Section, results are presented from integra-
asymmetry still remains. Therefore, this wind asym- tions with different values of r, and in in the initial
metry cannot be explained simply by the translation vortex (2.10), but with the original value b = I. The
of the vortex. Adjustments of the wind field to the in- following grid sizes are used for each value of the radius
crease in relative vorticity tothe northwest ofthe vortex of maximum wind: r,, - 50 km. Ax = .1, = 10 km;
(due to the nonlinear effqct) tends to produce a wind r = 100 km. Ax = 1y' 20 km; r., 200 km and
maximum in this region but the (linear) A-effect induces Ax = A, = 40 km. All experiments use a domain size

. .
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140.07g0,L0

Ifta

•M 0

220.0

-700.0 -FO.O -_3W.0 -220.0 -60.0 100.0

X (KNI

MI. 6. The 0-72 h track of the vortex with r. - 100 kin, V, - 40 mn s-".
The symbols along the track are 12 h apart.

'Lof 201 × 201 which insures that the boundaries do not values of r,. The curves imply a linear behavior as a
a Iffemt even the fastest moving vortex over 72 hours. In function of 1. for V. 4 20 m s-', but note that the

[each experiment the form of the vortex trajectory is curves do not extrapolate to the origin as V,,, - 0. This
similar to that shown in Fig. 6 for r, - 100 km and may be related to the vastly different structure type in
V. - 40 ms-'. All results presented in this section are the highly distorted Rossby wave solution ( V, = 0) as
averages from t - 48 hours to t - 72 hours. The di- compared with the nearly circular solution when V,.
rections of motion for the various experiments are given is small, but not zero. This strongly suggests that one
in Table 1. They have a monotonic variation from cannot get the proper solution by expanding about the
315" to 335". For a fixed r,., the angle increases with linear solution. Figure 9 contains movement curves as
increasingl V., and the angle decrease for increasing a function of r. for three values of VI.. In this case.
r. when Vt. is fixed. The curves in Fig. 8 give the speed the portions of the curves which satisfy r. 4 100 km
of movement as a function of V,, for each of the three do appear to extrapolate to zero as r,.,. 0. Figure 10

ISOTACHS (NONLINEAR MODEL )

I.=0 h .. =36- h ,.=72, h

X 1TAmct (.100lm X-MI$AN(:E (-100 km ) X-01STWKE: (.100 urn)

b: 1.0 r :100.0 krn v. = 40.0 rns"'

FIG. 7. laotachs derved from the nonlinear numencl simulation iven
• in Fig. 5. The contour interval is 10 mn s-*

0.45
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TAUz I. Diuctiom ouoemvt avmad fom 48 to < 100 kin) had no effect on vortex motion while
72 It for eawh empemet. changes in the outer region had a direct effect. DeMaria

V0 (11) . (km) (1983, 1985) found similar results in a model which
included horizontal wind shear as well as the beta effect.

SO 100 200
2.5 321.1I 5. Discusim and coCaimio
5.0 321.70

10.0 330.3' 324.30 314.40 The results from this study can be summarized as
20.0 332.2°  328.90 318.6" follows. The linear #-effect, though incapable of sig-
40.0 333.9' 329.3' 325.9" nificantly displacing the central core of the vortex, pro-
30.0 334.1* vides a necessary environment for vortex movement.

It creates an east-west asymmetry in the meridional
wind field which then interacti with the vortex vorticity

contains contours of the speed of movement as a func- when nonlinear effects are included. Advection of the
tion of r. and V,,. The curves are roughly hyperbolic, vortex vorticity then gives rise to a northwestward dis-
which would be expected since the curves in Figs. 8 placement of the vortex. This nonlinear process de-
and 9 have approximately linear variations. pends on the strength of the meridional wind field cre-

These results show that the speed of movement of ated by the linear effect and the relative vorticity gra-
the vortex increases with V, and r,, although the di- dient within the vortex. An increase in the tangential
rection changes only slowly. If the "angular momen- winds at all radii causes an increase in the northwest-
rum", r,, V,,, is held constant in Fig. 10, it can be seen ward movement although the linear A-effect remains
that the speed of movement is nearly constant (since unchanged. Increasing the size of the vortex with the
the isolines in Fig. 10 are nearly hyperbolas). This sug- shape held fixed enhances the meridional flow through
gests that a tropical cyclone track would be unaffected the linear dispersion of Rossby waves and leads to a
by changes in intensity provided that r. V, were con- larger northwestward displacement The solutions show
served. Holland (1984) states that "no track changes that the speed of movement is nearly constant for vor-
accompany oscillations in central pressure or maxi- tices which have the same characteristic "angular mo-
mum winds in hurricanes". However, it is not known mentum" rV.. The results of this paper agree with
whether or not r,,,,, is conserved in these cases. Our the previous conclusion (Holland, 1983, 1984 and
solutions (see especially Fig. 9) indicate that the winds DeMaria, 1983, 1985) that the vortex motion is insen-
in the outer region have more influence on the vortex sitive to the wind structure in the inner region.
motion than winds closer to the center. In fact DeMaria Another consequence of the combination of the
(results presented by Holland, 1984) showed that in- (linear) #-effect and the nonlinear effect is the creation
creasing the wind in the inner part of the vortex (r of a wind maximum to the northeast of the vortex. It

5

4

3

2 '

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Vm

FIG. 8. The speed of movement V (m s-') as a function of V. (m s-')
for three values of r. (km).
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appears that this asymmetry plays an important role 40
in the vortex motion. Such an across-the-vortex wind
asymmetry has been found from aircraft observations 4
of hurricanes (Shea and Gray, 1973). The P-effect may
therefore offer an explanation of this observed asym-
metry.

From the fluid dynamical point of view, this study 30
shows how dispersion (linear) and vorticity advection
(nonlinear) effects can combine to move the vorticity Vm
center even though neither process can significantly
move the vortex by itself. It is very important to obtainI
a more complete understanding of this process. 20 2

No mean flow is included in these experiments in
order to isolate the #-effect. As is discussed in section
4. incorporation of a basic flow significantly compli-
cates the problem. DeMaria (1985) has pointed out the
importance of the vorticity gradient associated with 10
the basic flow. The linear advection of the vortex by a 50 100 150 200
spatially nonuniform basic flow will also modify the rm
vortex movement. In addition, the dispersion of Rossby
waves can occur with this basic flow. Nonlinear inter- FK. 10. Isolines of the speed of movement vi im s-') as functions

actions between the vortex circulation and the basic of V. (m s-') and r. (km).
flow can also alter the movement of the vortex. All
these effects will be presented in Part II of this study.
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ABSTRACT

Previous studies of cold surges during the northern winter monsoon suggested a short-term midlautude-
tropical interaction such that the variations of the midlatitude jet over East Asia correspond to variations in
tropcil convection. However, because cold surges occur dunng periods of intensfied baroclinicity, it is possible
that the strengthening of the jet may be due entirely to midlatitude baroclinic development rather than the
enhanced local Hadley coculation orced by the increue in tropical convection. In this study objectively analyzed
200 mb wind dama for the 1983/4 winter are exainmed to address the problem of determining cause and effect
in short-term idlaitutid-tropncal interactions, a

Significnt positive coneatim between the midlatitude jet acceleration and tropical divergence was found
in several regions in the Asia-Pacibc-lndian Ocean region. Among six major intensifications of the East Asian
jet sneak maximum during December 1983, three were related to tropical cyclone activity and two to cold
mrges, The tropial cycloe sae led to the conclusion that the midlatitude jet can be influenced effweiy by
tropical convective activity on a day-to-day basis, This result has possible implications for midlautde weather
forecmting. The study also confirmed the downsmm propagation of the strengthened jet streaks, which is
probably due to self-advection, and the existence of thermally indirect circulations at the exit region of the jet,
both in the time-mean and in the transent motion fidds.

I. iatrductilm et al., 1983). The upward branch of the local Hadley
circulation is located over the tropical convection re-

The zonal asymmetry of the time-mean, thermally gion of the maritime continent downstream from the
direct meridional (Hadley) circulation linking the low-level northeasterlies. From time to time these
tropics and midlatitudes has been the subject of many northeasterlies intensify and surge equatorward, pro-
studies in the last decade or so. While some work used ducing a cold surge which causes an enhancement of
kinematically computed divergence fields to discuss this the tropical convection (Ramage, 1971; Chang et al.,
time-mean structure (e.g., Krishnamurti er al.. 1973), 1979). A similar phenomenon has also been observed
others obtained important, although implicit results by Bosart (1973) in the Caribbean Sea region. Along
from the ieopotential height or rotational component with a strengthening of the equatorial Walker circu-
of the wind in the midlatitudes using the principles of lations, the local Hadley circulation is strengthened
quasietrOphic jet dynamics (e.g., Blackmon et al., with the upper tropospheric return flow exerting an
1977). When combined, the evidence is mounting that increased ageostrophic Coriolis torque resulting in a
the wintertime jet streaks over the east coast of conti- temporal acceleration of the jet. Thus the role of the
nents and west part of oceans are associated with a meridional circulation in the time-mean jet dynamics
thermally direct meridional circulation at the jet en- as elucidated by Blackmon et al. (1977) may be appli-
trance region and an indirect circulation at the exit cable in a similar way to the transient motions, with
region. the important implication that during cold surges sig-

Blackmon et al. (1977) derived their results from the nificant interactions exist between the day-to-day
consideration that the Coriolis torque of these time- weather changes in the midlatitudes and those in the
mean meridional circulations is necessary for the tropics.
maintenance of the spatial acceleration and decelera- However, the cause-effect relationship of the ob-
tion of the jets. In recent studies of the northern winter served transient interactions remains somewhat un-
monsoon, short-term variation of the East Asian jet clear. Since a cold surge occurs as a consequence of
was observed to be correlated with that of the local the enhanced midlatitude baroclinicity (Chang and
Hadley circulation (Chang and Lau, 1980, 1982; Lau Lau, 1982). a strengthening of the jet can occur without

I
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increased tropical convection. The lack of discernible structure functions which tend to suppress synoptic-
time lags between the increases in tropical convection scale divergence in the tropics. Due to the available
and the jet acceleration makes the forcing-response geostationary satellite-derived winds and aircraft data.
relationship difficult to identify. Furthermore, in the the 200 mb data coverage over the tropical Pacific and
jet entrance region a thermally direct secondary cir- Indian Ocean was relatively adequate during the period
culation can be induced solely due to the conservation of study.
of total energy for parcels entering the jet (Palmen and The data are analyzed twice daily on a tropical global
Newton, 1969; Uccellini and Johnson, 1979). These band from 400S to 600 N having a grid resolution of
parcels move to the cyclonic (poleward) side of the jet approximately 2.50 X 2.50. Divergence (X) and velocity
so that their potential energy decreases to compensate potential (6) are computed from the horizontal wind
for the increasing kinetic energy. Chang and Lau (1982) components u, v according to the following formula2 :
showed that the resultant secondary circulation is un-
likely to be the main process responsible for the ob- du ft cos40
served acceleration, because the upper-level poleward X = + cos eco,
divergent flow originated from the equatorial region

faraway from the jet latitude. Nevertheless, more direct x = 0 at 40*S and 600N,
evidence is required to ascertain the validity of this
interpretation, where the horizontal coordinates in the Mercator pro-

The purpose of this study is to examine the transient jection are
interaction between the upper-level tropical divergent I_+_____
outflow and the midlatitude jet stream, using the 1983/ x = aX, v = a In( + si
84 winter data. These data are the most recently avail- "os" /
able operationally analyzed data for the northern winter Here a is the radius of the earth, and X and 6 are ion-
and, due to the incorporation of upper-level satellite gitude and latitude, respectively.
winds over East Asia and the western Pacific, represent The velocity potential near the north and south
a considerable improvement over the data used in pre- boundaries is significantly influenced by this boundary
vious studies.' condition. Comparison with the National Meteorolog-

ical Center's (NMC) monthly mean final analyses
2. Data shows that velocity potential pattern differences attrib-

The basic data used in this study are the 200 mb utable to the boundary influences are noticeable only

winds for December 1983-February 1984 from the north of 40°N and south of 30S. Since only tropicalFleet Numerical Oceanographic Center's (lNOC) velocity potential patterns will be discussed, the

Global Band objective analysis. Although the analysis boundary effects are not considered important.
uses a variational approach to integrate temperature
and winds in the vertical, the 200 mb level is the top 3. Time-mean fields
boundary of the analysis and is analyzed strictly witha two-dimensional successive correction method with- The winter seasonal mean (December 1983-Feb-
out the influence of temperature or wind fields from ruary 1984) horizontal wind and velocity potential
other levels. The analysis incorporates all available real fields at 200 mb are shown in Fig. . Because the De-
time data using 6 h persistence as the first guess and is cember 1983 data will be discussed extensively, its
not used as input to a numerical weather prediction monthly means are shown in Fig. 2.

The sasonal mean wind (Fig. la) shows the well-
model. In regions of adequate data coverage, the an-
alyzed data may be more suitable than other opera- known structure of two jet stream maxima in the

tionally produced analyses (especially for the purpose Northern Hemisphere between 25 and 40*N: the East

of studying tropical divergence) for two reasons. First, Asia jet and the North American jet. The former is

it is the only operational analysis not using model fore- clearly the dominant one, with a jet core of 60 m s- '
cast as the first guess and therefore not influenced by or higher winds extending from 90*E to the dateline. A
the model-forecasted tropical divergence whose rep- The area enclosed by the 40 m s- ' isotach of this jet

resentativeness is subject to debate. Second, it does not covers an approximately 1800 longitudinal span (thethnir East-erna~e Hemishere) comparend whos theort

have the bias of some operational centers' optimum entire Eastern Hemisphere). compared to the North
interpolation schemes that use midlatitude-determined American jet whose core as delineated by the 40 m s -

isotach covers only the southeastern United States,
about 30' in longitude. In the December mean (Fig.

'The operational winter MONEX data used by Chang and Lau
1982) and Lau etal. 41983) did not contain the GMS-I satellite-

derived wind vectors because of a problem in determining the Level 2 The sign convctntion of X is chosen so that positive ( is correlated
in the operaton algorithm used by the Japan Meteorologcal Agency with positive divergence. This is opposite to the convention used in
dunng 1978/79. ". Haltiner and Williams (1980).
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2a). the Asian jet still dominates. although its strength and the other is in the SPCZ. Compared to the long-
is somewhat weaker than the seasonal mean, while the term mean of the immediate past decade (1973/74-
American jet is somewhat expanded. The latter may 1.982-83) produced by Boyle and Chang (1984). the
reflect the fact that the American je is less stationary structure of this equatorial Indian Ocean-Pacific di-
and may show a stronger presence when averaged over vergence area is close to normal, both for the winter
a shorter period, seasonal mean and for the December mean. Since the

The seasonal mean velocity potential (Fig. I b) shows axis of the divergence center is parallel to, and almostly
a vast area of tropical divergent flow centered over the exactly to the south of. the East Asia jet axis. the north-
east-west oriented maritime continent, extending Ion- ward divergent velocity (v,) between the two axes shall
gitudinally in both directions. To the east-southeast, be used to represent the local H-adley circulation in the
the central axis extends deeply into the tropical south- discussion of the midlatitude-tropical interaction over
eastern Pacific. representing the outflow of the South East Asia.
Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ). To the west and Another feature in the velocity potential distribution
west-southwest, it extends to tropical south Afnca coy- worth noting is the minimum X center in the central
ering the equatorial Indian Ocean. In the December Pacific between 15 and 200 N. This center implies a
mean (Fig. 2b), this tropical velocity maximum is bro- thermallk indirect, reversed local Hadley circulation
ken into two centers one over the western part of the north of it. where the deceleration of the East Asia Jei
maritime continent from !sumatra to western Borneo. is found. This supports Blackmon et al.'s (1977) de-
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duction of the existence of such an indirect circulation suggests that the propagation is mainly due to the self-
based on quasi-geostrophic theory. A local meridional advective effect of the jet streak.
circulation south of this center, with rising air from In Fig. 3a the temporary maxima of the East Asian
the SPCZ is also implied, jet as defined by the shape of the 60 and 70 m s- meanisotachs are marked by heavy solid lines. The tempo-

4. Day-to-day variations in December 1983 rary minima downstream of the jet are marked by
heavy dashed lines. These lines are also plotted in Fig.Sa. Time-longitude sections 3b, which shows the velocity potential averaged over

Figures 3a and 3b show the time-longitude sections the equator-18N latitude band at each longitude. Inof the midlatitude jet and the tropical velocity potential Fig. 3b. the maximum regions (x > 7.5 x i02 m2 s)
from 40E to 100W for December 1983. respectively, in the Asia-west Pacific sectors are shaded. Here it is
The midlatitude jet (Fig. 3a) is represented by a lati- obvious that although the × patterns do not show much
tudinal mean zonal velocity averaged over 25-40N east-west propagation the maximum X regions. eachat each longitude. An eastward propagation pattern in of which last several days. tend to occur upstream ofmany parts of the diagram is observed, with an averaged each episode of jet acceleration.speed of approximately 10° longitude per day. This To verify this apparent correspondence betweeneastward propagation is similar to that observed by tropical divergence and jet acceleration in Figs. 3a and
Chang and Lau (1982) and Lau ci at. (1983) following 3b. the time-longitude section of the midlatitude me-
the intensification of the East Asian jet during cold nidional divergent wind component. L\. is shown in
surges. Their anblysis of the zonal momentum equation Fig. 3c. The highlighted areas of maximum velocity
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FIG. 3a Longitude-time section of midlatitude zonal velocity (in- FiG. 3b. Longitude-time section of tropical velocity potential (in-
terval 10 m s- ) averaged over 25-40"N for December 1983, with terval 2.5 x 102 m2 s-') averaged over 0°-I8°N for December 1983,
isotachs of 60 and 70 m s-' labeled by solid lines. The axes of max- with areas 7.5 x 102 m2 s-' shaded by stippling. Dark solid lines
imum and minimum speed are delineated by dark solid lines and and dashed lines, indicating the axes of jet maximum and minimum,
dashed lines. respectively. Letters A. B, C. D. DY and E identify sig- respectively, are copied from Fig. 3a.
nificant events of jet strengthening. See text for details.

potential fro Fig. 3b are also indicated here. As ex-

- pected, the maxima of the two fields are highly corre-
lated, lending support to the possibility that the tropical

- divergence forces the strengthening of the jet through
-.- ircreased v in the entrance region of the jet streak.

A total of five episodes of jet strengthening can be
0 - ~ - - -identified in Fig. 3. They are labeled by the letters A

(2-5 December). B (8-lI December), C (13-20 De-
cember). D (20-25 December), and E (26 December-

-- beginning of January), respectively, in Figs. 3a and 3b.
a~m Episode D also branches into two axes, one remaining

Sstationary between 90 and 950 E and the other, labeled
w? .ID', propagating eastward to about 1 500E. These epi-

10 sodes will be referred to in the ensuing discussion.
As expected. the minimum x in the zone of 180-

21 140°E occurs in the longitudes of the jet deceleration

regions.

252

' "b. Examination of selected regions

27 27

1,ka To study in detail the apparent transient interaction
[' between the tropical divergence and the midlatitude40 60 100 140E 14W 100 et. the 200 mb horizontal wind and velocity potential

distribution averaged over shorter periods, as well asFIG. 3. Longitude-time section of the mdidzonal component of time series of area-averaged tropical divergence and
the divergent rand (interval 2 m s-1) averaged over 25-40N, for midlatitude zonal velocitv over selected regions. are
December 1983. wth areas o 4 m s -

M shaded by stippling. Areas s lie
shaded by hatching are max mtm tropical velocity potential areas examined to focus on the individual episodes identified
highlighted in Fig. 3b. in Fig. 3. Since D is the only event which indicates

5 3t

5' 
,ae.lnigspott h osblt httetoia

L %1 . .'+ " % - %.%% %.%% %. "- - "divergence forces the . strengthening, " of the jet through • , ,
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J-

enhanced upper level divergence over the Indian can be readily seen in the divergence series whose valueOcean, the global band 200 mb wind and the velocity is significantly higher than zero only during this period.

potential for the period t 7-26 December are first av- To understand this increased divergence, we examined
eraged and shown in Fig. 4. Compared to monthly the surface weather maps during the same period pro-•
means (Fig. 2). it is clear that the East Asian jet core duced by NMC and F-NO(, both of which show an .-
(as defined by the 60 ms-' isotach) is stretched west- active equatorial trough in the equatorial Indian Ocean."
ward by about 25 o longitude to cover the Tibetan Pla- box with a developed tropical depression between 20-
teau. This corresponds to a westward shift of the trop- 24 December. Figure 6 is a plot of the minimum surface

ical X center from its December mean position to the pressure observed in this box which reflects this tropical
central and eastern equatorial Indian Ocean. As a con- depression. (The dip on 1200 GMT 7 December is due
sequence of the latter the northeastward divergent cir- to the activity of a tropical depression in the south-
culation may be viewed as the main East Asian local western Indian Ocean which briefly moved to the
Hadley cell during this 10-day period, western edge of the averaging box.) Inspection of sat-

Figure 5 compares the time series of the western side ellite imagery further confirms that the enhanced di-
of the jet core. as represented by the zonal velocity vergence associated with episode D corresponds to the
averaged over 80-110°E, 25-40 0 N. and that of the convection of the active equatorial trough and the
equatorial Indian Ocean divergence, averaged over 70- tropical depression.3

90E. 5°S-10°N. These areas are outlined in the re-
spective locations of Fig. 4. The zonal velocity series
shows a major',peak from 16-27 December, corre- "lhemaximumdivergenceof-10-s-' shown in Fig. 5 islarger
sponding to episode D in Fig. 3. An overall agreement than the normally expected value for the domain size. However. this
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FiG. Sa. Time series of area-averag zonal velocity for the Tibetan Plateau region (80- 1 10E. 25-409N).
FIG. 5b. Time series of areaverged horizontal divergence for the equatorial

Indian Ocean regon (70-900E. 5oS-]0ON).

During episode D. in addition to the acceleration of tial center over the maritime continent. Both time series
the zonal wind over the Tibetan Plateau. the strength- show three major periods of oscillations. with the same
ening of the midlatitude jet also propagates eastward peak dates: 3. 14 and 24 December. There was no trop-
for several days into the region of the monthly-mean ical cyclone activity in the maritime continent diver-
jet core (corresponding to episode D' in Fig. 3). gence center region during December. but an exami-

Figure 7 shows the comparison between the zonal nation of surface wind data over the South China Sea
wind averaged over area of 110- Il 4E. 25-40*N, and indicated that a major (and the only one of the month)
the divergence averaged over 90-115*E, 5*S- 10*N. cold surge occurred for the last ten days of December.
As outlined in Fig. 2, the former area covers the western This cold surge actually has two impulses. The first one
half of the December-mean East Asia jet core, and the started on 20 December and continued through 24
latter area covers the December-mean velocity poten- December. The freshening of the surface wind was then

relaxed somewhat and picked up again in a second
push on 26 December for about three more days. Pre-

magnitude is still reasonable since the seasonal mean divergence over vious cold surge studies by Chang and Lau (1980. 1982)
a similar-sized area of the maritime continent, where the equatorial
trough is usually situated duringinter. is about half of this value. indicated that such surge events usually cause an en-
Also a typical tropical cyclone has a 10- s- I averaged divergence at hancement of tropical convection over the maritime-
200 mb over a 8° diameter (Anthes. 1982. Fig. 2.5). continent, and that convection may be sustained for a
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ithe Indian Ocean region of 60-90*E. 20*S- ION.

few days after the surge onset. The increase in diver- Figure 9 shows the horizontal wind and velocity po-
gence shown in Fig. 7b starting 20 December may be tential distribution averaged over 14-18 December, the
attributed to the forcing of the cold surge. The first period of the maximum divergence during episode C,
surge impulse occurred during the period when the which coincides with the appearance of Typhoon
divergence center was shifted to the eastern Indian Thelma in the region. This is also the maximum di-
Ocean (episode D) due to the tropical depression ac- vergence period over the western Pacific for the entire
tivity, but the second surge impulse can be clearly month (Fig. 3b). Consistent with the typhoon activity,
identified as episode E in Fig. 3b.' The increase in the the major tropical velocity potential cinter is shifted
jet velocity during the last ten days of December shown east of Philippines considerably different from both
in Fig. 7a agrees well with the two-impulse cold surge. Figs. 2b and 4b. The jet core also assumes a different
The first part (21-25 December) of this period is also pattern than that shown in Figs. 2a and 4a. with a
influenced by the downstr-eamn propagation of the jet shorter longitudinal domain but stronger maximum
maximum (episode KY in Fig. 3). velocity (>80 mn s 1) centered at I 50*E. Furthermore,

The jet intensification identified as episodes A. B the relatively short-wave anticyclonic circulation south
and C in Fig. 3a occurred over the eastern half of the of the jet core resembles the pattern of a Rossby mode
December-mean jet core. Figure 3b suggests that epi- response to a tropical heat source in the region of the
sodes A and C are the two major divergence events observed tropical divergence center, as predicted by

ascated with the jet intensification. These two epi- linear equatorial wave theories (e.g., Lim and Chang,

sdscoincide with the periods when two typhoons. 1983). This structure strongly indicates that Typhoon
wetern tropical Pacific. Their tracks are shown in Fig. midlatitude flow. In fact, the amplified midlatitude

8Bohof them moved slowly for a few days before wave pattern eastward of the East Asia (western Pacific)
recurving northeastward out of the region. jet may even suggest some of the downstream effect of

The iffrene i th reativ manitdesof he imethe tropical heating predicted by the theories.

Thedifernc i th rlaivemaituesof th tmevaiations 5. Variations during January and February 1984
between Fig. 3b and 7b over fth maritime continent region is Mostly

adue to the different latitudinal bands. The higher intensity or x ot Figures I Oa and IlOb, which are continuations of Figs.
episode E in Fig. 3b relative to the rest or the December reflects the 3a and 3b. respectively, show the time-longitude sec-
fwr~t that the surp.-enhanced diverence during the second impulse
is mainly concentrited over 1O-20*N. outside of the area chosen ror tions of the midlatitude jet and the tropical velocity
Fig. 7b. potential from 4O0 E-100*W for Januar-y 1984. Four
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Fne. 71L Asoin Fig. a but forthe Eau Aiae n Pacfic region (I i a-140E, 25-40N).
Fin. 7b. As in Fig. Sb but for the maritime onatinent region (90-i gnE z SS-innN).

major episodes (labeled F, G. H and 1) of jet acceler- lighted area). So the significant tropical divergence
ation with sustained eastward propagation over the East events observed in the previous two months did not
Asian region ar identified in Fig. 10a, and four prom- occur in February 1984. The time-longitude section
inent maximum velocity potential centers are identified of the midlatitude jet also exhibits less eastward prop-
in Fig. l0b. Again each of the episodes of jet intensi- agation and less organized strengthening-weakening
fication occurs immediately downstream of a velocity activity over the Asia-Pacific region. In view of the
potential maximum. lack of significant tropical events in this month. this

Time-longitude sections for February 1984 (not relative inactivity of the midlatitude jet streak may be
shown) indicate a much weaker and less organized considered as another, although indirect, evidence of
tropical divergence pattern compared to December the effect of tropical convection on the midlatitude jet.
1983 and January 1984. In the entire eastern hemi-
sphere, ten very small regions of x ! 7.5 X 102 m 2 S-1 6. Correlations between tropical X and midlatitude jet
are found in the 29-day time section. Seven of these acceleration
last for only 12 h and the other three last for about one
day or so. Furthermore. except for a single time on Since the correspondence between the variations of
0000 GMT 28 February over two longitudinal grid the midlatitude zonal wind and the tropical velocity
points (5), none of the velocity potential maximum potential is very good over several regions over Asia
reaches 10 X 10 M2  -1 (one isopleth inside the high- and the western Pacific. it is interesting to calculate the
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FIG,. 8. Typhoon Krcs for (a) Sperry and (b) Telma 19813.

correlation coefficients between the two variables at all changes in large-scale tropical divergence. We therefore

! longitudes. Figure I i shows the correlation coefficients use tropical x instead of the midlatitude t,,. so that a

as a function of time lag at each longitude between the good correlation implies that the expected correlation

tropical X averaged over -I 8N. and du/dt averaged between v and du/dt is due to the influence of the

: over 25-40°N for the period December 1983-February tropical divergence.
i1984. The total time rate of change of u is used because, In Fig. I i nearly all of the correlations are positive.

assuming negligible meridional and vertical advection. and the most significant correlations are more or less
gsymmetric with the zero lag line, indicating no dis-

du au # cernible time lag in the correlation. Based on an esti-
Ii - + u fv mated degree of freedom of 45 (one fourth of the data

points) a correlation coefficient of 0.3 is significant at
where f is the Corolis parameter and v the divergent the 96% level and one of 0.4 is significant at the 99(;
(ageostrophic) meridional wind. This equation shows level. Correlations with 96% sgnificance or higher are

that if the Coriolis torque of the 200 mb return flow found in several general areas. While these coefficients

of the local Hadley circulation is playing a role in the on the order of 0.3-0.4 are far from perfect. they are

change of the midlatitude jet, the best correlation can considered significant because the day-to-day changes

be found between v, and du/di, rather than O/Oi, at of the midlatitude zonal wind are normally expected

the same ocatiof. Since the boundary conditions for to be governed mainly y midlatitude rather than trop-

x are fixed. changes in tropical x basically represent cal events. In such a case there would be no sgnihcant

D t
€
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* correlations at all. It takes several periods of tropical The second area of maximum correlation is from
influence with consistent effects on the jet to produce the dateline eastward to about I150 0 W. This is the exit
these correlations. region of the East Asian jet, and its location appears

From left to right in Fig. I l, the first general area of to be more or less stationary for all three individual
significant correlation is from about 50 to 120°E, coy- months. The mechanism of an indirect circulation an-
ening the longitudes of the Indian Ocean and the mar- duced by the spatial deceleration of the jet is likely the
itime continent. This is the jet entrance region for the reason for the correlation.
East Asian jet, and the good correlation is apparently The remaining areas of maximum correlation are
a result of the Cornolis torque of the northward diver- from approximately 140 to I 000 W, and in the narrow

* gent flow induced by tropical convection as discussed bands 90-800 W. and 70-600 W. The former is the gen-
* in the preceding section. The correlations, however. eral area of the entrance region of the North American

fall below the 96% significance level in a narrow Ion- jet, and the last two probably represent the exit region.
gitudinal zone near 90°E. To understand this. individ- This narrower separation of the entrance and exit re-
uai monthly correlation coefficients are calculated (not gion (compared to the East Asian jet) is consistent with
shown). It is found that within the general region the the seasonally averaged North American jet pattern
maximum correlations for the three months occur in shown an Fig. i a.

* different longitudes, apparently reflecting the varnable Figure 12 is a southern hemispheric image of Fig.
* locations of the strong tropical convection. This van- I I. Here the lag correlation coefficients between the

ation, of course, causes a'lower correlation for the sea- tropical x (averaged over 0-1 8°S) and midlatitude di'/
sonai statistics. di (averaged over 25-40°S) for the three-month winter
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44

225

25 27

4060 " 1401 IGO I40W i 40 60 100 140E ISO 140W 100

Fla. I~. As inFi. 3a but foriJanuary 1984. LettersI, F. G, H, FIG. l~b. Asin Fig. 3b but for anuary 1994. Lettes E. F, .H,
I and r' identify signficant events of jet strenigthening initiated in the I and I' identify significant events of jet strengthening initiated in the
East Asian repon. East Asian region.

period ame discilayed. Positive correlation is still evident of the inidlatitude jet to the north of it existed in the
throughout the domain, but the correlation coefficients winter of 1983/84. As a consequence, the large scale
ame considerably smaller in general. This is consistent tropical convective events in regions outside of the
with the notion that during northern winter the Hadley normal centers, such as in the Indian Ocean. can bring

pcirculation is much stronger in the winter hemisphere about a significant longitudinal displacement of the
than in the summer hemisphere. East Asian jet streak. This conrelation is consistent with

the momentum budget calculation of the East Asian
7. Concluding rewk jet by Lau et al. ( 1983) which suggests that the Coriolis%

torque of the poleward outflow of the tropical convec-%
We have shown that a correlation between the en- tion is responsible for the jet streak strengthening dur- S

hancement of tropical divergence and the strengthening ing cold surges. As was found previously, each occur-

a LAG-CORRELATION BET ACCELN AND TROPCAL CH4 FELO.ISOLINE INTERVAL=O.1

... . .. . .

0 0 6 0 10 150E IS0 15OW 120 90 60 30 0

0 30 60 9 120 LONGITUDE DEGREES

FIG. 11. Time-tag correlation coefficients (r) between tropical X (averaged over 0-I1S8N) and midlatitude jet acceleration duldr I(averagedI

over 25-40*N) at %hse same longitude for the 1983/84 winter. Interval of isoplethes is 0.1. Lag interval is 12 h. Positive lag indicates
midlatitude leading.'%reas enclosed by r - 0.3 (significant levels ;o 96%) are shaded by hatching and those enclosed by r - 0.4 (significant
level o 9996) are shaded by crotst-hatching.
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FIG. 12. As in Fig. I I but for the Southern Hemisphere (O-18°S for X and 25-40°S for duld).

rence of the strengthening is usually followed by a found, but no definitive conclusion on the cause-effect
downstream propagation, which apparently is a result relationship of the midlatitude-tropical interaction can
of the seif-advection of the zonal wind. since the trop- be drawn in these regions. Lacking any evidence to the
ical divergence center does not move significantly dur- contrary, it is quite possible that the observed corre-
ing each episode. lation in these regions is due to the indirect circulation

The lack of discernible time lag in the correlations induced by the spatial deceleration of the jet (e.g.. Pal-
seems to make it difficult to sort out the cause and men and Newton. 1969: Cressman. 1981).
effect in the tropical-midlatitude interactions. How- As the jet acceleration represents intensified baro-
ever. the detailed examination of the December 1983 clinicity which is likely to lead to disturbance activity,
cases provided useful information on this regard. Al- the short-term forcing of midlatitude jet acceleration
though the synoptic causes of some of the enhanced by the large-scale tropical convection may have useful
200 mb divergence events (such as the first two peaks implications for midlatitude weather forecasting.
shown in Fig. 7b and episode B in Fig. 3b) are not
identified, causes for most major events of tropical di- Acknowledgments. Drs. J. S. Boyle, H. Lim and
vergence increases during this month have been found. G. T. Chen provided valuable assistance and sugges-
Episodes A. C and D are due to the activity of tropical tions in various phases of this work. The second author
cyclones, and episode E (and D', in part) are due to (KGL) wishes to thank the support of the Director
cold surges. Since tropical cyclones are mature storms General, Malaysian Meteorological Service. and the
that should be considered tropical-instead of midla- World Meteorological Organization Fellowship Pro-
titude-forced systems when they are already devel- gram for a one-year study leave at the Nav-I Postgrad-
oped, episodes A, C and D led us to believe that the uate School. This research was supported in parts by
intensifications of the midlatitude jet are more likely the National Science Foundation under Grants ATM-
the result. rather than the cause, of the tropical-mid- 8315175 and INT-8 119982. and by the National
latitude interaction. This finding also supports the two- Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration under Con-
way interaction mechanism during cold surges sug- tract NA83AAG03828.
gested by Chang and Lau (1980, 1982). This interaction
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L__e-Scale Features of the Sumer Monsoon Fronts over Chinal

C.-P. Chang and M. S. Peng
Department of Meteorology
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93943 USA

Based on a nine-year (1975-1983) operational objective analysis data set

produced by the U.S. Navy's Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center, this work

studies the large-scale features of fronts over China during the sumer

monsoon season of May, June and July. The emphasis is on the Mei-Yu fronts

that occur over southeast China in June and July. These fronts often produce

heavy precipitation and are a major component of the East Asian summer

monsoon. Because the operational data analysis smoothes out sharp temperature

gradients and contains no moisture data, the location of a front is determined

by identifying a surface wind shear line that is imbedded in a sea-level

pressure trough.

The early season fronts (those occurring prior to late May or early

June) behave quite differently from those occur in midseason. In early May,

fronts that originate north of the Tibetan Plateau propagate southeastward

more or less continuously out of the Chinese mainland into the western

Pacific. At the later stage these fronts sometimes slow down or even become

near stationary for a few days and affect an elongated belt which extends from

the southern coast of China to Taiwan and northeastward to southern Japan

(Fig. 1). Scientists from Taiwan (Tsay and Chen, 1980) have identified this

situation as the "Taiwan Mei-Yu." Even though the fronts themselves have a

I Extended abstract for the 2nd U.S.-P.R.C. Workshop on Monsoon Research,
Monterey, CA. 10-13 June 1985.
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mixed midlatitude-tropical structure of modest horizontal temperature gradient

and strong horizontal shear (Chen and Chang, 1980) over Taiwan, the large-

scale flow structure is similar to those associated with polar fronts during

winter. Consistent with this structure the movement of the fronts basically

follows the eastward progression of a 500 ab short wave trough.

From early June to mid July, the 500 ab Jet stream and short wave

activities are reduced and displaced northward to 50ON - 600N. As a

consequence, low-level fronts originating in northwestern China no longer

migrate. The fronts are usually oriented northeast-southwest, connecting

northeastern China with the heat low region over India. The western segment

of each front may either stay at the same location north of the Tibetan

Plateau for several days before disappearing, or jump abruptly southward

across the Plateau to become the quasi-stationary Mei-Yu front in the Yantze

River (Changjiane) valley. The duration for each t4ei-Yu front to persist can

be relatively long, up to a week or more. Sometimes the fronts appear to jump

back and forth between these two locations (Fig. 2). Also during this period

a quasi-stationary subsynoptic scale surface anticyclonic circulation often

develops over the eastern part of the Tibetan Plateau. This localized

anticyclone, which is also seen as a high in the sea level pressure field and

the 850 ub geopotential, appears to correlate with the existence of the Mei-Yu

front such that the latter is blocked from moving northward. The prevailing

wind to the north of the anticyclone region is northerly most of the time,
which suggests an orographic mechanism of producing an anticyclonic flow over

the mountain. Fig. 3ab are the time series of the maximum surface velocity

that is normal to the smoothed terrain contours in the area 40-440N, 90-1100E

which is north of the eastern Tibetan Plateau, for the summers of 1979 and

1980. Also shown are the periods when the localized anticyclone is observed.
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The reason that this anticyclone is not pronounced in the early season is

because during May the whole area is under the influence of the broad

Mongolian high which either encompasses this region or moves southeastward

through it and overwhelms the local feature.

To understand the frontogenesis processes for both the fronts north of

the Tibetan Plateau and the Mei-Yu fronts, Q-vectors as formulated by

Hoskin et al. (1978) and Hoskin and Pedder (1980) are calculated at the 700 mb

and 900 ob levels based on geostrophic winds. The Q-vector is defined as the

time rate of change of potential temperature gradient moving with the

geostrophic velocity. It is directed in the direction of the low level

ageostrophic flow and toward ascending air. It is proportional to the low-

level ageostrophic wind that is required to restore geostrophic balance. The

distribution of d. Ve provides an estimate of the packing of the potential

temperature gradient by the ageostrophic wind. The quasi-geostrophic

frontogenesis on an f-plane, DI V612 = 2 4-Ve, corresponds well with theI Dt

occurrences of the fronts at both locations (examples shown in Figs. 4 and 5),

indicating that the large-scale geostrophic dynamics is probably adequate to

account for the frontogenesis at both locations. Vertical velocity induced by

topography is therefore not necessarily required to explain the occurrence of

the fronts.

To further elucidate the frontogenesis mechanism at both locations, the

deformation field with the contraction axis in the north-south direction

(Deformation 1) and that in the northwest-southeast direction (Deformation 2)

are also calculated using the 900 mb geostrophic winds. Deformation 2 shows a

good degree of correspondence with the occurrence of the Mei-Yu front but not

with the front to the north of the Tibetan Plateau. Deformation I shows

little correspondence with either front occurrences. The fact that
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feformstion 2 is likely the major mechanism responsible for the Mei-Yu front

further suggests that the localized anticyclone over the eastern Tibetan

Plateau plays an important role, because the geometry of the flow around the

eastern peripheral of this anticyclone tends to provide a northwest-southeast

oriented contraction. On the other hand, the frontogenesis north of the

Tibetan Plateau is a result of the horizontal shear between the north-

ematerlies from the north and the southwesterly monsoon winds from the south.

Any deformation field that may be induced by topographical influence on the

win Ird side is apparently not important.

1) In May and early June the southern China front (Taiwan Mei-Yu) is

basically a cold front that is modified by subtropical influences and

moves slowly southeastward under a 500 ub short-wave trough.

2) In June and July the southwest monsoon winds penetrate to the interior

of China, where the basic flow has become less baroclinic, and meet the

northerly flow from the north to form a near-stationary front whose

western segment jumps back and forth between two preferred locations: i)

the Yantze River valley over southeastern China (Mei-Yu front), and ii)

north of the Tibetan Plateau.

3) The Mei-Yu front is established when a localized anticyclone is formed

over the eastern half of the Tibetan Plateau to block the southwesterly

winds. This anticyclone is a result of the northerly flow over the

plateau and appears frequently during most of the mid-summer. The

associated large-scale deformation field provides the basic fronto-

genesis to maintain the location of the Mei-Yu front (Fig. 6).

4) When the localized anticyclone over the eastern Tibetan Plateau weakens

or disappears, the front is formed to the north of the Tibetan Plateau
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where the main frontogenesis mechanism is due to horizontal shear rather

than deformation (Fig. 7).

5) Even though latent heat release, which is not studied here, no doubt

plays an important role in maintaining the strength of the summerI monsoon fronts over China, the main development mechanism appears to be
the quasi-geostrophic frontogenesis whose location depends mainly on the

occurrence of the topographical ly-induced eastern Tibetan ant icyclone.

Topographical ly-induced vertical motion and deformation fields do notI appear to be important mechanisms.

*Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of 12-hourly positions of fronts in May.
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Fig. 3a
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Evaluation of the Surface Prognoses of Cyclones and Anticyclones of the JMA and FNOC
Models over East Asia and the Western Pacific during the 1983 Mei-Yu Season*
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ABSTRACT

This study compares the systematic errors of 36-h surface cyclone and anticyclone forecasts for two operational
numerical weather prediction models over East Asia and the western North Pacific Ocean: the U.S. Navy's
Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS). and Japan Meteorological Agency's Fine-mesh
Limited Area Model (JFLM). The study is carned out for the 1983 Mei-Yu season (May-July). which is the
wettest season over East Asia baed on nontyphoon-produced rainfall. All available 0000 and 1200 GMT
forecast runs are evaluated against an independent dataset of subjective analysis produced operationally by the
Central Weather Bureau, Taipei. The mean posiuon errors, mean central pressure errors and forecast skill
indices for both cyclones and anticyclones in the NOGAPS and JFLM models are examined.

Both NOGAPS and JFLM models are more likely to underforecast than to overforecast the existence and/
or genesis of both cyclones and anticyclones. However, over the Tibetan Plateau and its vicinity, both models
tend to overforecast the existence and/or genesis of cyclones. They also forecast both cyclones and anticyclones
too slow and too far to the north.

Diurnal variations in central pressure errors suggest that the error source is the lack of radiation processes in
the JFLM and too strong a diurnal cycle of radiation processes in NOGAPS. Also, the failure to treat adequately
the bulk effects of cumulus convection seems to be primarily responsible for the poor forecasts of oceanic cyclone
development.

1. Introduction Meteorological Center (NMC) models over North
America and its immediate vicinity during the cool

Systematic errors in Numerical Weather Prediction season (e.g., Leary, 1971: Colucci and Bosart, 1979:
(NWP) are repetitive errors in the prognoses of a model Silberberg and Bosart. 1982). One exception is the re-
due to imperfect physical and mathematical modeling cent study by Toll and Clune (1985) who evaluated
of the atmosphere. In discussing the performance of the 48-h surface pressure forecasts of extratropical cy-
NWP models the term "systematic error" has been used clones of the Navy's Operational Global Atmospheric
in two rather different contexts. Fawcett (1969), Hol- Prediction System (NOGAPS) for the 1983 winter sea-
lingsworth et al. (1980) and Wallace and Woessner son in the North Pacific and North Atlantic Ocean
(1981) have used systematic error to describe differ- areas. Due to the incomplete representauon of atmo-
ences between the mean fields generated by a forecast spheric processes it is reasonable to expect that the
model and those of the verification analyses based on model systematic errors in synoptic weather systems
the observations. On the other hand, Leary (1971), are functions of both space and time. Therefore, it is
Colucci and Bosart (1979) and Silberberg and Bosart interesting from both operational and research points
( 1982) have used the term to describe the tendency of of view to investigate the NWP performance at different
a model to show a bias in forecasting specific kinds of geographical areas and in different seasons for different
synoptic weather systems such as cyclones, anticy- operational models. The purpose of this paper is to I
clones, troughs or ridges. In the present study we will identify systematic errors of operational NWP models
focus on systematic errors as used in the second context. in the surface prognoses of cyclones and anticyclones

Nearly all of the systematic error studies published over East Asia and the western North Pacific Ocean
in the open literature were concerned with National during the period of May-July 1983. The mean geo-

potential at 1000 mb based on the U.S. Navy's cli-
matology file is displayed in Fig. I. This is the season

JMA-Japan Meteorological Agency. FNOC-Fleet Numerical of "Mei-Yu" (plum rain) which represents the devel-
Oceanographic Center. . opment of the summer monsoon trough over East Asia
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with a heavy rainfall belt progressing from the sub. TAKE 1. Summary of operational JMA and FNOC model.

tropics to northern China (e.g., Chen, 1983). This sea- Model
son usually produces the maximum monthly rainfall Model
for East Asia with the exception of the typhoon season. NOGAPS
Two established NWP operational centers are con- Features JFLM (Version 1.0)
cerned with the day-to-day weather forecast in this re-
gion: the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) and the Grid distance 127 km AX = 3; A - 2.4"

Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC). At Vertical resolution 10 layers 6 layers
Cumulus Moist convective Arakawa-Schubert &

JMA, a 10-layer Fine-mesh Limited area Model parametenzation adjustment moist convective
(JFLM), embedded in a northern hemispheric spectral adjustment
model, has been in operation since March 1982. At (Arakawa and
FNOC, a 6-layer, rather coarse NOGAPS has been in Schubert. 1974)

Planetary boundary Bulk- Randall-Deardorff
operation since August 1982. A brief comparison of layer aerodynamic we-mixed layer,
the two models is given in Table 1. More detailed as- stability prognostic
pects of these models can be found in Nitta and Ya- dependent interactive with

magisbi (1979), Tatsumi (1982), and Rosmond (1981). CD, diagnostic cumulus (Randall.

Even though their application over the East Asia-west- Explicit calculations.

en North Pacific Ocean region are very similar, the short and long
two models are very different in their domains, reso- waves interactive
lutions and representation of physical processes, so a with clouds

comparison of their performance may be especially in- Objective analsis Optimum Barnes successive
t interpolation correction

teresting. In this work we evaluate the 36 h forecasts Initalizauon Balance Variational nonlinear
of sea-level cyclones and anticyclones of both models equation balance equation
using the methodology of Silberberg and Bosart (1982).
The choice of 36-h forecasts is due to the availability

,of the operational NWP products.
"In section 2 the procedure of data analysis and cer- central pressure. subject to an estimated error of ±_1

The results of error mb, and the latitude and longitude of the cyclone center

computations are described, in sections 3-6, but in- to tenths of a degree are estimated at the geometrical
termodel comparisons are saved for section 7. Section center of the innermost closed isobar. On occasion the8 provides a summary and some concluding remarks. JFLM model forecasts no well-defined central pressure

and a poorly defined circulation. In these cases a pro-

2. Procedures cedure consistent with the one used by Silberberg and
Bosart (198.) is employed. In this procedure the entire

The prognoses evaluated in this study cover the pe- forecast run is reexamined to determine the time evo-
riod 0000 GMT I May through 1200 GMT 31 July lution of the cyclone/anticyclone. If the cyclone/anti-
1983." The 0000 and 1200 GMT watch runs are ana- cyclone is observed at verification time, the forecast
lyzed separately because of the possible differences that case is included. The location and central pressure are
may arise due to diurnal variations in the atmosphere then subjectively determined from the orientation and
and in the availability of data. The evaluation area is spacing of the forecast isobars. The errors for these
from 200 to 50°N and from 900 to 160OE as shown cases are estimated to be at most ±2-3 mb. If all cases
in Fig. 1. for each watch are subject to such a large random error.

Cyclones and anticyclones are first identified on both the fractional error will be approximately 0.2 mb for
the observed and forecast maps. Then their center po- each watch or 0. mb when cases tor both watches are
sitions and central pressures are extracted. Each c. combined, based on the formula given by Kuihara

clone/anticyclone is included in the sample if it pos- (1961).
sesses at least one closed isobar on the observed or The following four types of forecast errors are de-

forecast maps. On the NOGAPS forecast maps, center termined from an independent verification dataset: the
position and central pressure to a tenth of a mb are operational subjective analysis of the Central Weather
routinely plotted. The central pressure is read directly Bureau. Taipei.
and the latitude and longitude of the cyclone center I ) Position. Errors in forecasting position are com-
are located to a tenth of a degree. On the JFLM forecast puted oniv for values greater than 0.50 of latitude or
maps, isobars are analyzed at 4 mb intervals and center longitude.
positions are not routinely plotted. Consequently each 2) Central pressure. Errors in the mean sea-level

central pressure are computed by the forecast-minus-
___observed convention. A negative (positive) error im-

In December 1983 FNOC has implemented a 9-layer version of plies overforecasting (underforecastingl for cyclones
NOGAPS. and underforecasting (overborecasting) for anticyclones.
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FIG. I. May-July mean of 1000 mb geopotential over Asia and the western Pacific. The central rectangle
delineates the evaluation area for NOGAPS and JFLM 36-h forecat The Tibetan Plateau is outhned by -
a dotted line.

Individual central pressure errors are tabulated in 5* operational models, data over this region is also shown,
X 5* latitude-longitude quadrangles according to the but should be viewed with caution.
observed location of the cyclone/anticyclone center at
verification time. The individual errors for each quad- 3. Overall forecast capability
rangle are then averaged to yield the mean pressure
error assigned to the center of the quadrangle. A cy- a. Occurrence error
clone/anticyclone that verifies on a quadrangle bound-
ary is recorded as belonging to the north and/or the The number of cyclone and anticyclone cases, in-
west adjacent box(es), consistent with the scheme used cluding the successful occurrence torecasts. those fore-
by Leay ( 1971 ) and Silberberg and Bosart (1982). cast but not observed (NOBS). and those observed but3) Occurrence. Cyclones/anticyclones that are fore- not forecast (NFCST), are given in Table 2. In general,

3)s Occurencenot observed are called NOBS and there are more cyclone cases than anticyclone cases
cast to occur but no bevdaecle OSad and there are comparable number of cases for the
are recorded in the quadrangle where they are forecast. JFLM and the NOGAPS. The difference in the total
Those that are observed but not forecast in the box am num ase se NOGAPS an JFL is
called NFCST and are recorded in the box where they due to the availability of forecast data. NOGAPS has
are observed. A forecast is defined as successful if a a t l e percnty of ucs occurrhascenter isffc advrfereadeso h mto a slightly larger percentage of successful occurrence

cener s lrecstand verified, regardless of the position forecasts than the JFLM for anticvclone cases, whereas
error of the center. When two closed circulation centers for cyclone cases the reverse i true.
are observed (forecast) but only one is forecast (ob- sEven though the evaluation area is about evenly di-
served), the one closer to the forecast (observed) center ven tthe a uaion area i abouee d -
is recorded as verified and the other one is taken as
not being forecast (observed). NFCST cyclone cases over land than over ocean for4) Deepeing rate. The forecast deepening rate of both models. The total number of NFCST cyclones is

each cyclone/anticyclone is computed by taking the comparable for both models, 332 for NOGAPS and
forecast central pressure at verifying time minus the 321 for JFLM. This is also true for the NFCST anti-
initial observed central pressure. The observed deep- cyclone cases. 136 for NOGAPS and 140 for JFLM.

The total cases of NOBS cyclones are remarkably
ening rate is defined as the difference between the final less than the NFCST ones for both models. JFLM has
and initial observed central pressures. 78 versus 321 while NOGAPS has 61 versus 332. There

The cyclone and anticyclone centers over the Ti- are much less NOBS cases over ocean than over land
betan region (Fig. I) are largely results of the process for both models. This indicates that these models are
of pressure reduction. Information of the procedures more likely to underforecast the existence and/or gen-
used in the two models, which could be different, is esis over land than over ocean for both models.
not available. Since one purpose of this study is to doc- Similar to the cyclone cases, the total number of
ument the difference of the performance of the two NOBS anticyclones is significantly less than the NFCST
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TABz 2. Total numbers of cycloaantcyclone ourrence ven- cases, apparently due to the coarser horizontal grid of
fication cases, numbers of succful occurrenc forecast, frecamt NOGAPS as shown in Table i. Although this is also
but not observed (NOBS). and observed but not foreas (NFCST). true for anticyclone cases, the error difference is re-

duced. The rms errors are comparable for both modelsModels in the cyclone and anticyclone cases with NOGAPS

Cycloe Anticyclone actually having slightly smaller errors. These error
characteristics indicate that JFLM has a wider range

Cases NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM of position errors than the NOGAPS. In other words,

000) OMT ram JFLM is more likely to have an extreme position errorTo00 Gs rn-s(b) for synoptic-scale systems than NOGAPS does.
+ (c) + (d) 448 455 226 220 Furthermore, for all three months, mean position

Successful forecast (b) 251 249 128 126 and rms errors for both models are greater for anti-
NODS (c) 29 36 30 24 cyclones than for cyclones except for the rms errors of
NFCST (d) 168 170 68 70 NOGAPS in June. The differences average to about
(b)/(b + d) (%) 59.9 59.4 65.3 64.3 10% for both models. This seems to be consistent with

1200 GMT runs the fact that, compared to cyclones, anticyclone center
Total cases (a) - (b) positions are usually less well defined.

+ (0 + (d) 440 450 226 227
Successful forecast (b) 244 257 128 126
NOSS (c) 32 42 30 31 c. Central pressure error
NFCST (d) 164 151 68 70
(b)/(b + d)(%) 59.8 63.0 65.3 64.3 Table 4 shows the mean and rms central pressure

errors. For cyclones, the two models have similar rms
Total (0000 and 1200 GMT) errors for all months with both seasonal averages being

Total cases (a) - (b) essentially the same (- 5.3 mb). This value is somewhat
+ (c) + (d) 888 905 465 h7

Cases of successful smaller compared to the rms errors of NMC LFM-II
forecast (b) 495 506 269 252 during the 1978/79 cool season over North America,

NOBS (c) 61 78 60 55 which are 5.5 and 8.4 mb, respectively, for the 24-h
NFCST (d) 332 321 136 140 and 48-h forecasts (Silberberg and Bosart, 1982). On
(b)/(b + d) (%) 59.9 61.2 66.4 64.3 the other hand, the mean central pressure errors of the

two models are quite different. The JFLM tends to
underforecast the central pressure in all three months

ones for both models, 55 versus 140 for JFLM and 60 with a seasonal average of + 1.9 mb. This error may

versus 136 for NOGAPS. In other words, both models be compared to the + 1.3 mb mean error for the NMC

are more likely to underforecast the existence and/or LFM-11 24-h and 48-h forecasts as obtained by Silber-

genesis of synoptic-scale systems. Similar to the cyclone berg and Bosart (1982). The NOGAPS mean central

cases, there are less NOBS anticyclone cases over ocean pressure errors are much smaller than those of JFLM
than over land for both models. in all three months with a seasonal average of +0.2 mb

as compared to +1.9 mb of JFLM.

b. Position e For the anticyclones. the NOGAPS and JFLM again
have comparable rms errors, but the mean errors of

The mean position errors and rms errors of cyclones NOGAPS are considerably smaller than those of
and anticyclones are shown in Table 3. The 0000 GMT JFLM. In general, JFLM tends to underforecast both
and 1200 GMT data are combined because there is no cyclones and anticyclones while NOGAPS appears to
significant difference. The NOGAPS mean position er- have a very small systematic error in the central pres-
rors are I I% greater than those of the JFLM for cyclone sure forecasts.

TABLE 3. 36-h mean posilion error and rms error of cyclone/anticyclone forecasts for all 0000 and 12(X) GMT model runs

Cyclone case Anticyclone case

Number Mean error (km) rms error (km) Number Mean error (km) rms error (km)

Month NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NO6APS JFLM

May 145 14$ 361 326 444 443 99 97 490 406 571 510
June 167 191 355 335 442 472 95 86 368 404 434 503
July 183 167 389 337 461 448 75 69 399 370 4$X 502

Seasonal mean 45 506 369 333 450 456 269 252 422 3% 501 513
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J 9 TAau 4. 36-h mean error and rms error of mean sea level cydone/anticyclae enmutra prmar forecs

! for all 0000 and 1200 GMT model runs,

Cyln c ase Anucyclone caw

Number Mean error (mb) rms error (b) Number Mean error (nib) rms error (mb)

Month NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM NOGAPS JFLM

may 145 148 0.9 4.0 6.1 6.9 99 97 -0.1 -0.3 3.5 3.5
June 167 191 -0.2 I.1 5.3 5.2 95 16 0.3 - 1.3 3.4 3.0
July 113 167 -0.1 1.0 4.2 4.7 75 69 0 -2.5 3.0 3.6

Seasonal mean 495 506 0.2 1.9 5.2 5.3 269 252 0.1 -t.3 3.3 3.4

d. Occurrence skill indices shown in Fig. 2. The false alarm rate is much smaller
than the no-hit rate for both land and oceanic cyclone

To better represent the model capability in fore- forecasts at all latitudinal belts. This is also reflected
casting the occurrence of cyclones and anticyclones, in considerably fewer cases of NOBS compared to the
three indices are defined as follows: NFCST as shown in Table 2. Latitudinal distribution

I) Bias = F/O = number of events forecast/number of skill indices for the JFLM cyclone forecasts over

of events observed. land and ocean is shown in Fig. 3. In general, occur-

2) False alarm rate = NO/F = number of NOBS/ rence skills are comparable for both models at almost

number of events forecast, all latitudinal belts for both land and oceanic cyclone
3) No-hit rate - NF/O - number of NFCST/num- forecasts. The exception is over subtropical (20-30N)

ber of events observed, ocean, where NOGAPS, apparently due to the advan-
tage of its global domain, has greater skill than JFLM.

It is clear that the best occurrence skill is represented The no-hit rate increases from high to low latitudes for
by a bias of I and 0 values of false alarm rate and no- both models over ocean. The large bias, false alarm
hit rate. A bias greater than I means the model over- rate and no-hit rate in the 30-40N zone over land
forecast the number of events and vice versa. False indicate the tendency for both models to overforecast
alarm rate gives the percentage about the events er- the occurrence of cyclones to the lee of the Tibetan
roneously forecast whereas no-hit rate indicates the Plateau.
percentage of observed events not forecast. Figure 4 shows the latitudinal distribution of skill

Latitudinal distribution of skill indices for the NO- indices for the NOGAPS anticyclone forecasts over
GAPS cyclone forecasts over land and over ocean is land and over ocean. Forecast skill for oceanic anti-

NOGAPS Cyclones

mE~l ........ R M O NT

-A

I .. ....

LAN 10 30 40 ----------------------------

Sloo ~ ~ S WA0 FAS LAI O MI

LATITUDE

FIG. 2. Lautudmal distribution of(a) bus, (b) false alarm rate. (c) no-hit rate indices for NOGAPS
cclone forecasts over land and (d bias. (e false alarm rate. (f) no-hit rate indices for NOGAPS
cyclone focqcasts over oean. Absissa is latitude (deg) and ordinate is index (q).
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JFLM Cyclones
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2 but for JFLM forecasts.

cyclones is apparently greater than for land anticy- 4. Geographical distribution of central pressure error
clones. Figure 5 shows the latitudinal distribution of
skill indices for the JFLM anticyclone forecasts over a. Cyclones
land and over ocean. In general, both models have Figure 6 shows the error distribution of cyclone cen-
comparable skills for the land forecasts and the JFLM tral pressure for NOGAPS forecasts. For the 0000 GMT
is slightly less skillful than the NOGAPS for oceanic runs, the model underforecasts central pressure (pos-
forecasts. This is also reflected in Table 2 as the suc- itive error) over ocean especially near Japan (+3 mb),
cessful occurrence forecast is 64.3% and 66.4% for the and overforecasts (negative error) over land especially
JFLM and NOGAPS. respectively, in the regions of northwestern China, Tibet and south-

Over the ocean, both models have a better skill for em China (-3 mb). For the 1200 GMT runs, positive
forecasting the occurrence of anticyclones than for cy- errors over the vicinity of Japan and negative errors
clones. The reverse is true over land, except in the 30*-  over southern China remain similar to the 0000 GMT
40ON belt. runs. Over northwestern China and Tibet, however,

NOGAPS Anticyclones

T_ _o _ - !-
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I-KI. 4 AS in Fig. 2 but for N(XiAPS anticyclone lorcasts
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JFLM Anticyclones

IWAS PALM ALAUU NO NTil

I J"
-- i --- ... ------------------------------

LA N0 40 -- -0 -0 30 40 O I-to 20 30 40 -- -o

LATITUDE
RIA S As in F A 2 but for JFLM 36-h Nnuycioc fore I

the rnors change sign from their 0000 GMT runs. In variations in the error field is evident over the area of
other words, over these regions the diurnal variation Mongolia and northern China. The sign is roughly op-
in the error field is evident and the model tends to posite to that of NOGAPS forecasts, however, with
overforecast the cyclone central pressure at 0000 GMI" positive error in 0000 GMT runs and negative error
run and underforecast at 1200 GMT run. in 1200 GMT runs.

The cyclone central pressure error for JFLM fore-
casts is shown in Fig. 7. It is interesting to note that
over several areas NOGAPS and JFLM have Mongslia S. MtovemrelCn error

errors. For 0000 GMT runs, the model underforecasts
the central pressure over most of the area especiapy Errors in the model forecasts of surface cyclone/an-
over northwestern China (+9 b), Japan and e ticyclone position are shown in plots ofthe observed
nearby ocean (+3 mb). For 1200 GMT runs. the error postion of a parcular cclone/antcyclone relative to
over northwtern China changes sign to become tts forecast poston. Figures 10 and II show the p-
mostly negtive. Over central Tibet and its southern stion error for the NOGAPS and JFLM forecasts re-
slope, weak netive error for 0000 GMT runs is re- spectively. A perfect forecast is assumed to fall in the

placed by maximum negatve error (-6 rob) for 1200 central box which includes all cases with a positiontMh runs. Posive error agan dominates over ocean error less than 05o of lattude and longitude. A model

esecialy to the east of Japan exct with a heter whose zonal phase speed is too slow (fast) would have
magnitude (+6 mb). it is clear that the diurnal vana- the maonty of its cyclone/anticyclone located in the

ionS in the error held are more evident over land than NE. E and SE (NW. W and SW) boxes. For example.over onfor oth thna JFL andes NsGpS runs. bec 19% or 92 of the 495 NOGAPS cyclones tabulated ver-
ify to the nor the o their forecast poton (Fig rOa)

b. Apcvaonei i.e.. they were forecast too slow and too far to the south

and west. A separate stratilcation of the data h the
The anticyclone central pressure error for NOGAPS 0000 nd GMT runs failed to disclose any i-

forecasts is shown in Fig. 8. No significant diurnal varn- portant differences for either NOGA PS or J FLM
ation is observed over the ocean. Over land. however, For NOGAPS forecasts, both cyclones and antlc -
durnal vanation in the error feld is obvious especially clones are forecast too slow and too far to the north
over Mongolia and northwestern China, where a max- and west For cyclone cases. 58% are forecast to stoh
imum negative error of -3 mb for 0000 GMT runs (NE. E and SE) and only 29S too fast (NW. W and
andamaximum postive error of +6mb for 1200GMT SW). For anticyclone cases, 67% are forecast too slov
runs are observed, and only 23% forecast too fast. For both cyclone and

The anticyclone central pressure error for the JFLM anticclone forecasts. 50% of the cases are forecast too
forecasts is shown in Fig. 9. Unlike the NOGAPS fore- far to the north versus 3' forecast too far to the south.
casts over ocean, the JFeM possess a substantial error The JFLM also forecast too slow and too tar to the
to tre east of Japan with diurnal vanaton. Diurnal west and north for both cyclones and anticyclones. For
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3O4w NOAPS a tendency of overforecasting the extreme building an-
ticyclones (> +8 mb/36 h) and underforecasting the

NW N extreme weakening ones (< -8 mb/36 h). For the cases
44 3X t of correct sign forecast over ocean, however, NOGAPS

has only a slight tendency of overforecasting the
building anticyclones and no systematic bias for the
weakening ones. The JFLM forecasts have a tendency

FW__jTOTAL p 'E P of underforecasting the building anticyclones and
2e¢ r m  12C 2X) SS(.1) overforecasting the weakening ones both over land and

over ocean (Fig. 15).

7. Discussion

88.c I) OO) 7) 140(21) As pointed out by Silberberg and Bosart (1982),
NWP error sources may be classified into three cate-

gories: 1) initial analysis uncertainties, 2) incomplete
SCYCLONES model physics and 3) numerical effects. However, it is

difficult to assess quantitatively the relative contribu-

tions of these errors as direct evidence is hard to obtain.
36-h NOGAPS Sometimes. even a qualitative assessment of the error

sources is a difficult task. On the other hand, compar-
ison with another model's performance may provide

NW N NE a useful measure of the model forecasts. Silberberg and
21< OX),12C SX) 49Ct8x) Bosart(1982) have obtained systematic cyclone forecast

TOTA .36-+v FLM

Sic 25) SX) 2X 39<121

SW S

33(12X) IOC 41) 93(34X)

B ANTICYCLONES ;32 X) TOTAS tLZC

FIG. 10. NOGAPS forecast position error showing observed po-
sitions of(a) cyclones. (b) anticyclones relative to the forecast position.
Number of events are given for each compass direction with the3WS
percentage contribution to the enure sample in parenthesis. 6<8 WSt

9e¢ IX) , ) eex

extreme cases when the deepening rate exceeds 16 mb/

36 h. NOGAPS underforecasts.
In contrast with the ramdomness of NOGAPS errors, 36-h JFLM

JFLM shows a clear bias in cyclone deepening rate
over both land and ocean (Fig. 13). Wrong sign fore- "W ME
casts occur almost exclusively for deepening cy- 2¢ X) It! X) SOC29X)
clones only. For correct sign forecasts, JFLM tends
to oveiforecast the filling cyclones and underfore-
cast the deepening ones, both over land and over ocean
(Fig. 13). O P E

b. Anticyclones

Figure 14 shows the NOGAPS forecast versus ob-
served building/weakening rate of anticyclones over su sE
land and ocean. The percentage of correct forecast in 36(5s ) 7C 71) 7Sc201)
sign is higher for anticyclones than for cyclones both B
over land (84%) and over ocean (90%). For those few ANTICYCLONES

cases of correct sign forecast over land, NOGAPS has Fic II. As in Fig. 10 but for JFLM forecasts.
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NOGAPS CYCLONES sition errors for NOGAPS and JFLM forecast cyclones

3 LAND and anticyclones, it is found that NOGAPS has greater
24 errors in both cyclone and anticyclone forecasts. This
29 1 is apparently due to the higher resolution of the hori-

S",zontal grid of JFLM. Both models perform better when
compared with the position errors of the NMC models

t2 "in winter. The cyclone mean absolute error of 366 km
, 4 :is greater than the mean position error of 333 km in

a "" ." " the JMA JFLM and comparable to the error of 369
•,.km NOGAPS for the 36-h forecasts. The mean dis-0 -4 ".

placement error of 517 km for 36-h anticyclone fore-jcasts in the NMC 6-layer Primitive Equation (6L-PE)
-12

_n "JFLM CYCLONES
-24 2e

,=] __P_(nbne__ . LAND
-24-2 =-18-12 -0 -4 . 4 8 12 16 26 24 28 24 ,

Observed 
29

28 -1" OCEAN 12
24 : 8

0e. •

4 -

U8 -4 -29

-9.-- 24

. . . . - - - - - --
-is -24-2- -2-8 -4 4 8 12 1 24 28

-20 Observed
-24

-24-29-6 -2 -6 -4 6 4 8 22 16 26 24 26 2e-L
X~ OCEAN

Observed 24 -

FIG. 12- NOOAPS forecast yaxis) vs observed(x axis)deepeing 29 ~
raft for cyclonex initially observed (a) over land and (b) over ocean.
Un m mb/36bh. 22L

62 -

errors in the NMC Limited Fine Mesh Model 11 (LFM- e
11) for the winter of 1978/79, and Colucci and Bosart 0
(1979) have obtained anticyclone forecast errors in
earlier versions of NMC models for the winter of 1969/ -e
70. These errors are for winter-season North American -2
forecasts, therefore they may contain inherent different -1e
characteristics compared to the spring-to-summer -2

transition season of Mei-Yu over East Asia. Neverthe-
less they may serve as useful references in evaluating -24

the JFLM and the NOGAPS errors obtained here. -24 -20 -10 -12 -8 -4 9 4 8 12 16 29 24 28

Position errors shown in Table 3 are related to the
movement errors shown in Figs. 10 and !1, which will Observed
be discussed later. Comparing the seasonal mean po- FiG. 13. As in Fig. 12 but for JFLM.
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NOGAPS ANTICYCLONES The overall mean central pressure errors of 36-h cy-
28 .,A LAND- clone and anticyclone forecasts (Table 4) show that
24 . JFLM has a greater tendency to underforecast both
28 cyclones and anticyclones than NOGAPS. The rms er-
I ror of about 5.3 mb for both NOGAPS and JFLM

16 cyclone central pressure forecasts is much smaller than
I2 the 6.95 mb error of the NMC LFM I cyclone forecasts
a during the 1978/79 cool season. Again, the difference
4 *. in season may explain part of the differences.
9 The percentage of correct occurrence is slightly lower-

0 -4 for cyclones and higher for anticyclones for NOGAPS
-g as compared to JFLM at 36-h forecast time interval.

For cyclones it is 59.9%/61.2% while for anticyclones-12

-I.

-29 JFLM ANTICYCLONES

-24 28 LA
_______________ *24C LAND

-24 -29-16-12 -8 -4 e 4 8 12 16 20 24 28
28A

Observed "I

38 OCEAN 
1

204

.12 .. 4

4 -12•

lit6

00

-24

-- 1

S--4
-s -24

. . . .. . .. . . ..... ... po(.,b/3
-12 -24-2-18-12 - -4 4 8 12 6 2 24 28

Obs2Observed

-226

~-24"
, -24-2-16-12 -8 sre-4 6 4 8 121029 24 28 28 g 3. OCEAN /

FI. 14. As in Fig. 12 but for anticyclones. E

12

model during the 1969/70 winter season is much e
greater than the 422 km error in NOGAPS and the 4!
396 km error in JFLM forecasts. However, caution g0
must be exercised in using these comparisons, because '-
the usually faster system movements in winter seasons L. -
may lead to larger forecast errors. -8

Both NOGAPS and JFLM forecasts are too slow -12
and too far to the west and north for cyclones and -is
anticyclones. A similar behavior for the early winter -2
cyclones was also observed in the NMC LFM-Il. On -24
the other hand, the behavior is somewhat different for .24..Po<mb/3-
anticyclone movements. In Colucci and Bosart's (1979) -24-20-1-12 -8 -4 4 8 12 IS 20 24 28
study, the NMC model anticyclones in winter season
are too slow arid tend to move to the right of the ob- Observed
served track (i.e., forecast too far to the south). FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14 but for JFLM.
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66.4%/64.3% in NOGAPS/JFLM forecasts. The better GMT runs for both cyclones and anticyclones (Figs. 6
score for JFLM in the cyclone forecast is again probably and 8). This suggests that the model process of the
due to its higher resolution. The greater capability of diurnal cycle of radiation in NOGAPS may be too
NOGAPS in forecasting the anticyclones appears to be strong.
due to two reasons: 1) The anticyclones are larger in Over the ocean, while there are no systematic errors
scale therefore the effect of coarse resolution is less, for anticyclones, positive cyclone central pressure errors
and 2) NOGAPS is a global model which handles the are generally observed for both NOGAPS and JFLM
subtropical anticyclones better than JFLM. Skill indices models (Figs. 6, 7). The maximum positive error is
in terms of bias, false alarm rate and no hit rate at observed over the area to the east of Japan and to the
36-h forecast time interval (Figs. 2-5) show that the south of Kamchatka where cyclones usually deepen
NOGAPS has greater occurrence forecast skill than the along their northeast track in the May-July period from
JFLM for both land and oceanic cyclones and anti- synoptic experience. As observed by Chen and Chang
cyclones. The cases of NFCST cyclones are more than (1980), cumulus heating plays a crucial role in main-
those of NOBS for both JFLM and NOGAPS, indi- taining the low-level Mei-Yu trough and its cyclonic
cating that both models have a greater tendency of vorticity. An examination of the GMS satellite infrared
missing, rather than artificially generating, cyclones, photos over Japan (not shown) during the period of
This is consistent with the underforecast of cyclone study confirms that mesoscale convective systems al-
central pressure in both models. Comparing the ways exist near the cyclone centers, similar to those
NFCST and NOBS cyclones and anticyclones (Table observed in other years (e.g., Akiyama, 1978). There-
2), it is found that NOBS cases are much less than fore, the effect of cumulus convection is probably quite
NFCST cases for both models. Thus both models are important in the development of cyclonic disturbances
more likely to underforecast than to overforecast the in the Mei-Yu trough. Since the air-sea temperature
existence and/or genesis of both cyclones and anticy- difference is small and the relative humidity is generally
clones. The false alarm rate for cyclone forecasts in high (Chen and Tsay, 1977). the bulk effects of bound-
JFLM reaches maximum (i.e., greatest probability to ary-layer sensible and latent heat fluxes within the local
overforecast the existence and/or genesis of cyclones) area are probably not important factors for cycloge-
in the 30°-400 N belt over land (Fig. 3). This is also nesis. Therefore, a positive error of cyclone central
true for NOGAPS but the value is smaller (Fig. 2). The pressure may be due to the inability of the cumulus
30°--40ON latitudinal belt is the region where the Ti- parameterization scheme in producing sufficient heat-
betan Plateau is located. A similar result was obtained ing in the cyclone center. Similar central pressure errors
by Silberberg and Bosart (1982). who found that the were also found for NMC models by Leary (1971) and
NMC LFM-II tends to overforecast the continental cy- Silberberg and Bosart (1982) for the winter cyclones
clones to the lee of major mountain barriers. over the western Atlantic Ocean.

Geographical distribution of central pressure errors Over the Tibetan Plateau and its immediate vicinity,
(Figs. 6-9) shows a clear diurnal variation over north- JFLM tends to overforecast the cyclone central pres-
western China and Mongolia in both NOGAPS and sure. The errors are most likely due to the unrealistic
JFLM forecasts. This is a vast desert area and the diur- treatment of mountain effects. The NOGAPS cyclone
nal variation of radiation processes is expected to be forecasts also contain errors with a diurnal variation
important in controlling the temperature and pressure similar to that over the desert area to the north. This
in the lower troposphere. No radiation procesaes are is again indicative of too strong a diurnal cycle of ra-
included in the JFLM model. Thus. it is expected that diation processes in NOGAPS.
the model atmosphere may be too cold and the surface
pressure too high in these areas for the 0000 GMT 8. Summary and conclusions
(0700 LST) runs, since the actual atmosphere goe, This work studies the systematic errors of 36-h fore-
through daytime heating twice and nighttime cooling casts of surface cyclones and anticyclones in the FNOC
only once for the 36-h forecasts. The reverse is expected six-layer NOGAPS and the JMA ten-layer JFLM. for
for the 1200 GMT runs. This is indeed observed in the the 1983 Mei-Yu season (May to July) over East Asia
JFLM forecasts for both cyclone and anticyclone cen- and the western North Pacific Ocean. The principal
trai pressures (Figs. 7, 9), with a positive error for 0000 findings are as follows:
GMT runs and negative error for 1200 GMT runs. A
parameterization scheme of short and long wave ra- I) The seasonal mean position errors are somewhat
diation processes interacting with clouds exists in NO- greater for NOGAPS as compared to the JFLM for
GAPS. Thus, the diurnal variation of central pressure both cyclone and anticyclone forecasts probably due
error as observed in JFLM model should not occur if to its coarser resolutions. Both NOGAPS and JFLM
this parameterization scheme describes reasonably well models forecast too slow and too far to the west and
actual radiation processes. However. in NOGAPS north for cyclones and anticyclones.
forecasts a diurnal variation is still evident over the 2) JFLM has a tendency to underforecast both cy-
same desert area except the sign is reversed, being neg- clones and anticyclones, while the deepening rate errors
ative for the 0000 GMT runs and positive for 1200 for NOGAPS are more random.
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3) The overall occurrence forecast skill for cyclones cloud ensemble with the larg-scale environment, Part L J. At-
and anticyclones for NOGAPS is somewhat greater ,nos. Se.. 31, 674-701.

than for J Chen, G. T. J., 1983: Observational aspects of the Mei-Yu phenom-
enon over subtropical China. J. Meteor. Soc. Japan, 61, 306-

4) Both NOGAPS and JFLM are more likely to un- 312.
derforecast than to overforecast the existence and/or - , and C. Y. Tsay, 1977: A detailed analysis of a cae of Mei-Yu
genesis for both cyclones and anticyclones. system in the vicinity of Taiwan. Tech. Rep. Mei-Yu-001. 249

5) Over the mountainous area of Tibet and its im- pp. (Available from Dept. of Atmos. Sci., National Taiwan Uni-
versity, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 107.)

mediate vicinity, JFLM model is more likely to over- -, and C.-P. Chang, 1980: The structure and vorticity budget of
forecast the existence and/or genesis of cyclones than an early summer monsoon trough (Mei-Yu) over southeastern
any other latitudinal belts. NOGAPS also has a similar China and Japan. Mon. Wea Rev., 108. 942-953.
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ABSTRACT

Five cases of cold surges over the South China Sea are selected from the
December 1978 Winter MONEX data set to study the effects of the cold surges
on the quai.stationary cyclonic disturbances near Borneo. The differences
between disturbances situated in the equatorial South China Sea and those over
the western Pacific are also studied using the same data set.

It is found that cold surge enhances the low.level disturbances which in turn
enhances the convective activities and reduces the vertical tilt of disturbance
center. As the dry air surges into the cyclonic circulation in the boundary layer

24 h after the maximum surge, it helps to weaken the 850 mb disturbance.
Analyses of the temperature anomalies at 300, 500, 850 mb, IR cloudiness, and
200 mb divergence suggest that large-scale subsidence suppresses the convection
and causes warming. About 40-50% decrease in IR cloudiness, 200 mb divergence,
and 850 mb vorticity is found as the disturbance moves from the western Pacific
into the South China Sea. This is probably due to the combined effect of the cold

sea surface over the South China Sea and the large-scale subsidence from north.

1. Introduction culation (Ramage, 1971). In early
winter (December) the deep convection

During northern winter the equa- is often centered over or near Borneo,

torial "maritime continent" is a major and is frequently associated with synoptic

convective area and serves as a significant scale disturbances which may be quasi-

heat source to the planetary scale cir- stationary or westward propagating
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(Cheang, 1977; Chang et al., 1979). meridional wind components, vorticity
Although the principal convection and divergence at 850 and 200 mb
structure is of the mesoscale and strongly produced by Murakami et al. (1981) at
influenced by a diurnal oscillation due 2.50 latitude-longitude grids. 3) Sub-
to the land-sea breeze (Houze et al., jectively analyzed temperature at 850,
1981; Johnson and Priegnitz, 1981. 500 and 300 mb and dew point at the
Johnson, 1982), the convection is surface. The temperature data, however.
significantly modulated by the north- are sparse and less reliable than the wind
easterly cold air surges off the southern observations. 4) The GMS-1 infrared
China coast (Chang et al., 1979: Chang imagery was subjectively digitized to
and Lau, 1980. 1982; Johnson and obtain the deep convective cloud
Priegnitz, 1981; Lau et al., 1983). As amount using a method anlogous to that
the surges can be traced backward in of Payne and McGarry (1977).
time for about 1-2 days to midlatitude Since the disturbances often appear
development (Chang et al., 1983) the as vortices in the lower tropospheric
surges can not be viewed as a response wind field with a diameter of 10-15*, a
to the tropical convection. In a pre- polar grid coordinate movable with the
MONEX study, Chang et al. (1979) center of disturbance was used to
reported three cases of such interactions digitize the wind and satellite cloud
between the cold surges and the structure fields. The subjectively analyzed winds
of the convection-associated synoptic- were digitized using radial grid points at
scale cyclonic disturbances near Borneo. 1.5" (latitude), 3", 4.50 , 6.5, and 8.5*
This paper is a further investigation of away from the center. They have the
the structure variations of these cyclonic best data base and contains finer
disturbances near Borneo, using the features. For the objectively analyzed
December 1978 Winter MONEX data winds and the convective cloud amount
set. We will focus on the effects of the the same radial grid distances were used.
cold surges on these disturbances as well The temperature and the dew point
as on the difference between disturbances fields were digitized on a constant 20 x 2-
situated in the equatorial South China square grid, as finer resolution near the
Sea and those further east, from which center cannot be supported by the
many of the propagating systems appear quality of the data.
to originate. For different categories of dis-

turbances, the data were composited in a

2. Data and Procedure quasi-Lagrangian framework (i.e., follow-
ing a system rather than an air parcel)

Data used in this study are from the with respect to the 850 mb disturbance
following sources: 1) The subjectively center. The disturbance center at each

analyzed Winter MONEX wind atlas level is defined by the center of cyclonic
prepared by Chang et al. (1981), which circulation in the streamline analysis
was used to digitize winds at the with the help of GMS-I cloud imageries
gradient, 850, 700 and 500 mb levels, especially over the data sparse area.
2) The objective analyses of zonal and Admittedly the regular upper air data are
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ifa* sparse over the area of interest, Table 1. Number of cases selected for each
howeve with the additional WMONEX stage of a cold surge.

aircraft.. ship reports and satellite derived
winds it is usually possible to reasonably stW -36h -24h -12h Oh 12h 24h 36h

weU defne a disturbance center. Fig. I number 16 17 14 12 11 13 14

is an: example of the streamline analysis
with two cyclonic disturbances. The
choice, of categories was based on short period variations, a 3-point running
diffeent stages of a cold surge and on mean was applied to the time sequence
the geographical locations of the dis- of each cold surge event before com-
turbances. positing. The nonhomogeneous case

number shown in Table 1 is due to the
3. Composite according to cold surges fact that within the chosen area some

vortices were moving in and out and
A cold surge is defined when 1) occasionally two vortices were observed.

there is an increase in the area-averaged The geographic area of interest and the
surface northerly wind component over locations of different types of observa-
the nordern South China Sea (0 5-20*N, tional stations are also shown in Fig. 1.
IO-II5E) to over 8 ms 1 and 2) a Fig. 2 shows the composite dis-
surface pressure differential between turbance center at different stages. The
Flong Kong and a location at 30°N, disturbance is well defined as a closed
I 5E not less than 8 mb 0-24 hr before cyclonic circulation from the gradient

1), is satistfied. Five events in December level to 700 mb, with its center titled
1978 satisfy these criteria (Lau et al., vertically towards the southwest which
1989) and are selected for compositing. is hydrostatically consistent with the
Each event is thus categorized into 7 850-500 mb layer mean temperature
stages with 12 h intervals, from -36 to as the cold air is located to the south-
36 h, where 0 h represents the time of west of the center (not shown). The
maximunt. .surge wind in the northern tilt is reduced from about 3 ° latitude

South China Sea and -24 h or -36 h at the surge onset to 10 after the surge
usually corresponds to the onset time of reaches maximum. The lower tropo-
suge in that region (Lau et al., 1983). spheric vorticity of the disturbance also
A cyclonic disturbance is included in increases following the surge onset.
the: compositing of a stage if it is located At 850 mb the maximum vorticity
directly downstream of the surge (i.e., increases from 2x10 - 1 s' at -24 hr to
between 0-6*N and 105-116°E). The 2.5x10-3 s1 at -12h. Fig. 3 shows the
number of cases selected for each stage continued increases as evidenced by the
for the five surge events is listed in Table expansion of the area enclosed by the
I. Noted that the cyclonic disturbances 2.5x 10-s s- isopleth at 0 h, reaching
in the choun area were picked up at maximum at 24 h. The vorticity increase
each synoptic map analyzed at 12 h is a direct result of the land sea distribu-
intervals from 48 h before to 48 h after tion and the surge, with a freshening of
the .urge time (0 h). To eliminate the the northeasterlies occurring in the
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Fig. I Georgraphic area of interest and the locations of stations. Triangles,
circles, and squares represent radiosonde stations, pibal stations, and
Russian ships, respectively. Solid circles are satellite derived winds. The
OOZ 13 December 1978 streamline analysis at 8S0 mb with two cyclonic
centers are shown.

South China Sea where the northwestern cloudiness distribution at different
quadrant of the disturbance is located. stages. The maximum cloudiness remains

Table 2 shows the area-averaged IR in the northwestern quadrant and in-
cloudiness (tenths) over a 8.50 radius creases steadily from -36 h to reach
centered on the disturbance. It is clear maximum at 0 h. At the northern edge
that the convective coudiness activity the cloudiness is I before 0 h and
has a general trend of increase after the increases to 3 at and after 0 h. At
surge onset with about 35% increase the southwestern edge the convection
from -36 h to 0 h. Fig. 4 shows the IR remains rather active throughout all

stages.

Table 2. Area-averaged convective cloudiness Fig. 5 shows the 200 mb divergence.

(.tenths) over a 8.5* radius. Prior to 0 h there is a strong convergence
in the northern edge suggesting down-

-36h -24h -12h Oh 12h 24h 36h ward motions, and divergence in the

doudins 3.2 3.3 3.7 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.6 southwestern quadrant. At -12h, which
is about one day after the surge onset, a
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Fj&~ 2 Disturbance centers at gradient level
(small letter). 700 mb (capital), and Fig. 3. Isolines of vorticity with a value of
500 mb (parenthetic) with respect to 2. 5 x10* s*' at 850 mb.
850 mb center at -36 h (a, A), -24 hI
(b, B), -12 h (c, Q, 0 h (d D; maxi-
mum surge time), 12 h (e, E), 24 h
(f, F), 36 h (g, G), Radial grid points
are at 1.50 (latitude), 30, 4.50, 6.50,
and 8.50 away from the center.
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36h Oh-(-24h)

22

Fig. 4. IR cloudiness (tenth) at different stages of surge and its tendency from
-24 h to 0 h. 0 h is the time of maximum surge. Light shading is greater

than 4 unit, dark shading is greater than 6 unit.
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divergence center develops about 3* error involved in the divergence calcula-
latitude north of the disturbance center, tion. The correspondence between the
reaching maximum at 0 h and persists IR cloudiness and the divergence is much
through 24 h. This development of the clearer in the tendency fields. For
divergence center is in good agreement example, the tendency from -24 h to 0 h
with the enhanced IR cloudiness after shows an area of maximum increases in
the surge onset, especially in view of the both the cloudiness and divergence in
rather crude data base and the usual the north and northwestern quadrants

-36h -24h

22

i

41,

922
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(Figs. 4, 5).
Throughout all stages the .00 mb

vorticity (not shown) is basically anti-
cyclonic in the northern half' and -36'

cyclonic in the southern half, indicating -36
an easterly jet in the latitude of dis- 1 I
turbance center in consistency with the 1

composite wind field. This is also in
good agreement with the temperature
field (not shown) at 500 and 300 mb 0
which shows the warm air to the north 1 J
and cold air to the south with maximum

temperature gradient over the dis-
turbance center. No significant variations I
can be found between the different
stages.

Due to the fact that the horizontal
variations in both the temperature and
dew point are relatively small in the Fig. 6. Isolnes of -0.4oC surface dew point
tropics, the anomaly fields were anomaly from the time mean at

analyzed. The anomaly is defined here different stages. 0 h is the time of
as the departure from time mean during maximum surge and grid interval isat 2° latitude.
surge periods over the selected area

between 0-6*N and 105-116*E. Fig. 6
shows the surface dew point anomaly. experiences warming due to convection
Starting from -36 h a dry tongue mainly as a consequence of compensat-
penetrates cyclonically into the circula- ing dry adiabatic sinking motion (e.g.,
tions from the northwest. It moves Gray, 1973; Frank, 1980). In the present
around the south of the disturbance case, however, 300 mb temperature
center at 0 h then turns northeastward anomaly pattern with a warm maximum
and northward from 12 to 36 h. Figs north and a cold maximum ouih is

7-9 show the temperature anomaly from opposite to the cloudiness distribut,
time mean over the same area as that for shown in Fig. 4. This distnbution -t
the dew point at 300, 500 and 850 mb, cludes the possibiht1  of ,h atr-,
tespectively. In general, warming starts heating over the region ,,t ,.a -.
from the northwest prior to the surge warmnes Lacking an% ,iho',
and progresses towards the center at all of a different '*armntr .- ,.,.
three levels. At 300 mb the temperature pattern appear

anomaly for the disturbance domain warmin r,,...
becomes maximum at 0 h. while at 500 1i dJIr . %.g,- #M

mb and 850 mb the warming ,ontnue% Thr ..- ,

through 36 h It is a well known fact '.

that in the tropics the trop ' 'h,- ..
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just a result of the increased tropical number of times it appears on the twice-
convection. Convergence in the north daily analysis. By examining the twice-
side before 0 h as shown in Fig. S is also daily low-level analysis maps during
consistent with the existence of such December 1978, we can select 26 con-
subsidence. Based on this interprmta- sistently westward propagating cases and
tom, Figs. 7-9 suggest that the warming 35 consistently quasi-stationary cases.
at all levels is due to large-scale environ- The former is further divided into the
mental subsidence rather than the Western Pacific (WP) type where the
disturbance motion or latent heating, disturbances are observed between 120-
and that the subsidence expands south- 140*E, 0-10N, and the South China

ward at lower levels. Sea (SCS) type, where the disturbances
are observed between 105-120*E, 0-

4. Structure variation of the westward 10N. There are 13 cases in each of
propagating disturbane these two types. Only one of the 13

cases coincides with a case selected for

In the previous section we con- the surge onset (0 h) category, thus the
idered the effect of the surges for all SCS type basically represents distur-
cyclonic disturbances downstream in the bances not influenced by the cold surge.
South China Sea near Borneo, without The stationary type and each of the two
considering their origins. These distur- propagating types are composited within
bances may be separated into two each type to f'nd their averaged
categories, those developed in'situ and structure.
those propagated into the South China The composite structures (not
Sea from the Western Pacific. Regarding shwon) indicate that the stationary type
the latter system, there has been exten- disturbance is quite shallow with its
sive studies of easterly waves in the cyclonic center defined only at 850 and
Western Pacific to the east of 155°E 700 mb. The WP type is well defined at
(e.g., Wallace, 1971; Reed and Recker, all levels from gradient level to 500 nib,
1971), but little is known about the whereas the SCS type is confined at and
disturbances over the area to the west below 700 mb. Fig. 10 shows the
of 140*E and after they enter the South relative vorticity at 850 mb, which is
China Sea. In this section we will generally cyclonic for all types. For the
compare the structure of the propagating WP type, the maximum cyclonic
disturbances before and after they enter vorticity is located near the disturbance
the South China Sea, as well as with the center to the northeastern quadrant, not
in situ developed, quasi-stationary dis- much different from the structure of a
turbances. To avoid ambiguity, we typical easterly wave in the Atlantic
will not include systems that become observed by Reed et al. (1977) in which
stationary after a period of propagation, the maximum cyclonic vorticity is right
or systems that become propagating over the wave trough. As the disturbance
after a period of being stationary. moves into the South China Sea and

A disturbance may include a becomes the SCS type, a 40% decrease
mamber of cases depending. upon the in maximum cyclonic vorticity is
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W P 0 observed over the same region. In
contrast to both of the propagating
types, the maximum cyclonic vorticity I
for the stationary disturbance is located >

to the west-southwestern side of the
center.

Fig. II shows the IR cloudiness
distribution. For the WP type, the
maximum cloudiness of 7 occurred to
the north and northeast of the center.
As the disturbance moves into the
South China Sea and becomes the SCS
type, cloudiness over the same area,
although still a relative maximum,
decreases by >50%. This is in good -,.
agreement with the decrease in the
intensity of the disturbance shown in
the 850 mb vorticity (Fig. 10). Dif-
ferent from the propagating distur-
bances, the stationary type has the
maximum cloudiness in the south- Y.
western quadrant of the disturbance, "
which is over the northwestern coast
of Borneo. Since the stationary dis-
turbances stay in the same place for a
longer period of time, the influence of
the local topography is likely to be
important. It therefore seems that the
surface convergence due to the land-sea
differential frictional effect may be the
main cause for the cloudiness distribu-
tion.

Fig. 12 shows the 200 mb diver-

gence. Overall, the 200 mb divergence
is positively correlated with the IR
cloudiness, with the area of maximum
cloudiness being roughly coincided with

0. the area of maximum divergence for
each of the three types. For the
stationary type, the maximum divergence

Fig. 10. 850 mb vorticity (10"5 s-1) for occurs in the southwestern quadrant Fig
Western Pacific (WP), South China where the maximum convective cloudi-
Sea (SCS), and stationary (S) types. ness is observed. For the WP type, the
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center of maximum divergence is found anticyclonic vorticity and divergence
in the northeastern quadrant.. This weaken just as the IR cloudiness over
distribution is somewhat different from the same area.
the structure of a typical easterly wave
in the Atlantic where the maximum S. Summary and concluding remarks
divergence is located just ahead of the
disturbance center (Reed et al., 1977). Chang and Lau (1980) suggested
It is also different from the wave distur- that cold surges cause low-level conver-
bances in the equatorial Western Pacific gence which may in turn enhance
to the east of 155"E as observed by convection. Lim and Chang (1981), in
Reed and Recker (1971) in which the a theoretical study of the surge motions,
maximum divergence is right over the showed that cyclogenesis occurring in
disturbance center. A decrease of 40% the equatorial trough region downstream
in the maximum divergence in the of the surge forcing is a result of a
northeastern quadrant is observed as the Rossby wave group response. In the real
disturbance moves into the South China tropical atmosphere, this cyclogenesis
Sea and becomes the SCS type. This can be expected to be associated with
weakening of the divergence center is enhanced convective activities because of
again in good agreement with the the presence of conditional instability
suppressed IR cloudiness after the almost everywhere, except when drier air
disturbance moves into the South China penetrates into the lower levels. In the
Sea. For both the WP and the SCS present composite study (section 3) the
types, an easterly jet streak of the basic lower tropospheric vorticity of the
flow at 200 mb is located to the im- cyclonic disturbance downstream of the
mediate south of the disturbance center cold surge increases following the surge
(not shown). The typical divergence onset, mainly due to the freshening of
pattern associated with such a jet streak, the northeasterlies which increases the
namely divergence in the entrance (exit) cyclonic shear. Apparently due to the
region to the right (left) and convergence sparsity of data over the area of study,
in the entrance (exit) region to the left the computed 850 mb divergence were
(right), is consistent with the observed not capable of showing an organized
divergence patterns. The maximum pattern. On the other hand, since the
anticyclonic vorticity at 200 mb (not 850 mb vorticity maximum increases
shown) is found over the area of during the surge period (Fig. 3) to the
maximum divergence and convective west of the disturbance center, the
cloudiness in the northeastern quadrant increase in convergence upstream of
for both propagating types. This together the vorticity maximum in the north-
with the existence of a basic flow jet western quadrant may be expected from
streak indicates that deep convection is the conservation of potential vorticity
probably organized by the upper-level argument. Thus, surge enhances vorticity
outflow associated with the large-scale which in turn causes the convergence to
motions. After the disturbance moves increase. As a result, IR cloudiness to t

into the South China Sea, the 200 mb the northwest of the center increases t

S
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in concurrent with the strengthening of This large-scale thermal change seems

the 850 mb cyclonic vorticity after the to mask any temperature change that

surge onset. may result from the disturbance-scale

The development of the divergence motion.

center at 200 mb is in good agreement One of the basic differences

with the enhanced IR cloudiness after between the quasi-stationary and west-
the surge onset. Thus the cold surge ward propagating disturbances is the

enhances the disturbance and reduces distribution of the IR cloudiness. For
the vertical tilt, probably through the the propagating type, the maximum
increased organized deep convection, cloudiness occurs to the north and

The slight decrease in IR cloudiness after northeast of the disturbance center. For

the time of maximum surge (0 h) and stationary type, on the other hand, the

the slight weakening of the 850 mb maximum cloudiness is found, in the

vorticity 24 h after the maximum surge southwestern quadrant, apparently due

are likely due to the dry air surge into to the differential friction effect of the

the cyclonic circulation in the boundary northwestern coast of Borneo. The
layer as evidenced by the surface nega- weakening of the westward propagating

tive dew point anomaly. It seems legiti- disturbances (most of them are not

mate to argue that the convection would influenced by surge in this study), when

die down as the surge dies down since they move into the South China Sea, is

the convection is a response to the evidenced by the 40-50% decrease of IR

dynamic forcing of the surge. However, cloudiness, 200 mb divergence and

due to the fact that the tropical air is 850 mb vorticity. It is probably a result

highly conditionally unstable and the of the combined effect of the cold sea

large-scale dynamic forcing of the surge surface over the South China Sea and

is the triggering mechanism, the convec- the large-scale subsidence from north.

tion is not necessary to die down as the From the foregoing discussion, the

surge dies down. The dry surge air response of the synoptic-scale distur-

appears to reduce the moisture supply bance and the accompanied convection

for the deep convection and helps to to the cold surge in the South China Sea

weaken the disturbance. The good region is quite clear. This is an important

agreement among the 200 mb conver- link in the wintertime midlatitude-

gence, temperature anomalies at 200, tropical interactions in view of the

500, 850 mb, and reduced IR cloudiness recent findings of the planetary-scale

over the northwestern border of distur- response to the enhanced South China
bance suggests that large-scale subsidence Sea convection during the cold surge

suppresses the convection and causes (Chang and Lau, 1982; Lau et al., 1983).

warming. The large-scale subsidence Only some preliminary structure varia-

over the central South China Sea was tions of these equatorial disturbances

observed by Chu and Park (1984) in during the winter monsoon is reported

their time-mean meridional mass circula- here. To further study the dynamic and

tion between 100 and 126*E for the thermodynamic effects involved in these
surge case during 9-13 December 1978. disturbances, quantitative computations

i1 02
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with better data, especially temperature Cheang, B.K., 1977: Synoptic features and
and humidity data, are required. structures of some equatorial vortices

over the South China Sea in the Malaysia
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A Numerical Simulation of the Mei-Yu Front and the Associated Low-level Jet

ABSTRACT

The Mel-Yu front is a quasi-stationary belt of heavy precipitation imbedded

in the summer monsoon trough over East Asis. This work used a two

dimensional frontogenesis model to study the Mei-Yu front, especially its

associated low-level jet (LU) which often occurs during intense convection.

Several numerical experiments were carried out to simulate the quasi-steady

frontal structures in different environments. The results resemble many observed

features, such as the stronger temperature and moisture gradients in the

midlatitude fronts and the stronger horizontal shear and LU in the subtropical

fronts. The LU is most conspicuous in the subtropical simulation when high

humidity and surface fluxes are included. The results further suggest that the LU

Is developed through the Coriolis torque that is exerted by the low-level poleward

branch of a "reversed Hadley cell" equatorward of the front. This thermally direct

cell is different from the normal cross-frontal secondary circulation. Its

development depends on the occurrence of intense convection.
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Generation of Internal- and External-Mode Motions from Internal Heating:
Effects of Vertical Shear and Damping

H. LnA* AND C.-P. CHANG

Dejpwiew tMeoUroily. Navel Pbstprdkate Sdool. Monterey CA 93943

(Manuscit received 5 February 195 , in final form 15 Decmber 19"5)

ABSTRACT

Tropical heating due to latent heat 4me has been proposed as a source that may itnluence midlantude
weather through teleconnection patterns. However, such heating is usually internal (with the maximum in the

d e) and. by itself. inefcient in exciting external. barotropi ype rsponses which are necery
for the teleconnection mechanism. To study this problem a imple two-evel model is used to invesiate the
effects of vertical shear. differental damping and the planetary boundary layer on the characteristics of the
atmospheric response to internal heating.

All three effects are found to enable a transfer of energy from the internal-mode moio which sr directly
forced by the internal heating. to extenal-mode motions. To Weerate external-mode divwagent motions, it n
necessary to have a planetary boundary layer or other equivalent effects that fore vertical motion at the boom
of the atmosphere. The efficiency of generation increases with the horiontal scale. On the other hiad. vertical
shear is normally the main effect for generating external-mode rotational motions. and the efficiacy o(gewanion
decreases with the horizontal scale. In addition, this effiiency depends strongly on the relmave vertical sdear
(vertical shear divided by vertical-mean wind). When the relative vertical shear is I than unity, the exteral
mode finally attains an amplitude larger than that of the internal mode.

The solution of an initial-value problem shows that in tropical regions, the pross of"energy transfer from
internal to external-mode motions takes about two weeks to complete. This rather slw rae of enup transfer
to externamode motions implies that in a given vertical wind shear, the rponses to a ransient heating lasting
for only a few days will have stronger internal mode (more baroclinic) structure than tose to a steady-state
heating.

1. Introduction Based on physical arguments. Lim and Chang (1983)
further pointed out that vertical mean wind shear. sur-

Several numerical studies (e.g.. Hoskins and Karoly, face boundary layer effects or differential damping in
* 1981:-Webster, 1981, 1982) have modeled the tropical- the vertical, some or all are present in the various n u-

midlatitude teleconnection patterns observed by Horel
and Wallace (1981). In these models, purely internal mencal models, may be the main rason for the ex-

(zero at top and bottom boundary and maximum in citation of the external Roesby responses in these mod-
ther middle lop hedabtm bondaher i was m mud to els. The purpose of this paper is to check these physical
fthe middle level) heating in the tropics wa used to arguments by carrying out an analysis of the effects of
force prominent external-mode Rossby wave responses the above factors using a simple two-level model. In
whose influence covered a large latitudinal and longi- section 2. Lim and Chang's (1983) point on the rela-
tudinal span. The predicted structure resembles the tionship between internal heating and the external
observed teleconnection patterns. However. Ur and mode response will be reviewed and illustrated with a
Chang (1983) pointed out that in the absence of other 20-level calculation. in section 3 the two-level model
factors, it is very difficult for internal heating to excite equations will be presented and analyzed to offer some
directly external mode responses. A similar conclusion insight on the transfer of energy first from the heat
was also implied in the theoretical analyses of Chang sreto the tral od ne n to the eal(197) ad Kaahaa (184)who othfoun raher source to the internal mode and then to the external
(1976) and Kasahara (1984) who both found rather mode. In section 4 an initial-value problem of the
small external responses to internal heating. Thus the model response to switch-on heating is solved. From
interpretation of the aforementioned numerical studies the solutions for the adjustment phase. a time scale for
may need to be reexamined, the transfer of energy to the external mode is obtained

in section 5, where the implications of this time scale
for the establishment process of the teleconnection

Permanent address: National University of Singapore. Republic patterns observed by Horel and Wallace (1981) are also
of Singapore. discussed. The conclusions are given in section 6.
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2L iimiwi otatmuparle respoon to iter.. a0
Edbutdbg (mb)

bkmanopberic model with a constant mean wind '
=a constant damping coefficient, motion may be

resoved! into vertical cigenmodes (Matsuno, 1966). 400 - 164.__ 72 in ____

Lim and Chang (1983) showed that in such an at- WP)*14721 on"
moqihere, the characteristics of the response to beating :1t e - 1.72 m/6

depend: very strongly on the equivalent depth of the ~ - _____ ____

vertical: mode excited. The external mode and deep
ineiEmodes with the free gravity-wave speed larger , G_________

dftum 12 in s- I give rise to "barotropic" responses,
whieselow internal modes with the free gravity-wave ___000____

speedbet en 30 andSO m s- give rise to baroclinic" 000 a

Mwy Awthe pointed out that, from the vertical ei- cd
smnI od point of view, -an internal heating is expected '( C
to, emit , 4 1entially only baroclinic motions. This Is 20
because the amplitude, A, of a vertical mode with pro-
file V(p) excited by a heat source Q(p) is determined 40

8 RQ(p)1 .- 1(p) so"i r/

A - V(P)- ± PP jdp, ihe4.2r

when k. c., a, po are the gas constant, specific heat at
constant pressure, static stability parameter, and surf tce 60
pressure, respectively. For the external mode and deep

inenlmodes. V(p) is nearly constant in the tropo- I00 -____

sphere. If Qp) is negligible above the troposphere, the 00
ampliude is given approximately by FIG. I. (a) The vertical structure, V(p). of a near-barotropic deep

r internal mode with the free gravity-wave speed c - 164.72 m s-. (b)
-V()RQ~p = -(~, 1) RT'he special heating profile, QWp) that excites only the vertical eisen-Acs [V P) Jo(P cV~o (Po) O . mode shown in 1a). (c) and (d) Same as in (a) and (b). respectively.

CPPOIr cob PO)except that they are for a typical baroclinic shallow internal mode
Therefore if thene is no surface heating. i.e., Q(po) with c -45.12 m s-.

- 0. the excitation of these large equivalent depth
modes is negligible.

To further illustrate this point, we show in Fig. 1 the models cannot be considered to be directly forced by
vertical structures of a deep internal mode which may the prescribed internal heating. Other factors must be
be cotu''deP I as a near-barotropic vertical eigenmode pesnt to transfer energy from the more efficiently ex-
and a typical 'baroclinic" vertical eigenmode comn- cited internal, beroclinic modes to the barotropic
puted using a 20-level model. Taking the equatorial modes.
tropopause to be at about 100 mb, the near-barotropic
mode with c - 164.72 in s- shows a nearly constant
structure within the troposphere while the baroclinic 3. Model and equations
mode with c -45.12 m s-' shows a typical phase re-
versal at midtroposphere. Beside each of these eigen- The model for our study is a simple two-level model
modes. the special heating profile (p) that will excite (Fig. 2) with the zonal velocity u. meridional velocity
only that particular mode is shown. It can be seen that v. and geopozential height 0 specified at 250 and 750
the near-barotropic mode is forced mainly by strato- mb. respectively, and the vertical pressure velocity w
spheric heating and is insensitive to tropospheric heat- specified at 500 and 1000 mb. At the top of the at-
ing.. A purely external barotropic mode, such as that mosphere (p = 0). W is always zero. At 1000 mb. W is
found by Hoskins and Karoly (1981) and Webster assumed to be forced by Ekman pumping in the plan-
(1981. 1982). would be even more insensitive to tro- etary boundary layer. All variables are assumed to be
pospheric heating. The baroclinic mode, on the other functions of x and ionly, so that all it-velocities are
hand, is forced by a heating that has a prominent max- associated with divergent motions and all v-velocities
imum near the midtroposphere. Therefore, the deep with rotational motions.
teleconnection patterns prominent in the numerical The equations describing the motions are
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r.,t •In the simple case of no mean-wind shear (U, - U3 ),
• •______0 equal damping coefficients (D, - D3 - x), and rigid-

lid lower boundary condition (w4 - 0), the model
equations may be separated into two vertical modes:

1 1SV 1, 1  250 ab

(i) an external mode with free gravity-wave speed
2 sc--,ooandflowvariablesu+=u 3 +v,,0+=0 3 +0,;(ii) an internal mode with c 65 m s-' and flow

variables u- = U3 - U,. V- = V3 V1, 46- - 0 3 - Of.

3 f 313 ,4 3  750 ab

In the presence of a mean wind shear, differential
004 damping, or surface boundary layer, Eq. (1) is no longer

separable and, strictly speaking, the external mode and
the internal mode no longer exist as eigenmodes. How-

Fio. 2. Sictuw of the ;muple two-Ieve model usd in this study, ever, the concept of vertical eigenmode is still very use-
ful for a physical understanding of the mathematical
solutions and for interpretation of observed atmo-

Cluj Ou U3 - U1 =f , spheric motion. This is demonstrated by the success
+ U, la + px ' of the normal mode initialization techniques used in

numerical weather prediction. We may also draw an
a"3 + 3 + (03 U13 - U, = fV - 3 - D3113, analogy from the common linear studies where advec-&t ,x AOrx tion terms such as uaulx are neglected. All the free-

wave modes of such linear analyses become similarly
I+ U, -fu, - Div,, nonexistent as soon as the advection terms are restored.

0: Ox However, except in some fully nonlinear motions such
as solitons and hydraulic jumps, the concept of linear

" + 3 - - - Dsv 3, free-wave modes remains useful in the analysis and
& Ox description of motions. The nonlinear effect of the ad-
O 0 vection terms may be regarded as interaction mecha-
0- + U2 - 0- + xO - f( Us - Ui) nisms through which the linear wave modes exchange

energy. In this study, we shall use the concept of vertical
(V 3 + V+) + RAp eigenmodes in a similar manner and regard wind shear,

X 12%1W2 - CpP2 Q2, differential damping, etc., as effects through which ver-
tical eigenmodes exchange energy.

+ - Therefore, in terms of the external- and internal-x +l .0, _ W4 - . 2 -0, mode flow variables, (1) may be rewritten as two groups
of equations. The first group, which describes the

I [ ,v3 A OV changes of the external mode, is

* 2= -(U3 + U,) + D 2 u+ - V-+ + 2 -

!~ ( AU I AU

2 2 O - 2Ap 4 Ap

+ 2 D2IV+ +.fu+ r(2a)
Here subscripts 1. 2, 3, 4 denote values at 250, 500, (a O)x /
750 and 1000 mb, respectively;D,, D, and Y are the 1 (
linear frictional coefficients at levels I and 3 and within A + -AD I
the surface boundary layer, x is the Newtonian cooling 2( OX

constant; f, g, po, and (2 are the Coriolis parameter, lu+ W4
gravitational acceleration, density of air in the surface =
boundary layer, and the static stability parameter, re-
spectively. The mean zonal wind U is assumed to vary
linearly with p. The values wI, W3 are determined from The second group, which describes the change ofthe
W'2, w assuming that w is a quadratic function of p. internal mode, is
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upper level and a convergent flow at the lower level.
+U2 +D2 -This internal-mode divergent flow shows up in u- andaw. The u- flow gives rise to a stretching of the lower

! ) IAU atmospheric column and a compression of the upper
IAU-c+ AD U+ --jw.

U x +  W 2 w4 atmospheric column. Conservation of potential vor-
ticity implies that an internal-mode rotational flow (v)

-+ Uz +D2 + _ is generated. At the same time, the vorticity field of
at axthis internal-mode rotational flow induces a vertical

motion (w4) at the top of the planetary boundary layer
=- AU ±+ AD v+ .(2b) through the Ekman pumping effect.( The external-mode divergent flow (u+) obtains en-

ergy from the internal-mode divergent flow through
U2 ± ++ + AP&2W2 the action of wind shear and differential damping ef-

fects. It is also directly forced by the lower-boundary
AU v RAp' vertical motion (w.). The external-mode rotational flow

=f v. Q2 (v+) finally receives energy from the internal-mode ro-
CpP2 tational flow through the action of wind shear and dif-

au- 22 = W4 ferential damping effects and also from the external-
-5x7 mode divergent flow through the stretching effect. An

analogy of the last step may be drawn from the familiar

In both (2a) and (2b), two-level quasi-geostropic model where advection of
the internal baroclinic vorticity by the mean thermal

U2 - (U 3 + U,)/2, AU = U3 - U1 , wind will cause a change of the barotropic component

D2 = (D3 + Di)/2, AD = D3 - D1. of the vonicity.

When mean wind shear, differential damping, and 4. Solutions for a switch-on heating function
surface forcing are absent (i.e., AU - 0, AD = 0, 4 We shall specify a switch-on heating function as fol-
- 0). (2a) and (2b) become decoupled. An internal lows:
heating represented by Q2 clearly can only force a re-
sponse in the internal mode. On the other hand, (2a) Q2(x, t) = -0, for I > 0
shows that if any of these effects is present, an external (0, for 1<0'
mode response is excited. The external mode response and obtain solutions for (1) with the atmosphere start-
may be excited directly by surface forcing (w4) or may ing from an initial state of no perturbation.
gain energy from the internal mode through wind shear Carrying out a Laplace transformation with respect
or differential-damping effects. The complete path of to t:
energy flow from the heat source to the external mode
may be summarized in Fig, 3. (") - e-( )dt,

Beginning from Q2 in Fig, 3 the heating of an at-
mospheric column at its midlevel increases its thick- and considering only one wave component e- , (1) is
ness _. which in turn leads to a divergent flow at the reduced to

tt. t3cemate of o tetcse o ftlll~lt~t J Dlgerlt, l i eea atmsllrc -ltel - --e

Ito MI N meto eterna in ode. W 0

110rwt nf 'oO fiogt

"Sslof sl'1"ter

colmmol

FIG 3 Sheatc iara o te rasf rc of enegyfrm eain

to ~ ~ ~ md internal moetoetenl oe
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fa fa -0
s -ikU + D 3 + 2 0 0 a

AD f s- ikU2 + D2 f -ik - 0
2 a ,13)

f-- s- ikU, + A 00
22

_'f2-i fAU -&-&6'2Au Rtp Q(k)
ik v ~' -aA 2

2 ft s - ikU2 + x cP 2 S(l + sv)
2 2*2 2

with

03-, 2 - ikApa+ - a-), a fi- ik4a,
a

Q(x) = ED Q(k)e-*dk.

After solving the linear equation (3) for expressions of j+, etc., and carrying out the inverse Laplace transforms,
we obtain the following solutions:

u(k) RAp Q(k) ikfa I(-ikUi + D)r+ (I + ikUr - Dr)e- "' + (s - ikU1 + (4a)

-ikU + D3 ++ f-ikU,l+ D,)r

u_(k)= RAp (k) ik
c,p2 i, ]]sj

/-I

(I + ikU-Dir) - ikU3 + D3 + (s - i&U t- D3 + -)(s. - ikU, + D1)e'j'

+ 4 4 (4b)"" + sj) j" sj + I s

Cp2 Q~k 2k -t/ 4 (4cv+(k)-- -- (ikAU-,&D-fa)f4 +2.Y1-" 1 7 i ( s) 41

-ikU2 + D2 +-f), (I + ikU2 - D2 sL 7)e-'vl)=RAp O(k) 2 2
VA) Q---ikf + 4

CPP2 7 ulS,c, ~ ~ N 'Is-J + S)

(, - ikU + D2 +"L e'

Si S, + - fl (s' - s,)
' T" I ] I

_ 111 N
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where s,j- 1,2,3,4, ae the roots of the equation U2, which meanstheexcitaton efficiency isdetermined
obtained by setting the determinant of the coefficent almost entirely by the relative wind shear (AUIU2) with
amu o(3) equal to zero. The solutions (4a-d) consist very little scale dependence. These results can dearly

of terms remmenting steady-state responses, transient be seen in FiS. 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the magnitude
response (0-11 term), and wave responses (e* terms), of the ratio of v.:v_ as a function of U2 and zonal
In general, sjare complex. Most wave responses have wavenumber, with AD -0, D2 1.16 X 10-6 s-', p0
Re($s) < 0 and the wave amplitudes are damped with - 1.17 kg m- 1, U - 5 ml s-I (these values show that
time. However, when the vercal wind shear is strong thefa terms are basically inconsequential in generating
enough, teme alo exist wave responses with Re(s) the external-mode rotational motions), for AU - 5 m
>0. These represent the unstblearoclinie waves ob- -'. Figure 5 shows the same magnitude as a function.
served in the midlatitudes, of U2 and AU for zonal wavenumber six. Here it can

Consistent with our discussion of energy transfer be seen that the line of v,/_v- - I is very dose to the
mechanisms based on (2a) and (2b), solution (4) shows line of AU/U 2 - 1, so that, to a first order approxi-
that while the internal mode components u- and v- mation, excitation of the external-mode rotational
depend on mean flow parameters such as U1, U2 and motions exceeds that of the internal-mode rotational
U3, the external mode components u. and v+ contain motions if AU > U2.
factors fa and (ikAU - AD - fa), respectively. The Equation (Sb) also indicates that v+ and v- Will be
magnitude of the external mode therefore increases more in phase when U2 is large, especially for shorter
approximately linearly with the mean-wind shear, the waves. This means the upper-level vorticity patterns of
boundary layer Ekman-pumping effect, and the differ- the two modes will be in phase. On the other hand,
ential damping between the vertical levels. This con- when U2 is small and especially for planetary-scale
clusion is valid irrespective of the existence of unstable waves, the external-mode rotational flow will be closer
baroclinic wave responses. to 900 out of phase from the internal-mode rotational

In the tropical region, no unstable barocinic wave flow. The phase relationship between v+ and v- for the
response exists for moderate values of wind shear. After same parameter values as those used in Fig. 4 is shown
sufficiently long time, the solutions converge to a in Fig. 6. Since in the tropical Pacific during northern
steady-state response. The amplitude of the external winter the typical mean wind is weak westerly in the
and the internal mode velocity components of the upper troposphere and weak easterly in the lower tro-
steady-state response are in the following proportions: posphere (i.e., AU < 0, U2 - 0), we may expect a large-

scale heat source to excite an external-mode response
fa(kU =(a with its vorticity field shifted westward by about a 45°-

u.:u- :kU - L(Sa) 900 phase difference from that of the internal mode
response.

v :v_ - (ikAU- AD -fa):(ikU + D2 +fa). (Sb)

Equation (Sa) shows that when there is no lower
boundary layer (i.e, a - 0), u. vanishes. Since u is the Iv /v.I, AU=5/s
divergent flow component, we see that excitation of
the external-mode divergent flow requires some mech-
amum to force vertical motion at the lower boundary ,,,

of the atmosphere. Unless the low-level mean wind,
U3, is very weak, there is also a scale dependence with ,
the excitation of the long-wave divergent motion being
more efficient On the other hand, (Sb) shows that the t
external-mode rotational flow component v+ is always e
excited when a wind shear, differential damping, or a
lower boundary layer is present. Of the three effects, q
we may expect AD to be normally very small, and a
calculation will readily show that, except for very long e. - 2

planetary-scale waves, the wind shear effect dominates 3
over the boundary layer effect. As a consequence, for
the external-mode rotational motions, shorter waves 0
are more efficiently generated. This scale dependence 1 3 5 7 9
is more prominent as the vertically averaged mean S
wind. U2 . becomes smaller. In such a case the excitation F 4 N t o ratio ofeternai-ode rouional velocity.
is in general more efficient, with the shorter-scale waves v.4. fitrne mote rottio nal e. as a function of
converting almost all of their heat-generated energy the vertical-men wind U, and zonal wavenumber S. S - ak where
into external modes. For a stronger U2, v :v_ - AU/ ais the radius of the earh. The vertcal shear (.U) is 5 m s-'.
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Iv /v-I, S=6 the x-domain being taken to be cyclic with a cycle
length L equal to the circumference of the earth.

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the ratio E 1/E, for
two mean-flow structures: (a) a westerly U, overlies an
easterly U3 with U, - -3 U3 and (b) an easterly U, and

s U3 with U, - 3U 3 .The (a) cases are more typical of
the vertical wind shear during northern winter when
teleconnection patterns are often observed. The rise of
the heating function is shown in (c). The three curves
in each of (a) and (b) are for values of AU = 20, 10,
and 5 m s- 1, respectively.

We note that EX/E, rises gradually from zero, indi-
cating negligible external mode motions just after the

. 1 heating is switched on. The curves for the two smaller~values of AU show that Ed/E, has a growth time scale

o of about one week during the near-exponential increase
0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 period, and takes about two weeks to reach its steady-

AU state value.

Fr. 5. As in Fig. 4 except = a function of U2 and The curves for AU = 20 m s' show signs of baro-
AU for zonal wvenumber S - 6. clinic instability. In (b), a sinusoidal variation becomes

prominent after about day 15. In (a), the instability is
mild and is detectable only in a slight steepening of the

5. Transfer of energy from the internal mode to the curve after Day 24. Notwithstanding baroclinic insta-
external mode bility, the EXlE, curves exhibit a growth similar to those

of smaller U for the period before the baroclinic waves
In this section some specific examples of solutions develop to large amplitude.

(4a-d) are evaluated to highlight the process of energy This result supports our physical argument that in-
transfer between the vertical eigenmodes. While mid- ternal heating directly forces mainly internal-mode
latitude atmospheric motions are dominated by baro- motions. The presence of wind shear, differential
clinic processes, the response to latent heat forcing ap- damping, or lower boundary layer then enables a
pears to give an adequate account for many important transfer of the internal mode energy to the external
tropical flow patterns. We shall therefore adopt for our mode. Even though the heating is switched on with a
calculations the following parameter values which are time scale of one day, the process of completing the
appropriate for tropical regions: energy transfer from the internal mode to the external

f= 2.5 X 10-s s-', mode has a much longer time scale of about two weeks.
This means that for short transient forcings that last

ir2 "2.78 X I0- kg 2 m' s2,

r - 5 m 2 sm-i, Phase ang le, AU 5 m/s
po - 1.17 kg M - 3,

g _ 9.8 M S-2,

D, - D3 - i - 1.16 X 10-6 s-' (i.e., I/10 day-'). 0-

The beating function Q(x) is chosen to have a Gaus-
sian profile with a half-width equal to 2.5* latitude. .0-
The e-folding time scale 7 is specified to be one day. C4

To highlight the energy transfer between the vertical D

eigenmodes, we split the total kinetic energy E, into "
two parts, E, due to the external mode motion and E,
due to the internal mode motion: C4-

45
E, f (U1 2 + V12 

+ u3
2 

+ v3
2 )dX, .7s

(2  U32 + V357

f (U.2 v+ ')d + f (U _2 + v2)dX, S

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4 except for the phase difference (dcgree) between
= E. + E;:- v. and v-. Positive values indicate v. is shifted to the west of v-.
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(barotropic) motions. Tjiis conclusion is in agreement ential vorticity advection effect discussed in Lim and
with Lim and Chang (1983). Chang (1983).
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4) The efficiency of generating the external-mode and would depend on the relative vertical shear of the
responses increases with horizontal wavelength for di- basic flow.
vergent motions and decreases with horizontal wave- The above conclusions and conjectures are based on
length for rotational motions, the results of a simple two-level model. Their appli-

5) For rotational motions this efficiency also de- cability to multilevel numerical models and the real
pends strongly on the relative vertical shear. For most atmosphere needs to be further investigated.
relevant parameter ranges, the response amplitudes of For numerical models with a rigid-lid upper bound-
the two modes are about equal if AU/U - 1, and the ary, the conclusions may be expected to be qualitatively
external-mode amplitude becomes larger if AU/U correct. As demonstrated by the success of the normal-
> I. The two modes are nearly in phase for stronger mode initialization schemes in numerical weather pre-'.
mean winds and shorter waves, and nearly 90 ° out of diction, motions in such models can be adequately'
phase for weaker mean winds and longer waves, represented in terms of vertical normal modes. Our

6) The process of energy transfer from internal- arguments about the response amplitudes of the various
mode motions to external-mode motions has a growth modes remains valid and an internal heating will be
time scale of about one week and takes about two weeks much more efficient in directly forcing the internal
to reach a steady state. modes than the external mode. Wind shear and other

effects will again help to transfer energy from the in-
Based on these conclusions, we may make some ternal modes to the external modes. However. the en-

conjectures that may have important implications. ergy transfer rate and efficiency have to be recomputed.
First, we note that for transient heat sources that last If no significant difference from the two-level model
for only a few days, the energy transfer mechanism values is found, then our conclusions and conjectures
may be ineffective. Responses to transient forcings may will be applicable to such multilevel models.
therefore be more baroclinic than one would infer from The use of an f-plane rather than a fl-plane or a
the vertical mean wind profile alone, global model does not affect our discussion of the ver-

Second. this energy transfer time scale may also be tical modes and energy transfer among them. This is
an important factor in the establishment time scale of due to the fact that the structures of the vertical modesr the teleconnection patterns observed by Horel and depend only on the mean-p.ate temperature profile and
Wallace (198 1). The establishment process of telecon- not at all on the geometry of the model. Our results
nection patterns may be conceptually divided into two give basically the partition of energy between the ver-
phases a phase of energy transfer from internal-mode tical modes in response to a tropical forcing, and the
motions forced directly by heating to external-mode results are not expected to change qualitatively when
motions, followed by a phase of the propagation of the the geometry of the model is changed. It is obvious
external-mode motions to higher latitudes. The latter that horizontal propagation of the response cannot be
phase proceeds with a typical meridional group velocity discussed in anf-plane model. However, in the context
of about 15 m s - ' (Lau and Lim, 1984) and hence will of linear models, we may still apply our results to a
take about five days. The total establishment time for discussion of the qualitative characteristics of response
the teleconnection patterns may therefore be expected on a globe by associating a correct relative amplitude
to be about 20 days, most of the time being required with each of the corresponding global vertical modes.
to effect the transfer of energy from the internal mode For more "realistic" models of the atmosphere, the
to the external mode. For a winter season with a sea upper rigid-lid condition is replaced by a radiation
surface temperature (SST) anomaly forcing lasting two condition. With the extension of the upper boundary
to three months, we may expect steady-state telecon- to infinity, the internal modes merge into a continuous
nection patterns to develop and persist as a prominent spectrum. However. this change in the mathematical
feature of the atmospheric circulation. On the other representation would not by itself lead to a qualitative
hand. depending mainly on the vertical shear, if the change in the structure of the response. The solution
forcing lasts for less than one month teleconnection in the region of a synoptic scale forcing is still domi-
patterns may make only a brief and relatively weak nated by the particular integral which has a distinct
appearance. baroclinic structure of the internal modes. Differences

Another possible implication of our results is in the in the far field response may appear as some of the
area of medium-range numerical weather prediction. motion may now propagate upward instead of hori-
Parameterization of cumulus convection, especially in zontally away from the forcing. The degree of the dif-
the tropics, has often been considered as an area of ference may be expected to depend on the ratio of the
significant problems which may contribute to large er- energy propagated upward to the total of the energy
rors in the forecast of midlatitude deep planetary-scale propagated horizontally and dissipated by damping ef-
waves. Our results on the efficiency and the time scale fects. When this ratio is large, significant differences in
of the generation of external-mode rotational motions the results of rigid-lid and radiation condition models
suggest that the errors due to improper cumulus heat- may be expected. Whereas when this ratio is small. the
ing, which is brically internal. may be not as significant differences may be expected to be insignificant. How-
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A rTRACT
A "to-arle apasion tecmnique i wued to study the berotropic instability of bea fom with slow szeamwmse

var im Disturbances i nonparallel Sow possess propeties that differ from those calculated from parald
Sow theory. The didrenme, which isobained at hiher order in the parmter that measur the nonpanism,
depe on the s derivative of the parallel flow properties with repect to the streamwise direction. This
lher order correcion ahifs the spatial rowth rae profile for the nonperallel Bow downstream relative to the
spatial pow rae profile for palld flow. Thes results ae compared with a previous nureical study by
Tupi Williams and Cmans and some of their conclusions are modified.

Physically, the diffemrce in the spatial instability for parallel and nonparallel flow is subject to two combined
all@= The fi is the lag eect discumed by Tupa et al., which causes the disturbance structure to lag the
panlle-low solution structure in lons whe the men flow changes rapidly downstream. This causes the
downsram shifti" of the nonparallel sowth rate profile. The second is related to the phae speed difference
betw1ee the parallel and nonparallel &w If the disturbance propaptes fister than predicted by the parallel
Gow theory, the local spatial powth rame will be smaller thm that calculated by the parallel fow and vice vena.

1i . wise changes in the mean flow. (Their time variation
is periodic.) If the temporal instability approach is used,

Darotropic and baroclinic instabilities that are char- cyclic boundary conditions are required and a single
acterized by horizontal shear and vertical shear, re- temporal growth rate is obtained. In order to get the
spectively, are the principal instabilities of large-scale effects of streamwise mean flow variations, the stream-
at flows. Conventionally, the instability of a wise variations in the eigensolution must be analyzed.
sheared flow is studied by assuming that the mean flow With the spatial growth approach, variations in spatial
is uniform (parallel) in the streamwise direction. Yet, growth rate can be directly related to variations in the
in reality the mean flows are frequently nonparallel, mean flow. The amplifying modes have been regarded
An Vxample is the subtropical jet stream, which has since the early 1960s as physically superior to unstable
much stronger baroclinic shear near Japan and much modes in describing the shear instabilities. For example,
weaker shear to the west and east (Krishnamurti. 1961). the cigenvalue problem solved for ampfifyng waves in
It is common to predict the linear growth rate of the a shear flow by Michalke (1965) gave better agreement
synoptic scale waves based on the temporal instability with experimental observations. Later, this approach
of the parallel flow without considering the influence was successfully extended to strong nonlinear devel-
of the trearmwiue variation. Therefore, the regions with opments. A discussion of relevant literature can be
stroges shear are expected to be the most unstable found in Merkine (1977).
and to be the most favorable places for the dis:turbances TWC used a numerical model to study the nonpar-
to grow. However, if the disturbances propagate with allel linear barotropic instability. The basic flow was a
a relatively fast speed. the local instability may not be Bickley jet that roughly simulates the easterly jet ob-
achieved as the disturbances propagate through a spa- served south of the Tibetan high near 200 mb during
tially varying mean flow. Tupaz et al. (1978; hereafter Northern Hemispheric summer. Two major results
referred to as TWC) and Williams et al. (I 984) found were obtained by them. First, it was found that the
the spatial-growth approach to be very attractive for maximum spatial growth rate for nonparallel flow was
the study of barotropic jets with streamwise variation, about 25% larger than that calculated from the parallel
With this approach it is assumed that a train of waves flow theory. Second, the location of the maximum
of constant amplitude move into the region of interest growth rate region was shifted downstream from where
from the upstream side. This is equivalent to having a the parallel flow predicted the local maximum. This
periodic forcing on the upwind boundary as was em- downstream shifting corresponds to the lag of the spa-
ployed by TWC. As the waves move into the region of tial structure of the disturbance in nonparallel flow that
interest they Sw spatially in response to the stream- was discussed by TWC. The maximum of the wave-
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packet is farther shifted downstream of the maximum X* = Dx
sbear rgion wbe the spatial growth rate vanishes In y* Dya simnilar numerica study for weakly nonparallel baro-

tropic flow with a localized potential vorticity source, U* - UMU
Merkine and Balgovind (1983) also observed the
downstream shifting of the maximum wavepacket. *- D

From observations, the variation of the basic flow U.re (2.4)
in the streamwise direction is usually much slower than
the variation in the cross current direction. This sug- A, .
gests that the variation of the basic flow can be sepa- -

rated into different scales in space so that an analytical
formulation will be tractable. The purpose of the pr- = U-
ent study is to examine the effect of the downstream D
variation of a jet on its stability properties using a mul- 4" DU.J
tiple-scale expansion technique. Benney and Rosenblat
(1964) developed the procedure for the analytical for- Since we are considering basic flow whose streamwise
mulation for the stability of spatially varying and time- variation is slow compared to its variation in the cross-
dependent flows, and a similar approach was used by stream direction, a small parameter e is defined as the
Drazin (1974) for several model studies. Their ideas ratio between the characteristic length scale of the basic
and those of Nayfeh et al. (1974) and Saric and Nayfeh flow in the cross-stream (y) direction, D, and the char-
(1975) will be used in the present study. acteristic length scale in the streamwise (x) direction.

The basic model is described in section 2, and the L: D
mathematical formulations for the multiple-scale ex- = -4 1. (2.5)
pansion are developed in section 3. In section 4, the L
relationship between temporal and spatial growth rate This allows us to introduce a slow scale in the x-direc-
is discussed and some of the conclusions from TWC tion
are modified. The results are presented in section 5. x, = fX. (2.6)
Section 6 contains the concluding remarks. For a truly parallel flow. L --P and E = 0. For the

nonparallel flow, the basic flow is a function of x, and
2. The model y. The flow profile has the form of a Bickley jet. with

The model treats the barotropic instability of a zonal U and P fields prescribed as
jet confined within a channel in the east-west direction. y ' 2( , (.
As in TWC, the nondivergent barotropic vorticity U(x,, y) = -y - U(x,)ch2  + uo, (2.7)
equation is used. In a linearized nondimensional form,
this equation can be written as V(x1 Y) = -. = (.8)

ay ax Y ', y ax where dxi) is the half-width of the jet and U(x1) is the
maximum wind speed across the jet at a particular xi.

+ V'3 The basic flow has the same profile as in TWC. so the
+x v2  + ' XV2&' (2.1) results can be compared. The streamwise variation of

the basic flow arises from the following variations in

where 4,' and ' are the disturbance and basic state U(xi) and Mx,):
streamfunctions. respectively, and the nondivergent dx,) = 0.85 + 0.35 cos(x, + r), (2.9)
velocity components are

41 4J (xi) = -5coth( 2I (2.10)
U'- I - (2.2) The characteristic values chosen for U'.... D, L, 0 and

VY C)x Uff = -30 m s
The north and south boundaries are placed at D = 1000 km

y = ± Y. where the disturbance streamfunction 0' van- L = 10000km (2.11)
ishes, i.e., L

4' O, y = ±Y. (2.3) = 0.1

The following relate the nondimensional and dimen- = 2a(cos 10°)/a

sional (denoted by an aste'hsk) forms of the variables: x = 0.15 X I0-1 s- 1
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where a is the radius of the earth and 0 is the angular infuence of slow steamwise variation of the basic flow,
velocity of the earth's rotation. The nondimensional the frequency w is assumed to be a constant so that the
width of the channel is equal to 2 Y - 4, and the temporal growth rate is excluded. This may be viewed
streamwise variation is considered within -2.0 -4x, as forcing a wave -.ith a fixed period (frequency) at a
4 2.0. Equations (2.9) and (2. 10) show that the vani- certain x, and allowing it to propagate downstream.
a&ion of the basic flow is symmetric with respect to x, The wavenumber k can be written, following the sug-
- 0. The north-south profiles of 01 at several stream- gestion of Benney and Rosenbiat (1964), as
wise locations are given in Fig 1. 

Ok ek.- ko + k, + 2 +. (3.5),
3. Soludm pwocdue M-0

With the introduction of (2.5H-2.8), the coefficients and 0 can be expanded asymptotically as
in (2. 1) are independent of x and t; the normal-modeW
solution, which has asignificant growth rate, isof the .0 - o O + e02+ - - (3.6)
form _

4- #(i(X, y)e' (3.1) In order to eliminate some difficulties in the math-
where 9 is the phase of the normal mode. The Phase ematical formulation, the phase 0 is treated as an in-
is related to the wavenumber k and frequency w by dependent variable in place of x. as proposed by Nayfeh

et al. (1974). The following relations, which hold to
ON= k(x1), (3.2) 0(,E) accuracy, can be derived with the chain rle:

-v -L (3.3)
(.) ax a (x

The dimensional wavenumber and frequency are a - 1
k k 1 9 6(3.7)

Wo U W(3.4) ;x a2

Din+ew eara2 + 2kok 822 + k o 2)

Sine e restudying the spatial growth rate under the + ~ x W(k TX +i 2kj

U PROFILE U=-U *SECH(VD)?"2

0.

ci,

0.

oU

12

L A.,
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Now use (3.5) and (3.6) in (3.1), and then substitute Since the left-hand side operator of (3.10) is the same
into (2. 1) and (2.3). With the help of (3.7) and (2.2), as in (3.8) for the O(1) problem, (3. 10) has nontrivial
we obtain a sequence of equations for different orders homogeneous solutions that are proportional to 40o. In
of .. order to remove secularity so that the multiple expan-

sion can remain valid, a solvability condition has to
0(1) p be imposed on (3.10). (See Nayfeh, 1981). The con-

L( -) - koU - ) dition is (012(ko C7- w - iX) I _F08dy - 0 (3.12)
,-'0 at y-±Y. (3.9) where 08 is the solution of the adjoint equation of the

The O(1) problem is identical to the problem when (0) problem. Since the operator L in the O(l) problem
c = 0, i.e., parallel flow. For each x,, U and Uly are is self-adjoint, L = L*; therefore, 40 = 08.
prescribed by (2.7), and Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9) give an eigen- The unknown ki, as well as ko, is independent of y.
value problem. If w is replaced by kc, where c is the Rearrangement of (3.12) gives us the following equa-
phase speed, the conventional temporal barotropic in- tion for k,:
stability is obtained by setting k as a constant and solv- H,
ing for complex c (Kuo, 1973). In our study, where w ki =_ (3.13)
is constant, k is the eigenvalue and . the eigenfunction. where H2

The basic flow is spatially unstable when k is complex. f{.
The imaginary part of k gives us the spatial growth rate H, =i - (3kD2U-2Wk 0 + C
while the real part is the local wavenumber. 'Y(koU-W- A) CIXI

Since Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) constitute a nonlinear . ko __-0
problem with the eigenvalue k, an iterative shooting -/6- 2ikQ)+ (3Uko-o- iX) - o- U -
method for the complex eigenvalue problem is em- Ox, &XIOy2

ployed. The fourth-order Runge-Kutta-Gill method + 2-0 o f!00+ 0O2
is used to integrate Eq. (3.8) from one boundary to the +V )o y Cy yYdy (3.13a)
other. The first guess for the eigenvalue is chosen from +
the range of interest. Only six or seven iterations are H2 = (3 ICo20o- 2wko
required for the solution to converge to the specified r(koU -
boundary condition with absolute error less than 10'.
For each x, that has a different U profile, the eigenvalue - U --- + 0o - 00- 2Xkoo dy. (3.13b)
obtained from the previous point is used as the initial
guess. With this first guess only two or three iterations For nonparallel flow, the spatial growth rate is, to O(e),
are required.

0(e) problem: lm(ko + eki) (3.14)
and the local wavenumber is

L(0 , Re(ko +k,). (3.15)

ay (ko,- - a)' In order to obtain k, as a function of x,, terms such
as 4/ax 1, O)ko/dx, and 8d# x*y2 in (3.13) have to

F, be known. They can be obtained by finite difference
I -0-methods since 0o, ko are known at each point (xi, y).

i(ko - -)i(3 2 y +ko) An alternate way suggested by Nayfeh et al. (1974) is
I. to take 0/Ox, of (3.8). This leads to an equation

40 . ko - 00/
X-+(3Uko-w-t )0 o - U- L(-I =GI2, ko, 0o, etc.) . (3.16)

OxOx a x , a \x,, \Olx,+ i7,ko2 o - +o ' 0 o Equation (3.16) has the same structure as Eq. (3.10),

ay - a~y3+ so the same solvability condition is required, i.e.,

+ ika(3Uko2oo - 2wkoo - U-y2  08Gdy = O. (3.17)

A ) An equation for dk/o/Ox, can be obtained with similar+ UOo~, - foo -2i ) 1 (3.10) form to (3.13), and then O61o/Ox, can be obtained from
(3.16). When the finite difference method and the an-

01=0 at' y=±Y. (3.11) alytical method are compared, the results are very close.
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TMtU I. Tempora and SPa"ial growth ae. - - Pmnno4rpar growth rate

aa er Temporal rowth rate Spatial growth rate- -0.75

wave sructure e't' e w-
wavenumber k- k, kk+
frequency W ,, + - ,
growrate W (temporal) k, (spatial)
Phasespeed c k d X

4. Temporal growth rate versus spatial growth rate P

Before discussing the results from the present study, __ _ _

it is necessary to examine the functional relationship - -io
between the temporal growth rate and the spatial X"
growth rate. In TWC, the parallel-flow spatial growth
rate was not obtained directly, but transformed from Flr. 3. The spatial growth rate corresponding to the Bickly Jet
the temporal growth rate. This discussion will lead to profile [Eq. (2.7)), whose stnamwise variation is described by (2.9)and (2. 10). The solid line is the spatial growth rate for the parallel
an important modification of the conclusions in TWC fow and the dashed line is the spatial growth rate for the noparallel
as well as those in the nonlinear numerical study by now
Williams et al. (1984). The basic procedures and as-
sumptions in obtaining temporal and spatial growth
rates are different, as is indicated in Table 1. bauer and Skramstad did make their comparison and

Various efforts have been made to determine a re- some correlation was found.
lationship that converts one type of growth rate into Gaster (1962) used a Taylor series expansion to show
another. In an experimental investigation of the that when the amplification rate is small, a transfor-
boundary layer over a flat plate, a simple relation was mation by means of the group velocity can be for-
formulated by Schubauer and Skramstad (1943) in or- mulated. In a study of the nonparallel flow stability for
der to compare the measured amplification rates (spa- two- and three-dimensional flow. Nayfeh and Padhye
tial growth rates) with the temporal growth rates given (1979) derived a formula for the transformation be-
by theory. They related the temporal growth rate to tween growth rates. Their formula differs from Gaster's
the spatial growth rate with the chain rule as follows: in two respects. First, the complex group velocity is

used instead of the real group velocity, which is used
ki = (4.1) in Gaster's formula. Second. a correction to the wave-Cr number (frequency) must be added when transformingwhere k, is spatial growth rate, wi is the temporal growth from temporal (spatial) to spatial (temporal) growth

rate, and c, = dx/dt is the phase speed. Gaster (1965) rates. %
demonstrated that the transformation between the two Calculations using Nayfeh and Padhye's formula
kinds of growth rates, which uses the phase speed, in- [ 1979, Eq. (4 1)) show that when the amplification rate
troduces errors that are not negligible. However, Schu- is small (i.e., the imaginary part of the eigenvalue is

.d

f.--0.75. 0=-O.75 Correction to growth rate
oW=-0.75. #=-0.75

,

-to -1.0 0 0 1 to to -0 0.0 , to

Xt Xt

FIG. 2. Spatial growth rate for (solid line) parallel flow for wo FIG. 4. The imaginary part of/k,. or the 0(t) correction
=-0.75, 0 -T.75: and (dashed line) obtained using Eq. K4 1 ). to the spatial growth rate at each streamwise location.
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-. 7

-. 4

.. 3

-2I -I8 -IS -12 *9 -6 -3 0 3 6 9 12

X(1000 XN) *

FRG. 5. Experiment I (from TWCy: spatial growth rates n x) from the parallel flow
model and m*(x) from the complete numerical model. When m < 0 there is downstream
growth. (Adopted from TWQ.

small). the transformation is very accurate. This is until the same frequency is obtained. Both methods
consistent with results given in Tables I and 2 by Nay- were used in a later paper by Williams et al. ( 1984). In
feh and Padhye (1979), where all the cases are also for the present study it is found that keeping the same
small amplification. When the amplification rate in- frequency in the transformation gives an improvement
cessfrom 0.013 to 0.65. the error increases almost in growth rate of 2%-4%. compared to the transfor-
linearly from 0.4% to 20%. Apparently. a small am- mation retaining the same wavenumber. Clearly this
plification rate is required to obtain accurate results improvement is not significant. The percentage error
using Nayfeh and Padhye's (1979) formula. that results from the use of Eq. K4 1I) increases slightl y

In TWC, a simple mechanistic model was formu- from 20% to 27% when the growth rate increases from
lated that leads to Eq. (4. 1). As discussed above, the 0.0 13 to 0.65, respectively.
use of Eq. (4. 1) in TWC to transform the spatial growth Detailed discussion concerning the transformation
rates from temporal growth rate for the parallel flow of the growth rate is beyond the scope of the present
introduces significant errors.

Figure 2_contains the spatial growth rate as a function
of x, for U profiles. which are described by Eqs. (2.7), Para. and nonpara, phase speed
(2.9) and (2. 10). The nondimensional parameter set- w=-0.75, fl=-0.75
tings w = -0.75, 0 = -0.75 correspond to the case
studied in TWC for a period of 3.25 dlays and with the
central latitude at 10°N. The solid line is obtained by C
directly solving the parallel flow equations at each point 0
in x, for the complex wavenumber k as the eigenvalue. 0.
The spatial growth rate is the imaginary part of k. The 6.
dashed line is obtained as in TWC by solving the par-.----
allel flow equations for the complex frequency as the
eigenvalue and then using Eq. (4.1) to calculate the
spatial growth rate.

Figure 2 shows that in the maximum growth rate
region, the use of Eq. (4. 1) underestimates the true
spatial growth rate by 27%. A similar percentage dif-
ference was also obtained by Michalke (1965). In TWC, -2.0 -1.0 0.0 10 20
Eq. (4. 1) was evaluated with the same wavenumbers X1
as those from their complete nonparallel numerical Fi. 6. The phase speed for the case whose spatial growth rate is
model where the spatial growth rates were measured shown in Fig. 3. Solid line: parallel phase speed: dashed line: non-
directly. An alternative is'to iterate the wavenumber parallel phase speed.
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U pim zE.U.-u .suciiy,#.z tis

-1.2 -0.? -02 0.3
U

FIG. 7. As inFig. I excpttheowith o tejet iskepthe same.

study and is presented in a separate paper by the au- west. The downstream growth rate is -k,, which is
tbors MPeng and Williams, i 986). plotted throughout the text. The parallel and nonpar-

allel growth rates shown in Fig. 3 are for the parameter
S. Reut values used in Fig. 2. The parallel flow growth rate

changes symmetrically with respect to x, = 0, as is
In this section we will compare the parallel and noni- expected from symmetric streamwise variation of the

parallel solutions in order to determine the influence basic flow. The 0(e) correction to the wavenumber, ki,
of nonparallel effects on spatial instability. Within each which is given in Fig. 4. is antisymmetric with respect
diagram in this section, the solid fine refers to the vani- to x, - 0. Examining (3.13). one observes that k, is

*ables for pure parallel flow. which are obtained from proportional to terms such as 414Jmlx 1 , Ako/0xi, . etc.,
*the 0(l) problem; the dahed fine refers to the variables anl of which are the first derivatives of 0o, ko, #, etc.

for nonparallel flow toO0(e). The poitive imaginary Since 0, ko, 4#are symmetric with respect tox, = 0,
wavenumber gives downstream amplification of the their first-order derivatives with respect to x, are an-
wave amplitude when the propagation is from east to tisyminetric. Note that if we multiply the curve in Fig.

Pun, m 0" p- "We Dm"~ je Pa aW noa gwth ra 11hy je
0-GA &--OA D p-OharOA It

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __T

FIG. 8. The puraijel (solid line) and the nonparallel (dashed line) FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8 except for the spatial growth rate
phase spibed for the *e profile shown in Fit. 7. for the jet profile.
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TEMPORL MROMT RA& D-ONSF

Pas-O5, K=0.7

0.

0

-3.0 to. -1.0 0.0 10 2.0 3.0
X1

PHASE SPEED, D-CMNST
P=-0.5, K=0.7

-3.0 -2.0 -i.0 0.0 1.0 .0 3.0
Xl

FIG. 10. (a) The temporal prowth rate from panali theory for the jet profile
shown in Fig. 7. (b) The coffesponding phase speed.

4 by e, we obtain the difference between the nonparallel instability. At x, - 0 where the parallel growth rate is
and the parallel solutions in Fig. 3. These figures show maximum, all the first-order derivatives are zero.
that the maximum growth rate region is shifted down- Therefore, ki = 0 at x, =0 and the growth rates are
stream from the location predicted by the parallel flow the same for parallel and nonparallel flows.
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U PtFn . U 'Ec1Z'Y)* U -altw

t Io

Si C
4.I.

1L 120.7 -0.1 0.
U

Fio. II. As in Fig. I euxpt the maximum wind speed is kept ono t
so that only the width of the jet vanes.

The downstream shifting of the location of maxi- plotted in Fig. 6. Upstream from the maximum growth
mum growth rate was observed in TWC and by Wil- rate point for parallel flow, i.e., where x, - 0, the dis-
iams et al. (1984). As the disturbance propagates turbance moves faster than predicted by the parallel
downstream in a nonparallel flow, the disturbance flow and slower downstream. It is postulated that the
structure lags with respect to the parallel flow distur- difference between growth rate calculated from parallel £

bance structure. Therefore. the profile for spatial growth flow and nonparallel flow is closely related to the rel-
rate in the streamwise direction is shifted downstream ative phase speed between them.
from the profile calculated from the parallel flow. The Eqiuation (4.1) implies that if the phase speed for
dynamic damping observed in the numerical result in disturbance in the nonparallel flow is faster than pre-
TWC. which was due to continuous spectrum solutions dicted by parallel flow, the disturbance will have less
(CAst 1960). is absent in the normal-mode solutions time to grow according to the local instability so that
derived in this paper. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 5, the growth rate will be smaller than that predicted by 0
which is adopted from TWC, the nonparallel growth parallel flow. The opposite holds for a disturbance that
rate is approximately 25% higher than the parallel propagates slower than that predicted by parallel flow.
growth rate calculated by them. This increase is not Therefore, a disturbance with a faster (slower) phase
observed in the present study. As explained in section speed will have smaller (larger) spatial growth rate. An
4, the parallel growth rate calculated in TWC under- experiment described in TWC in which a constant ye-
estimates the true growth rate by approximately 27%. locity Uo is added to the mean flow did show a signif-
If this percentage is added to the parallel growth rate icant reduction in local spatial growth rate. This ad-
in Fig. 5. the results from the present analytical study vective effect also produced more downstream shifting
and from the numerical study (TWC) are consistent. of the spatial growth rate profile.
Therefore. there is no overall increase of the growth This discussion is based primarily on the approxi-
rate for nonparallel flow at the point where the parallel mate expression for the spatial growth (4. 1 ). However,
flow growth rate is a maximum. it is believed that this formula gives the correct depen-

The phase speed of the disturbance is dence on the phase speed. In order to gain more insight
into the influence of the phase speed rate on the spatial

c -! (5.) growth. two cases will be considered. A jet profile with
a constant half width is used in the first case. The
change of the basic flow shear is due to the streamwise

where k, is the local wavenumber. For parallel flow, k, change in the speed of the jet. Mathematically, d is set
equals real(ko), and for nonparallel flow, k, = real(k0  to aconstant and only U varies with x, in(2.7). Profiles
+ eki). The phase sgeed for the case shown in Fig. 3 is of 0 at several locations are shown in Fig. 7. We shall
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TEMORAL GROWTH RATE. U =CONST
P=-0.5, K=0.7

0

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 i.0

PHASE SPEED. UJ =CONSF

P=-05, K=0.7

C

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
Xl

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 10 except corresponding to Fig. 11.

first examine the phase speed of the disturbance that spatial growth rate for nonparallel flow would be
is plotted in Fig. 8. The phase speed is larger for non- smaller than the parallel flow upstream and larger
parallel flow upstream of x,~ - 0 and smaller down- downstream. as indicated in Fig. 9. Notice that the
stream. as in the previbus case (Fig. 6). Therefore, the growth rate for the parallel flow is nearly uniform ir-
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Phralle and t"ta spatia gowth. U -wzst
PM-Oh, WMO5

0.

-3.0 -t0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 t0 3.0
X1

Flo. 13. As in FW 9 ezc~ correspnding to Fag 11.

respective of the large variation of the jet strength. This reveals that for spatial instability, the growth rate is
seems to contradict the notion that barotropic insta- also related to the phase speed of the disturbance. Even
bility increases as the north-south shear of the basic though the temporal growth rate increases in propor-
flow increases. However, an examination of Eq. (4.1) tion to the increase of the mean flow shear, as shown

Parallel and total phase speed. U -const
Pi-O.5. W-0.5

-3.0 -2.0 -10 0.0 1.0 2. 30X1 O
FIG. 14. As in FI xcept corespondingto F%~ 11.
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I is . 1016 the ico m ncremams of the phse Pam.~ and opmphssed
s (Fig. l0b) reult in a mill champ in the spatial 0 _,--0.7.0-0.75

,w h rte. lun fom the poit of view of spatial
IF uae, which m 1 appropsiate in a nonparullel
low, the msaximum shlor region is aml necesrily the
Smst b relom.

In t wooed cuse, the jet proilie is cosdered to 0---
have a conant maximum speed. The in-ame of the (
dnhr is due to the dcr of the jet blfwdth, This
is ptscdd by seting U equal to a contant and by
allowag only d to vary in (2.7). Man flow profiles of
Oa displayed in F .I I for theame locaionasin _

Fig. 7. For this kiand of variation, the temporal growth °-0 -i 6.0
rte iacream while the phase eed deI res with the X,
increase of the basic fow shear. (See Figs. 12ab.) This
leads to a subsatial variation of the spatial growth Fla. 16. As in R& 6 exua,- -0.7.
rat for parallel Saow. Thie nonparallel spatial growth
fate is quite different from previous cses when corn- is smalle-, it corresponds to a period of 3.5 days whereas
paired to the parallel flow sptial growth (Fig. 13). In the frequency in Fig. 3 corresponds to period of 3.25
Fig. 14, the nonpairallel phase speed is lower than the days. The stronger asymmetry of the growth rate curve
parallel phase speed upstream of xi - 0 and faster inFig. 15 compared to Fig. 3 is due to the larger phase
downstream. If the shifting of nonparallel growth rate speed shown in Fg. 16, which gives a larger lag effect.
from that predicted by the parallel flow is due solely Differences of the phase speed between parallel and
to the phase speed differences between the parallel and nonparallel flow are also slightly larger in this case.
nonparallel flows, the nonparallel growth rate would Furt'er increases in the period lead to similar results.
be larger upstream ofx, - 0 and smaller downstream.
However, this is only true in part of the region. The 6. 1 Mldiag remrks
maximum growth rate region for nonparallel flow is In this study a two-cale expansion is used to analyze
still shifted downstream, which should be expected by the linear instability of a barotropic jet that varies
the lag effect proposed in TWC. This indicates that the downstream. A small parameter e is introduced to
sftn is due to the combination of the two effects: measure the nonparallelism of the mean flow. The 0(1)
one involves the lag mechanism, and the other depends problem gives the parallel flow equation at each point
on the phase speed difference between the parallel and in the streamwise direction. The 0(t) problem gives
nonparallel flows, the correction to the spatial growth rate due to the

The example shown in Fig. 3, which is comparable nonparallelism. which is proportional to the first
to the cae considered by TWC, indicates a relatively streamwise derivative of the properties from the 0(l)
small difference between parallel and nonparallel flow. problem. This O() correction causes the downstream
This is not a general result, as will be demonstrated shifting of the spatial growth rate profile for nonparallel
with an example. Figure 15 has the same conditions flow relative to that of the parallel flow obtained from

Sin Fig. 3 except that the frequency of the disturbance the 0(1) problem.
Results obtained here are consistent with the nu-

merical studies by TWC after a necessary modification
Par. and nonpara. growth rate of their parallel flow growth rates. In the present anal-

. ,=-O 7. fl=-ou ysis. only the normal mode solutions are considered,
whereas in TWCs numerical study the continuous
spectrum effects are also included. The closeness of
these two results indicates that the normal modes ac-
curately describe the solution in the region of growth.
The rapid decay of the growth rate near the outflow
region, which was seen in the numerical solution, is
not present in the analytical solution. The decay in the

* numerical solution appears to have been caused by
continuous spectrum effects.

Physically, the difference between the nonparallel
40 1flow solutions and the parallel flow solutions are caused

Xi by two effects. The first one, which has been discussed
by TWC, is the lag effect. When the disturbance prop-

FIG. IS. As in ?W 3 exct , -0.7. agates through a mean flow that varies in streamwise
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ARMCr
Spebel c mobiity in amean low wah mw - -im e -wino. is sied with the quiawczphic

two.Iayer mad. The two-erse expemou techinque whichi was empboyed by Pen and William. s a ued in this
study. The inuouoreerm ive the loal spemal intability soluiom. The n er wru; deiermine the
Imee. -'li the loal solation dams too temmwao varuman ofis men Saw. is fouand thet this commm
a not woo when the 0 efct as. Wand the verkl show~ a =nmaL The reot an expimmed with the lag
efwfem urn dico by Pao and Williams. The las efm ocin w~ the loal solution chang its

mu. F - ly in the "- m disuisian. When the mnrta diner a Imp or when the 0 effix a s ma.
the gmo bten the diaencs of 6e two layers is newly unfom in the suestawris direatinm thoush
the dw cump astoenlly. Than, only a aell log ect is a ,ur 1 d by a -dedu-rbm 1 a t propoas
and t seuuie effm isunmnpstns The dqe m of the veracal stum. an the beek: fowvaitn
AMndw teraamme is analymed.

L Iatroductloa streamnwise variation of the basic flow on growth rate,
wavenumber, etc. The baroclinic instability for basic

The traditional studies of baroclinic instability in flows that change in the streamwise direction is studied
the atmosphere and in the ocean (Charney, 1947; Eady, here using the same technique. As in Peng and Wil-
1949, Phillips, 195 1) assume that the basic flow is uni- liams, the major purpose is to obtain the difference
form in the streamwise direction. Observations indicate between the local stability solution for parallel flow
that this is often not the case. Land-sea contrasts and and the nonparallel solution.
topographic effects can lead to significant streamnwise In the analysis of parallel flows. the instability is usu-
changes in baroclinicity. Therefore it is important to ally examined with temporal growth for real wave-
examine the influence of streamwise variations in the numbers so that the wave is spatially periodic and the
basic flow on baroclinic stability theory. A basic current solution is bounded in space. For nonparallel flows, it
with streamnwise variation can be obtained by adding is not necessary to have spatial penodicity for bound-
a stationary long wave to a uniform zonal flow. Due edness. Due to advection by the basic flow and prop-
to the mathematical nonseparability of nonparallel flow agation of the disturbance itself, the disturbance ex-
problems, either numerical integration or the multiple periences environments with different stability prop-
s=de technique have been used. For example, Tupaz erties as it travels. It is appropriate in this cas to
et al. (1978). Niehaus (1980), Frederiksen (1979), and consider the spatial instability. The spatial growth rate
Merkine and Balgovid (1983), have used numerical comes from the imaginary part of the wavenumber
integration (including spectral sae methods), and which allows the amplitude to grow in space as the
multiple scale techniques have been used by Drazin disturbance moves downstream. Physically, the tem-
(1974), Lingand Reynokds(1973), Niehaus(1981) and poral growth rate can be linked to the spatial growth
Pens and Williams (1986). A review paper by rate by a function of the phase velocity.
Grotiahn (1984a) summa-rize research on basic cur- The most general approach is to consider both the
rents with streamwise variation. The finite amplitude temporal and the spatial growth simultaneously. That
behavior of disturbances, in a flow with abrupt stream- is, both the wavenumber and the frequency are comn-
wise variation from a wealy unstable region to a stable plex (e.g., see Merkine and Shafranek, 1980). Under
region (and vice versa) was studied by Pedlosky (1976). some circumstances, the basic flow can support abso-

Pen and Williams (1986) applied the multiple scale lute instability, in which cas the spatial amplification
technique to the barotropic instability problem which will be obscured. The concept of absolute instability
had been solved numerically by Tupaz et al. (1978). was first discussed in plasma physics by Briggs (1964),
Comparisons, between these two results verified the ac- and introduced to geophysical fluid dynamics by
curacy of the multiple scale technique, and Peng and Thacker (1976) and Merkine (1977). Mathematically,
Wilms were able to determine the influence of the existence of absolute instability requires the van-
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ishing of the complex group velocity dw/Ak - 0 when the interpretation of the results in section 4. The dis.
the imagina part of the frequency is positive. Phys- cussion and concluion are given in section 6.
ically, when the speed of the mean flow is not large
relative to the shear of the flow, the envelope packet
of a disturbance which is excited at some point will 2. The model
not be advected downstream fast enough and any point
reached by the disturbance can grow exponentially in The two-layer quasi-geostrophic model was derived
time. Therefore, for basic flows that support absolute by Phillips (1951), and the notation in the present paper
instability, the spatially amplifying waves cannot be follows Pedlosky (1979). The model contains two ir-
identified. miscible, incompressible fluid layers, each with differ-

Thacker (1976) and Merkine (1977) obtained the ent densities p, and p2, and different zonal velocities
criteria for absolute instability for the two-layer baro- U, and U2. The densities p, and p2 are kept constant
clinic model. Merkine purposed local absolute insta- while the velocities U, and U2 change slowly in the
bility as a possible explanation of lee cyciogenesis, while streamwise direction. It is observed that the character-
Thacker sugested that spatial amplification of the istic length scale of the basic flow in the streamwise
meanders in the Gulf Stream can exist when absolute direction is much longer than its cross-stream char-
instability is not prent. actenstic length scale (an example is presented in sec-

Piirehumbert (1984) used both numerical integra- tion 4). The fluid is bounded above and below by two
tion and an analytic approach to study a zonally vary- rigid horizontal planes. Ekman friction is incorporated
mg basic flow which supports absolute instability in into the system through vertical boundary conditions
some region of the domain. It was found that the fie- The nondimensional potential vorticity equations are
quency determined by the absolute instability at the as follows:
location of the maximum shear dominates the evo-
lution of the disturbances in the domain. The growth (!+ ° a °,_a
rate determined using parallel flow theory compares a 3 x ay a),
favorably with those obtained from the numerical in- r70 (
tegration of the complete equations. - (2.1)

In the absolute instability studies mentioned above, where n - I and 2 denote the upper and lower layers,
the domains in the north-south direction were un- respectively. When there are two signs appearing before
bounded. Merkine (1977) showed that the stabilizing a term, as in (2.1), the upper sign belongs to the equa-
effect of the north-south boundaries requires a larger tion for n - I and the lower sign belongs to the equation
shear relative to the averaged mean flow to support for n = 2. The Froude number F is the same for both
absolute instability unless the scale of the disturbance layers since the two layers considered here are of equal
is very large. The criteria listed as (A 13) in Merkine ambient depth. The nondimensional parameters are
(1977) can be obtained from the observation that for defined as follows:
amplifying waves, the maximum spatial growth rate 2

corresponds approximately to a frequency for which F- "2L (2.2)
the speed of the wave is equal to the average speed of g((P2 - pl)/po]D
the basic flow. This criteria is verified for the parameters
of this problem by direct calculation. For all the cases / (2.3)
treated in the present paper, the basic flows do not U
support absolute instability. Thus, the spatial growth E,1/2
approach can be used effectively to study disturbances r - - (2.4)
in our flow fields that contain streamwise variation. R0
Therefore, we treat only spatial instability in the study. where 00 is the dimensional beta, E, is the Ekman

This stability study uses the quasi-geostrophic two- number, Ro is the Rossby number and D is the layer
layer baroclinc model which was originally formulated depth.
by Phillips (1951) and treated extensively by Pedlosky For channel geometry, the kinematic boundary
(1979). The two-layer model, which is very simple, has onditions at the walls give
been used to capture many dynamic aspects of large-
scale atmospheric flows. The model with a nonuniform -V =0 at y=0,1. (2.5)
basic flow is described in section 2, and the two-scale x
expansion procedures are given in section 3. Results
for different basic flow variations are presented and The total streamfunction 4,. is
discussed in section 4. In section 5, we analyze the + (2.6)
difference in structure between the disturbances in the
two layers when the vertical shear and the 0 parameter where ., is the basic state streamfunction and 4,. rep-
are changed. This analysis is used to further support resents the streamfunction for the disturbance field.
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3. Mbabemdtal formadoa 0(1) problem

The basic state is a nondivergent flow which varies 200 ±(o)
"slowly" with x. A long spatial scale coordinate X is -(Unko) ay' --- oJ 0))
defined by introducing a small parameter e, so that

(3.1) + ko,,(°', ± k.(°) U, - V 2)0-r 0.3.0)

which measures the streamwise variation of the basic -r( - ko2,(O) ) 0 (3.11)
flow. The basic flows U, and U2 are constants with
respect to the y coordinate, and they vary with the long 0,(°)=0 at y- 0, 1. (3.12)
space sce X. For nondivergent basic flo, Since the coefficients in Eq. (3.11) are not functions of

S- .()y, 4,(o) can be sought in the form

it follows that #.X-- - 9,OX)sinmwy (3.13)

which satisfies the boundary condition (3.12) auto-
--U,~y, (3.3) matically. When (3.13) is substituted into Eq. (3.11),

(34 two algebraic equations for unknowns ,4(0) and 4 2 °(0)

(3.4) re obtained.ax ax ax (-w + U kX-(ko2 + Mz)4 0o) ± R2 4o) - 4(o)]

Now we linearize (2.1) with respect to 4. and then + iko,. 1
0) ± ik$o4°F(U, - U2) - r(ko 2 + M2 2 )4,. = 0.

use the relations above to obtain
(3.14)

R, 2- + - 4,'1) + fly) + 0 The determinant of the coefficients of 01 and 4P2o& 5Y a x in (3.14) must vanish in order for 0(°) and 4t2?) to

g2a, U-- - Laf3oV,1 Uo , -U2 have nontrivial solutions. That is,

ax az2  ay ax ax (U1ko( , U2kD -WX2FK 2 +K,)

+-e(V
2 -V)F--rV . (3.5) +o(F+ K2)[Lk(U 2 + U,) - F(Ut - U2 - 2-w]

ay + irK2(F+ K 2)(ko(U2 + U) -2"]

The normal mode solution for the disturbance " in -ko 2[ 2-F 2(U, - U22]-2irkoK2# +r 2K 4 -O (3.15)
Eq. (3.5) is 5,'-0(X,y)e* (3.6) where K 2 _k0

2 + m 2- 2. (3.16)

where 0 is the phase angle, which is treated as an in- Equation (3.15) is the stability equation for parallel
dependent variable (Nayfeh et al., 1974). The wave- baroclinic flow in the two-layer model.
number k and frequency w are obtained from the re- The vertical structure of the disturbance solution at
lations this order is determined by the ratio between 4,(0) and

oV . I k(X) '  (3.7) 0 2
(0), defined as R which is obtained from (3.14).

ax 42(o)
-=o (3.8)

(Uko - wXF+ K2 ) -/ko[p + F(U - U2)] - irK2

The asymptotic expansions of k and 0 in terms of e (Uke- w)F
(Benney and Rosenblat, 1944) are as follows: Ae" (3.17)

k - C0(X) + EAC(X) + e2k 2(X) + • • • (3.9) where A is the amplitude ratio and 0, gives the phase
angle difference between the two layers.

" - (X, Y) + e X, y) + e X, y) +. • •. For conventional temporal instabiFty, the wave-
(3.10) number k is a real constant in (3.15), and we seek a

complex frequency w. For spatial instability, the fre-
[Uwe substitute the relations (3.6)-(3. 10) into (3.5) and quency w is a real constant and a complex wavenumber
(2.5), we obtain a sequence of equations for different k is sought where the imaginary part of k will be the
orde Of e. spatial growth rate. Here, (3.15) will be solved for com-
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plex k as a function of X. This gives the local solution Since ki is the only unknown in (3.24), it can be solved
for each X. as

Without loss of generality, 01() is chosen as a con- k, (3.25)
stant for all X. Therefore, S2

°WO1 (XY) -04, sinmry - 0 (3.18) where S and S2 are the expressions containing prop-
aX IX erties of the 0(1) problem. These are also given in the

Appendix.
01,0 (°mnxmY) R  To 0(e) accuracy, the spatial growth rate of theaX CIXin r "  sti-eamwise solution is

0(e) problem link - lm(ko + eki), (3.26)

rX-ws 1 ~k and the local wavenumber is

f- Y J Rek - Re(ko + eki). (3.27)

i+ i+o# (' )# ± : ko o.01,R U , - - - 012)

+r 2+#1) a~"O4. Expert neui and results

, " e Although the streamwise variation of the basic flow
1 is small in comparison with the cross-channel variation,

- -i(U~ko 1k0- 2k 10 +2 4R -0A (OJ the total downstream variation can be large enough to
aX OX ] be comparable to the observedvariations. As an ilus-

-eo.. r tration, the climatological zonal mean winds at levels
+ .±+iUk. + U,- '[-k. 2 0)+ 200 and 700 mb of the Northern Hemisphere for theaXoy ixL 0y2  months of December, January and February, which

ao) ) were analyzed by Oort (1983), are presented in Fig. 1.
±R4-F2 (

-
)  +2'-2 Although the climatological mean does not represent

aX the true basic state, this diagram does illustrate the
a(o.0(°  0"(0) general profile for streamwise variation. We focus our

X RFU2 - U± ikF +-I- R V2 - V0)- attention on the jet centered over eastern Asia; the
()Y variation of the jet in the north-south direction is not

included. The appropriate scales and the resulting+r 2*0ko0. + 2i"D---+ io.-1() (3.20) nondimensional parameters are as follows:
V4ax L) L 1500 kin,

0 at y-±l. (3.21) D 5km,
The left-hand sides of (3.20) have the same structure
as in the 0(1) problem, (3.11). Therefore, ,,' has a U 30is - ',
homogeneous solution with the same structure as o,,(), I 0.2, (4.1)
since the boundary conditions are the same. Let

0.") -0." k(X) sinmiry. (3.22) 6 1.5,
F 10.0,

After we substitute (3.22) and (3.13) into (3.20), we

require that the terms on the right-hand side that are r 0.0.
proportional to sinmry (i.e., the homogeneous solu- The parameters 0 and r are varied in later cases.tion) vanish in order to satisfy the solvability condition The nondimensional basic flows U, and U2 in
(Nayfeh, 1979). In abbreviated form, they can be writ- streamwise direction are prescribed in general as
ten as

-Rol(0 + 02(1) = H, U, - a + b sech(X+ hl) (4.2)

,()- 2( ) = 1H2 (3.23) 'U2 = c + dsech(X), (4.3)
R where X is the long spatial coordinate which is defined

in (3.1). The constants a, b, c and d determine thewhere dif and 12 are given in the Appendix and R is magnitudes of the basic flows and the relative sheardefined in (3.17). The solvability condition is between the two layers (Ul-U2). Variations of these

R HH constants allow different profiles of the streamwise
11 ,0. (3.24) variation for the jet. The location of the maximum

I H wind region in one layer can be shifted relative to the
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FIG. 1. Mean wintertime zonal wind speed Uat (a) 700 mb; (b) 200 mrb: contour interval 5 m sec' adopted from fort (1983).

maximum in the other layer. Usually, the upper-layer spatial growth rate with streamwise variation and the
structure lags the structure of the lower layer. Exami- local spatial growth rate is related to two effects. First,
nation of Fig. I indicates that the jet maximum at the a lag effect occurs when the structure of the disturbance
200-mb level is located along 125*E, while the jet max- calculated by local parallel flow theory varies down-
imum at 700 mb is located along 150°E. In expression stream due to the variation in the basic flow. As the
(4.2), constant h, determines the longitudinal shift of disturbance propagates through regions of different ba-
the streamwise variation of the basic flows between the sic flow, there is a lag in the adjustment of the distur-
two layers. To understand the problem in a systematic bance structure to the local structure obtained from
way, some of the constants in (4.2) and (4.3) are set to parallel flow theory. In regions where the parallel flow
zero first so that simple cases can be isolated. In the growth rate increases downstream, the nonparallel
diagrams where the mean flows are plotted as functions growth rate will be smaller than the local parallel growth
of X, the solid line is the upper-layer mean flow and rate and vice versa. The second effect depends on the
the dashed line is the lower-layer mean flow. In dia- relative phase speed between the streamwise solution
grams where the streamwise and local solutions are and the local solution. If the phase speed for the
presented, the solid line refers to the local parallel flow streamwise solution is larger (smaller) than the phase
solution obtained from the 0(1) problem and the speed for the local solution, the disturbance will have
dashed line refers to the streamwise (nonparallel) so- less (more) time to grow in space and the streamwise
lution. The streamwise solution is the sum of the growth rate will be smaller (larger) than the local growth
local solution and the O(e) correction, i.e., Eqs. (3.26) rate.
and (3.27).

It is informative to review the previous study by Peng a. Case I
and Williams (1986) which examined the mechanism
of barotropic instability in a jet with streamwise vari- In this case, h, is set to zero so that there is no ton-
ation. In their discussion, the difference between the gitudinal shift of the basic flow structure between the
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kyam We further keep the upper-layer flow constant Spatial growth rate, 2-layer
m dy allow the basic flow in the lower layer to vary P-1.5 w=2.0 /=0.00 F=O.0
dwi &am, i.e., U,=2. U,=1.1-sech(X)

U, - 2.0,

U2- 1 .1 -sech(X),

U, - U2 - 0.9 + sech(X). (4.4)

The speeds U, and U2 are plotted as functions of X in
Zig. 2, where X is between -3.0 and 3.0. The vertical

shear, (U,-U 2), reaches a maximum at X - 0. The
Meamwise and local spatial growth rates for thee basic 0
sows are premented in Fig. 3. The solid line for the o
parale flow solution and the dashed line which is the -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0 0 1.0 2.0 3.0

sreamwile solution are almost identical in this case. X
Thus, the streamwise variation of the basic flow causes FM. 3. Lou (solid lie) and Smam ze (dubed fine) psd
only a very small com on to the local growth rate. NOth satm for the bass flow saown in Fs. 2 in ma I.

Let us examine the two eflects discussed in Peng and
Williams (1986) to explain the present results. The b C 2
streamwise and local phase speeds are plotted in Fg. .
4. These two quantities are also indistinguishable, in- In the second case, the basic flow for the upper layer
dicating that the effect due to different phase speeds varies while that for the lower layer remains constant
(the second effect in Peng and Williams, 1986) is un- The profiles (Fig. 6) are given by
importan. The local vertical structure of the distur-
bance, determined by the ratio between solutions for U, - I + sech(X),
the upper and the lower layers is expressed as R in U2 -0.9,
(3.17). This ratio, determined locally at each point as
function of X, is a complex variable and can be rep- U, - U2 -0.1 + sech(X). (4.5)
resented by its amplitude A and phase angle 9,. The
two quantities for this case are given in Fig. 5a and 5b The streanwise variation of the vertical shear in this
respectively. Although the vertical shear varies in the case is the same as in case 1, but the maptude of the
downstream direction (Fig. 2), it is interesting to note s is m alser ere phsenteesl the
that the phase angle is almost the same everywhere and streainwise and local solutions are essentially the sametheampitue cangs oly ligtly Du tothi '.cryas those in case 1 (not shown), so that the streamiwisethe am plitude chan s only slihtly. D ue to this very ef c u o d fe e t p a e s e d e t o e b v
small variation in the vertical structure, the disturbance due to different phase speeds mentioned above
does not need time (or space) to adjust itself to the contributes little to the total solution. The local struc-
local structure and no lag effect is experienced. This tures of the disturbances are given in Fig. 7 as a function
explains why the growth rates for the streamwise and of X. Both the phase angle (7a) and the amplitude (7b)
local solutions are almost identical.

Phase speed
Mean flows P=l.5 c.=2.0 7=0.00 F-=10.0

a U,=2.0. U,=l.l-sech(X) 0 U,=2.0, U1=.l-sech(X)

0i0

o 0

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
X X

o. 2. Variaiow o(the upper and lower layer mean flow U, Flo. 4. Local (solid line) and stramwise (daied line) phse
(said line) and U2 (dahed line) a fuctiorn of X for cme I. speeds for case I sai Fig. 2.
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Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers
P-1.5 c=2.0 Y=0.00 Fl-0.0 #=1.5 w=2.0 70.00 F=I0.0

o U,=2.0. UJ=l.1-sech(X) U,=2.0. U=1.l-sech(X)

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2. . -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2. 3.
x o.
X X

Pl.5. L.oal i 1 murmore dtbe ubm as fuamo X (a) Phane Wgie beee the upper
and lower layem (b) amplitude ratio for cue i.

show streamwise variation, especially in the entrance If temporal growth were sought, the maximum
and outflow regions. This indicates that a lag effect is growth rate region would be located at the place where
expected. The spatial growth rates in Fig. 8 clearly show the vertical shear is maximum, i.e., X = 0 in this case.
the difference between the nonparallel and local solu- This is not always true for the spatial growth rate.
tions which is caused by the lag effect. The downstream Physically, the temporal growth can be linked to the
effect, from the O(e) correction, is proportional to the spatial growth by
first derivative of the 0(1) properties with respect to (0,
X,aswasdiscussedinPengandWilliams (1986a). With kl=- (4.7)
the symmetric properties of the O(1) solution, the 0(e) C
correction is antisymmetric as observed, where Ct is the phase speed, w, the temporal growth

rate and k, is the spatial growth rate.
c. Case 3 In general, as discussed in Peng and Williams

(1987), this equation can be treated only as a link
In this case, the flows in the upper and the lower between these two types of instability and precise values

layer change simultaneously in the streamwise direc- of one growth rate cannot be obtained from the other
tion. The profiles, displayed in Fig. 9, are: using this equation. However, for the present model,

U, = 1 + sech(X), Eq. (4.7) does provide very accurate results. In this
case, the dispersion relation for these two types of in-

U2 - 0.6 + 0.4 sech(X), stability is identical with the relation w = k. C.
Since the phase velocity CR is proportional to the

U, - U2 
= 0.4 + 0.6 sech(X). (4.6) averaged flow speed, from (4.7), the spatial growth rate

will be smaller for the same shear when the averaged
mean flow is larger. In this case, the parallel growth

Mean flows rate which is the solid line in Fig. 10 has a local min-
U,=1+sech(X).U,=O.9 imum at the center point where the shear is a maxi-

mum. The streamwise solution represented by the
dashed line in Fig. 10 is very close to the parallel so-
lution. The difference between the parallel and non-
parallel phase speeds are small (not shown), with the
nonparallel phase speed slightly slower than the parallel
phase speed upstream of X = 0 and slightly faster

c, downstream. The amplitude of the vertical difference
.......................................................... is almost uniform as in Fig. I Ib, but the phase differ-

ence changes substantially (Fig. II a). In order to have
a significant lag effect, both the amplitude and the phase

- of the vertical difference have to vary substantially in
-30 -20 -10 0. 10 2 0 0 the streamwise direction. Therefore, in this case, the

X vertical disturbance structure leads to a small lag effect
Fo. 6. U, and U, variation for cam 2. (Fig. 10).
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Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers
" 15 c=2.0 F-1O.0 P,-1.5 c,-2.0 F-10.0
oU,1+sech(X),U,=0.9 U,=I+seh(X).U,=0.9

06

'3.0 -0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.0 -. 0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2o 3.o

X X

Fo 7. (s) PFblam en the per and bw IsW, (b) amnplitde mao for cee 2.

d. Caw4 e. Case5

The variation ofthe mean flow in this case is similar In this case, the upper flow has the same value as in
to case 3, but the maximum speed region is shifted for case 4, but the speed of the lower layer is increased so
different layers. Referring to Fig. 1, the upper flow lags that the magnitude of the vertical shear is decreased
the lower layer by approximately /6 of the length of (Fig. 15), i.e.,
the domain considered. The profiles, which are plotted
in Fig. 12, are U - I + sech(X+ 1),

U, - I +sech(X+ I), U2 - 0.6 +0.7 sech(X),

U2 0.3 + 0.4 sech(X), U- U2 =0.4+sech(X+ 1)-0.7 sech(X). (4.9)
U,-U 2 ,0.7+sech(X+ l)-0.4sech(X). (4.8)

In Fig. 16, the parallel growth rate (solid line) is sim-
In Fig. 13, the spatial growth rate has a minimum ilar to that of case 4, yet, very significant nonparallel

near X - 0.3 and the nonparallel effect shows the re- effects (dashed line) are observed near the minimum
suit expected by examining the structure variation in growth rate region, i.e., X - 0.5. The phase speed in
F1g. 14. Fig. 17 indicates a slightly slower phase speed for the

nonparallel flow upstream from X = 0.5 and slightly
faster phase speed downstream. From the second effect

Spatial growth rate. 2-layer
B-1.5 c=2.o F=0.o

U,=l +sech(X),U, = 0.9 Mean flows
U,=1.+sech(X),U,=.6+.4sech(X)

C -
-- - -- - " -- ----....

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 .o ;.0 2.0 3.0 . ,
X -3.0 -0 -1'.0 6.0 1.'0 2.0 3.0

F I. SpWl pow rat for toe (sid Ue) wW menwine X

(dated line) solubiom for me 2a ain Fla. 6. Fla. 9. Us and U: profle for cme 3.
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Spatial growth rate. 2-layer The fiye cases presented above indicate that the two
P-1.5 c=2.O F--10.0 effects discussed in Peng and Williams (1986) can

U,=1.+sech(X)., =.6+.4sech(X) successfully explain the streamwise effects obtained in
the present study. A major result is that, although the
streamwise variation of the basic flow considered here
is twice the variation in previous barotropic study (i.e.,

e - 0.2 vs e - 0. 1), the nonparallel solutions are very
- ~close to the local parallel solutions for most of thecae

considered. The smallness of downstream effects comes
from the fact that the vertical structure of the distur-
bances is essentially insensitive to variations in the ver-
tical shear. In the next section, we will analyze the die-

- _____________________ pendency of the vertical structure on the shear and
-3.0 -40 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 other parameters.

x
FUL 10. lOnd (Sohd line) and areamw (ed R .Dpmecyo h etca tutr o h tr

qunwd powi mes for con 3 nm nFWg 9.5.D eaeyoth rcisu w ftedsm
mc on the shear

Equation (3.14) contains two separate equations for
proposed by Pnag and Williams (1986), the nonpar- the disturbances of the upper (n = 1) and lower (n
allel growth rate would be slightly larger than the Par- - 2) layers. The ratio R between the disturbances in
allel growth rate upstream of X - 0.5 and vice versa the upper and lower layers, which is given by (3.17),
downstream. Furthermore, in Fig. 18, both the phase can be obtainedby setting either n = I or n = 2 in
angle and the amplitude of the vertical difference in (3.14). An alternative is to add the n -I and n = 2
disturbance structure show substantial variation near equations from (3.14), which gives
the minimum shear region at X - 0.5. Thus, lag effect
makes the domninant contribution to the nonparallel 0 - - -KN U2 ko -W) + k~ + irK2

effect in this region, coffcin -0 -K (5.1)(o k iK
When the frictional cefintr increases from 0.0-K(k-c,+ + r

to 0. 1, the overall growth rate decreases and the lag For simplifiation, the frictional coefficient r is set equal
effect also decreases. to zero in (5. 1). With w = kC, the analysis falls back

______________________ to the temporal instability and (5. 1) becomes

- [(U 2 +UI)/2 -CR + &K 2 ] 2 -J(U - U2 )2 +Cl?+ iC,(U2 -UI)
4 1 (C - U, + /K2)12  = Ae*' (5.2)

Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers
V-15 c.=2.O F-- 0.0 P=1.5 ci=2.O FIQ.O

S U,=1.+sech(X),U,=.6+.4sech(X) U,=1. +s ech(X).U,=.6+.4sech(X)

N

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
x x

Fa.~ 11. (a) Pbm anle; (b) amplitude mdo baween the two layers for can 3 wbere the U, and U3 prolles am i Ft 9.
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where C is the complex phase speed and C - CA + iC,. The phase anle 9, in (5.2) is

OP - tan-' -tlU,- [ (U +- U I2) + 2  (5.3)

and the amplitude 
A is

A - (((U2 + Uj) - C+P/K'?- J(U, - U2)2 + C,212 + C 2(U, - U2?} (54)

A--IC- U, + IK212

Fuit, consider the situation when 0 - 0. From Eq.
(7.11.9) in Pediosky (1979), For higher frequency, the wavenumber increaes and

C U( contribution from k in 2F - K 2 is no longer small. If
2- ,+. k is -3.5, then 2F - K2 - 0 and the phase angle_2FK 21" 2  between the layer approaches zero, which gives no

S- 1: (U, - U2 2 (5.6) instability. Since the wavenumber increases with the
i ,+K . (5.6) frequency, there is an upper bound of the frequency

Introducing (5.5) and (5.6) into (5.3), the expresin for spatial instability, as demonstrated by Merkine
andome (56no(53,te(1977) in his Fig. 4. The variation of 9, will be larger

b e 2F- " i 'l for shorter waves with larger ko.
2.(F -K2 1 As for the amplitude A, when 0 - 0 the expression

tan/ (5.4) becomes identically equal to I when (5.5) and

F 12 - 2%' (5.7) (5.6) are used. In other words, the amplitude A is totally
I + )JJ independent of the shear and the scale of the waves

when 0 equals zero.

Therefore, when f - 0, the phame difference does not When P 0 0, Eq. (7.11.13) in Pedlosky (1979) gives
depend expicitly on the shear, but only on the scale C UI+U2 (K 2 +F)
of the wave which is determined by ko. With expresson CA 2 K- , + 2 F)
(3.16) evaluated for m - 1, we have

2F-K 2 -2F-W 2 -k 0
2 '  C,- t2KK+ {42F2 - KU(4F2  K)) 2

2F+ K 2 2F+ 2 + k 2 . (5.8) (5.1 )

For very long wavek - 1, and kD2 - O() which is 1
an order smaller than (2F - v2) or (2F + r2). Thus, =tan -  CUI - U2)
the variation of ke in the streamwise direction is even t O C - 2 + C,]
smaller and it can be neglected in (5.6). For example, L (U - U)2 + [K(K2 + F)+
when ko

O,--w 550 (5.9) (5.12)

which is about the average phase angle in our results.
Spatial growth rate, 2-layer

P-1.5 &=1.5 F=-10.0
Mean flows U,=I.+sech(X+1).U,=.3+.4sech(X)

U, 1.+seh(X+I),U,=.3+.4sech(X)

0

0 1 •
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Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers

UM1. 4sech(X+l).U,=.3+.4sech(X) a U1'M.+sech(X+1).U,=.3+.4sech(X)

0-0

0.

-3.0 -2.0 -i.0 0.0 1.0 2-0 3.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
x x

Ro. 14. (a) Phms an&*s (b) amplitude rao betwe the two lay=u for can 4 a in Fig 12.

0(2K 2+ 3Fl 1 ~ 1/2

l1K(K 2+2F? 4 (U 1 - (J2? + C,12I + CA U1 - U291
A-F U-U\ C2  (5.13)

KK2+Z+ F) 2 )
Now the variation of ko and the shear would have a
larger effect on the variations of 9,, and A. When the the lag effect is negligible. For the same reason, the
shear is large, the 8 effect is comparatively small. and minimum shear in case 4 (X - 0.3 in Fig. 12) is larger
the variations of 9, and A are small. If the shear is than the mi0n imum shear in case 5 (X -0.5 in Fig. 15).
small, however, the P effect becomes important and Consequently, the local vertical structure in case 4 does
variations of 9, and A are lair. For all the case dis- not show a large variation near the minimum shear
cussed in section 4,we have 0-00. Incase5, the min- region (compare Fig. 14 with Fig. I8).
imum shear region is near X -0.5, where both the To verify the above analysis, cas 2 is recalculated
phase angle and the amplitude variations are substan- with 0 - 0, keeping all other parameters unchanged.
Iad and the streainwise effect is large in that region due The variation in the vertical structure is greatly reduced,
to the lag effiect. In case 2, the shear decreases oward as can be seen by comparing Fig. 19 with Fig. 7. The
the inflow and outflow regions, variations of the phase reduced variation of the disturbance structure greatly
angle and the amplitude become large and the lag effect reduces the lag effect as is evident in Fig. 20. The slight
increases. For case 1. the streamwise variation of the nonparallel effect in this cas comes from the phase
shear is the same as in cas 2, but the absolute shear speed difference mechanism. As a further illustration,
value is much larger everywhere than in cas 2. There- 0 is kept the same as in case 2, but the shear is increased
fore, the disturbance structure is more uniform and

MSpatia growth rate, 2-layerk~ca flws P1.5ci=2.O F--10.0
o U,'.l+secl(X4 1).U,=.8+.7s;ech(X) * U1=l.+sech(X+1),U,=.6+.7sech(X)

-3.0 420 -10 00O i.0 ao 30 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0

x x
Mo. 16. Local (solid line) and streamwiue (dahed line)

no. 15. UaOW U2 proie forCm 5. spatial growth rawe formsa 5mawi A. 15.
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Phase speed The difference between the nonparallel flow solution
P-1l.5 cu,2.u F61 0.0 and the parallel flow solution which is determined lo-

U- 1.,,+sech(X+l).U,=.6+.7sech(X) cally, is explainedsuccessftilly with the mechanisms
discussed previously by Peng and Williams (I 986a) for
the barotropic model. The nonparallel contribution is
mainly dominated by the lag effect, which is deter-
mined by the streamwise variation of the vertical dis-
turbance structure. This vertical structure is the ratio
between the disturbance solutions for the upper and
lower layers and is represented by its amplitude and
the phase angle. The lag effect is significant when both
the amplitude and the phase angle change substantiallyo in the streamwise direction.

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 Variations of the vertical structure are analyzed by
X using the temporal instability, because w - kC precisely

FXo. 17. Local (soiid line) and stmug (dmhid fie) links the temporal and spatial growth for the present
phae w forme 5 a in F. 15. model. When the 0-effect is excluded, or the magnitude

of the shear is large, the disturbance structure is almost
uniform in the streamwise direction irrespective of aby increas the uniform part of the upper layer , substantial variation of the shear. In this case, the lag

U +e., effect is small, and the locally determined solution is
U, - 1.5 + sech(X), very close to the total solution. The lag effect is im-

U2 - 0.9. (5.12) portant when the shear is small. Therefore, the non-
As in Fig. 19, the variation of the local vertical s e parallel correction is more important during the sum-
(Fig. 21) is also greatly reduced as can be seen by com- mer than the winter for the atmospheric jets.
parisonwithFig. 7, and alo thued nonaallel een Fig. Grotjahn (1984b) used numerical integration of aparison with Fig. 7, and the nonparallel effect in high-resolution multilevel spectral model to study
22 is the same as in Fig. 20. Therefore, increasing the barocinic instability in an environment with longshear causes the same result as decreasing the effect. ~e.I i nfr ai tttevria ha a

Bothof hemwil redce he aritionof he ertcalwaves. In his uniform basic state, the vertical shear had
Both of them will reduce the variation of the vertical a nondimensional value of I corresponding to our
structure with respect to the variation ofthe s 'n scaling. In his experiment which corresponded most
dering the lag effect less unimportant. closely to ours, the vertical shear increased along the

jet. For this experiment he found that the disturbance
6. Diseuaim vertical structure did not change appreciably down-

stream (Fig. 5, Grotjahn, 1984b). Although he did not
In this paper, the two-scale technique is applied to compare the local and streamwise varying solutions,

study the nonparallel effects with basic flows which his finding that the disturbance structure did not vary
vary slowly in the streamwise direction in the two-layer downstream agrees with our result for large vertical
baroclinic model. Different streamwise variations of shear. The consistency between his results and ours
the basic flows are analyzed, including vertical shifting may not be fortuitous and it may indicate that our
of the maximum wind speed region in the two layers, analysis concerning the vertical structure variation can

Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers
P=l.5 &j=2.0 F=0.0 P=1.5 cj=2.0 F=0.0

o U-l.+sech(X+l).U,=.6+.7sech(X) : U$=i.+sech(X+l).U,=.6+.7sech(X)

-0. 40 -O. '.0 2.0 .0 -3.0 -2.0 -i.o 0.0 1.0 2.0
X X

Fio. II. (a) Phm anle; (b) mplitude rtio bwn the two laye for ow 5 S in Fi8. IS. I
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Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers
P-0.0 w=2.0 FIO.O P-O.O ch=2.0 F-10.0

0 U,=1+sech(X).U,=0.9 U =L+sech(X).U,=0.9

I I

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 -3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 20 3.0
x x

Pino. 19. (a) Pm asighr (b) amiplaude ratio bet men the two lavers withi the msai fowu U, and U2
the sesne mn a ae 2 exacis 0 -0.

be applied to the continuously stratified flows. More imum amplitude for the eddies is shifted downstream
saidie awe needed to verify this, from the region of maximum shear. Frederiksen (1978,

As mentioned in the introduction, Pierrehumbert 1979. 1980) and Niehaus (1980, 198 1) superimposed
(1984) studied the time evolution of a baroclinic dis- a long wave upon a zonally uniform flow. The temporal
turbance in the two-layer model in a basic flow with approach was used by them with cyclic boundary con-
streamwise variation. The results from the numerical ditions. This procedure yields a single growth rate and
integration were compared with an analytical solution, an eigenfunction whose envelope varies in the stream-
which was obtained locally using parallel flow theory. wise direction. The exact reason for the downstream
No correction for the streamnwise variation in the mean shifting of the envelope was not explained explicitly.
flow was included. However, the numerical results Pierrehumbert (1984) elucidated this point. In his
contain the streamnwise effect and the closenes of these study, where the basic flow supported absolute insta-
solutions agrees with our resuilts. bility in some region, the frequency obtained at the

In an early study, Ling and Reynolds (1973) ex- maximum absolute instability dominated the whole
amined the nonparallel effect for several different types domain. The complex wavenumber obtained locally
of shear flow with streamwise variation. The higher with that fixed frequency from the dispersion relation
order correction was found to be important for some determined the spatial structure and spatial growth (or
situations and not for others. No physical reason was decay). The wave envelope had a maximum amplitude
given to explain their results. at the point where the spatial growth (the imaginary

From the climatological data analyzed by Blackman part of the wavenumber) vanished; i.e.,
et al. (1978) and Lau ( 1979), the location of the max- 14~ (6.1)

in barotropic studies with streamwise varying mean
Spatial growth rate, 2-layer flows, Tupaz et al. (1978) and Williams et al. (1984)

P=0.0 &.,=2.0 F='10.0 found spatially growing disturbances with a maximum
U1=l +sech(X).U =0. amplitude downstream from regions of maximum

T temporal instability. Tupaz et al. integrated the equa-
tion numerically with periodic forcing on the upstream

o boundary. After an adjustment phase, the entire field
began to oscillate with the forced frequency, since in
this case there was no absolute instability. For a basic
flow that does not support absolute instability, a train
of waves can move into the region that is baroclinically

o unstable. The disturbances then grow spatially as they
propagate downstream and the amplitude of the wave

-3.0c3.0 increases with distance. At the Point where the
-2. 0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 i.2.0 spatial growth rate vanishes, the amplitude reaches a

X maximum. The frequency that will dominate is the
Ro. 20. Local (solid Hune) -nd sbaws (dme Ho)spta one that has the largest overall spatial growth, while if

powth raw with the rmsa flow Us ansd U3 the amme. aisnu 2 there is absolute instability somewhere in the domain,
escap 0 the frequency would be the one excited by the maxi-
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Phase angle between layers Amplitude ratio between layers

o U,-1.5+sech(X).U,-0 9 0U 1=1.5+sech(X),U,O0.9

4CC

-3.0 -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 i.0 3.0 -3.0 -20 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3,0
x x

FP 23. (&)Pmwg(b) ampituis 1 au thutwo Iamus r U, god V2 PV66nrvew(5.12)w~ -u I .5.

-abscim notbility mdocussed in Piarrthumbert the flow pasees from the unstable region to the stable
V194). Nerwum with or without absolute insta- region, but he di not discuss it in the linear context
Silky. the downstream shifting of the maximum aim- In the present study the 0(e) correction to the local
plitode of the wave envelope is demonstrated clearly spatial growth rate from the steamise variation in
bythe spatil trowdi. From the pure temporal inw the amp flow is small This sugests that under more
hbty approach it is not dewr bow this can be dem-. general conditions the local spatial growth solution will
.1 .sd. give a good fit estimate of the behavior as long as the

Pudlosy (1976) carried out a finite amplide study streamwise scale is large compared with the disturbance
with the twolayer quam-geostophic model of a flow scale. On the other hand. since the corrections are very
with an abrupt cha in the barodmiic stability pop. small when the shear is not too small, the theory should

4 maifts On the upwind ide of the chang there was a he applicable to somewhat smaller scale streamwise
unform weak instability and on the downwind ide variations i.e., where e is not small. Consider, for ex-
the Blow was stable. He also considered the reversed ample, the cyclogenesis problem in the lee of a long
utUston. Our study differ in that we allow a smooth mountain range like the Rocky Mountains. Suppose
transition and a finite change in the stability parameter that the baroclinicity is enhanced near the mountains.

ovra lar distance. In his steady amplituide solutions Since the phase speed may also increase, the local spa-
he sed the spatial growth approach. When his equa. tial growth rate may not increase, as can be seen from
iow ane linearized, the maximum amplitude occurs (4.7). Even if the growth rate is increased, the effect on

a short distance into the stable region. There is a lag the disturbance amplitude will be-small if the width of
effect which comes from the matchi*ng condition when the more unstable area is small. If a more realistic

model were used (mean flow with horizontal shear,
more vertical layers, explicit topography, etc.), the lag
effect is small, and the locally-determined solution is

Spatial growth rateo. 2-layer (1986) would be more important. This lag effect would
191. c=2.0 F--10.0 then fuirther reduce the enhanced instability near the

U= -l .5+5 ech(X),U,=0.9 topography, since the disturbance would not have
enough time in the region which has a larger local
growth rate to take advantage of the enhanced insta-
bility.
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On the Transformations between Temporal and Spatial Growth Rates

MELINDA S.-PENG AND R. T. WILLIAMS

Departman ol Meteooloy. Naval Postraduate School. Monterey. CA 93943

23 June 1996 and 30 Match 1987

ABSTRACT

This pa compem e error distibuuons for three transformation formulae betwee. temporal growth rate
and saudi gowth rate with the ineanzed barotrop vorucity equation. The sech'2 and the tanh basic-state
prodis am umd for illusution. The transormation which uses the phase veiocity gives a moderate error which
doa not have a stmng deedence on the rowth rate. The iormulae derived by Gaster. and later by Nayteh
and Padhie. which emplo. the poup velocity, have errors that ame a tunction of the ratio atof the spaI gowth
rate to the wavenumber. The mns rom their formulae are small when the ratio is small, but the erors increase
with the rato so that all three transformation formulae pve similar erfors when the ratio is of order one. Navkih
and Padhve's formula is redeved for the bartiopic vorucity equation with a procedure which shows that ratio
o(growth rte to wavenumber must be small for accuracy.

I. introdaction transformation formula which depends on the phase
speed (Schubauer and Skramstad. 1943) will introduce

Basic currents in both the atmosphere and the ocean errors that are not negligible. Gaster (1962) demon-
often have appreciable downstream variation. As a re- strated that for the same wavenumber. if the amplifi-
suit. the traditional parallel flow stability theories, cation rate is small, the frequencies for temporal and
which employ temporal growth. cannot be directly ap- spatial growth are also equal with an error of the order
plied to these flows. It has been shown by Tupaz et al. of (maximum growth rate)-'. Under this condition.
(1978). Williams et al. (1984) and Peng and Williams Gaster (1962) obtained a transformation from one type
(1986) in studies of downstream. barotropic instability of growth rate to another in terms of the real group
that spatial instability is more appropriate with down- velocity. Only when the systems are nondispersive will
stream varying basic flows. The spatial growth exists the transformations using phase velocity and group ve-
when the basic flow does not support absolute insta- Iocity be the same. Recently. Naytch and Padhve ( 1979)
bility. More relevant discussion concerning this is given reformulated this problem. and their results differ from
in Peng and Williams (1987). They used spatial insta- Gaster's mainly in two aspects. First, the complex
bility in the two-layer barclinic model to help explain group velocity is used instead of the real group velocity
regions of enhanced cyclonic activity. Since spatial as in Gaster's formula. Second. in order to obtain a
growth rates are likely to be useful in a variety of geo- proper comparison, a correction to the wavenumber
physical problems, it would be very desirable to have (frequency) must be added when transforming the
transformation formulae to obtain spatial growth rates temporal (spatial) growth rate into the spatial (tem-
from temporal growth rates or vice versa. In some poral) growth rate. The results they presented are very
studies it is easier to measure one type of growth rate accurate. with almost all errors 2% or less.
than the other. Meanwhile. there are some cases when In this paper these approximations are compared
one type of instability has analytical solutions but not for barotropic instability with special emphasis on the
the other, so that a transformation formula would be transformation by Nayfeh and Padhye (1979) whose
very useful. In this paper we evaluate the accuracy of limitations have not been previously discussed. Two
some transformation formulae for geophysically rele- different basic flows are studied. The first one is an
vant barotropic currents. easterly jet with a sech2 profile. which approximates

The temporally growing normal-mode solutions the jet that is observed south of the Tibetan Plateau at
have complex frequencies or phase speeds and real 200 mb during Northern Hemisphere summer. The
wavenumbers. while the spatially growing solutions second one is a tanh profile. which resembles the basic
have complex wavenumbers and real frequencies. flow in the intertropical convergence zone.
There is no general transformation formula which gives In section 2. the three approximations will be com-
the exact relationship between the two types of growth pared for the two wind profiles. Some results from
rate. It was shown by Gaster (1965) that the simple Nayfeh and Padhye will also be presented for com-
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parison. In section 3. their formula will be redenved The second formula. which was proposed by Gaster
for the barotropic voricity equation in order to better (1962). uses the real group velocity,
understand its range of validity.

(8)
2. Numerical comparisons wa,

This study uses the linearized equation for conser- where dcowa, is the real group velocity.

vation of vorticity in two-dimensional flow. The gov- The third formula. which was derived by Nayfeh

erning equation in nondimensional form is (§7.3, Ped- and Padhye ( 1979). is

losky, 1979). (9)

+ LTcr AI 2' + 0 --- t I-=0. (1)
(at ax , -. V ) a " where w' = dow/& is the complex group velocity. The

where 0' is the disturbance streamfunction. A the fric- real part of Eq. (9) is the transtormation formula from

tional coefficient and 0 is the derivative of the Coriolis temporal to spatial growth rate with the imaginary part

parameter ihere X and d are constants). The basic flow of Eq. (9) being the required correction to shift the

for the Bickley jet is described by wavenumber for proper comparison. A more detailed
derivation of Eq. (9) is given in section 3.

C(y) = -a sech' (2) The computations of the transtormed spaual growth

W rates for the sech' profile are summarized in Table 1.

where a is the maximum speed and b is the half-width and compared with spatial growth rates from direct

of the jet. The boundary conditions for the channel calculation. For the cases shown in Table 1._ = -0.75.

domain are w = -0.75 and A = -0.05 nondimensionally in

0'=0 at Y=D. (3) Eq.(l).
Column I in Table I is the real wavenumber and

For the ITCZ flow approximation, the basic flow is column 2 is the corresponding spatial growth rate. The
positive sign for the imaginary part of the wavenumber

0(y) = 0.5 tanh + Up (4) in column 2 is due to the easterly jet specified in Eq.
(2). which indicates spatial growth in the negative x

where (,1 is the constant basic state and the boundary direction. Columns 4. 6. 8 are the spatial growth rates

conditions are that the streamfunction vanishes at in. transformed from temporal growth rate using Eqs. (7).

finity, i.e.. (8) and (9). respectively. Columns 5. 7 and 9 give the

'=0 at y=tx. (5) relative errors for columns 4, 6 and 8 with respect to
column 2. These errors are calculated, for instance, for

When the normal mode solution G as
'V '= .4(y)e ' * - 4) (6) ![a,- iGil

is introduced. Eqs. (1) and (3) or (5) constitute an ei- af1

genvalue problem. If the frequency w is a real number. The quantity la,/aA which is listed in column 3 is the
the complex wavenumber gives a spatially growing ratio between the amplification rate (a,) and the local
wave. When the wavenumber a is a real number, com- wavenumber (a,). Although in the present case. a, and
plex frequency leads to a temporally growing wave. la,/a, are of the same order. variations of'all the errors
The parameters a. b in (2) and d in (4) will be altered due to the different transformations are discussed as
to change the sharpness of the jet profile in order to functions of" la,/ a, instead of a, The reasons for this
obtain a large range of the instability level, which is will be explained in section 3.
measured by the amplification rate (growth rate). We The errors introduced by using phase velocity for
will use this problem to study the errors that arise from conversion (listed in column 5). are rather uniform
transforming temporal to spatial growth rates using the irrespective of the size of lad,. As expected. the errors
different relations discussed in the Introduction. introduced by using Gaster's formula (column 7) in-

In the following equations, subscripts r and i indicate crease rapidly as la,/a,, increases. However, the errors
the real and imaginary parts and w, is the temporal introduced by using , ayfeh and Padhve's formula
growth rate and a, is the spatial growth rate. The first (column 9) also increase rapidly as lada,l increases.
transformation formula uses the phase velocity, fol- The values in column 6 and column 8 are very close.
lowing Schubauer and Skramsad (1943), For clearness, these relations are graphically shown in

Wi, Fig. 1, in which the error distributions for these three
a, = - (7) transformation are plotted against the ratio la,/a,l. The

c, solid line is the error for the phase velocity formula.

where c, is the real phase velocity, the dashed line is the error for Gaster's formula and
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TA3LE 1. Comparison of the growth rates and errors from three different approximations.*

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Spatial From From From

Wavenumber growth rate Ratio Eq. (5) Eq. (6) Eq. (7)
Error Error Error

a, a1  Iadaa (SS) ol'SS G of G (NP) of NP

-1.51100 0.01353 0.0089 -0.01075 0.2055 -0.01316 0.0273 -0.01350 0.0022
-1.50556 0.04607 0.0306 -0.03636 0.2108 -0.04476 0.0284 -0.04547 0.0130
-1.49997 0.07982 0.0532 -0.06298 0.2109 -0.07720 0.0328 -0.07817 0.0207
-1.49361 0.11530 0.0772 -0.09093 0.2113 -0.11074 0.0395 -0.11188 0.0296
-1.47679 0.19164 0.1298 -0.15109 0.2116 -0.18094 0.0558 -0.18224 0.0490
-1.45168 0.27468 0.1892 -0.21610 0.2132 -0.25352 0.0770 -0.25509 0.0713
-1.39246 0.40581 0.2914 -0.31587 0.2216 -0.35848 0.1166 -0.36115 0.1091
-1.30670 0.52804 0.4041 -0.40186 0.2393 -0.44460 0.1580 -0.44982 0.1481
-1.24311 0.59223 0.4764 -0.44196 0.2537 --4.48502 0.1810 -0.49085 0.1712
-1.15617 0.65644 0.5677 -0.47594 0.2750 -0.52070 0.2068 -0.52558 0.1993

SSS. Schubauer and Skmtmstad (1943): NP: Nayteh and Padhye (1979).

the dotted line is the error tr Nayfeh and Padhye's mation which uses the phase velocity has large errors
formula. When the parameters w. 0 and X are varied around 20%-30%. and both Gaster's formula and
over a reasonable range, the error distributions are Nayfeh and Padhye's formula give small errors. Errors
similar to those in Fig. I. from the latter formulae increase rapidly as la,/ai in-

For the basic flow with tanh profile (Eq. (4)], the creases and they are about equal. When the ratio is
numerical calculations are made t-' taking the lateral large, which is the more relevant situauon for atmo-
boundanes at a large distance (y = ± 10) instead of at spheric instability, all three formula give about the same
infinity. The results obtained are very close to the cal- error range.
culations by Michalke (1965) for the same basic-state As further illustration, we compute the transformed
profile, indicating that it is sufficient for the present growth rate for the two-layer baroclinic model in a
study. An example is given in Fig. 2. where w = 0.3, 3 channel. The description of the model can be found
= 0.1. and A = 0.01. The magnitude of the growth rate in Pedlosky (1979). In this model, the transformed
is varied by changing din Eq. (4). In this case, the error growth rate using either phase velocity or real part of
using the phase velocity (solid line) decreases with the the group velocity (Gaster's formula) give very satis-
ratio la,/a,j and then it increases again. Gaster's for- factory results with errors around 0.2%-2%. This is
mula (dotted line) and Nayfeh and Padhve's formula because the system is only slightly dispersive so that
(dashed line) have the same error distribution, with the phase velocity is very close to the group velocitv.
Nayteh and Padhye's lormula being slightly better. When the system is nondispersive or weakly dispersive.

Overall. when the ratio ia,/a,l is small. the transtbr- both formulae using phase speed and real part of the
group velocity are very accurate and it is not necessary
to consider Nayfeh and Padhve's formula.

Sech2 PROFILE

0. Tanh profile

0

Caa

0

a 0 0

I"

Po 1

o .

S- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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FK3. I. Error distributions for a caw with smh prohile using different Ratio t/a N

transformation formulae: Schubauer and Skramstad (solid line),
Gaster dashed line), and Nayfeh and Padhye (dotted line). FiG. 2. As in Fig. 2. except for a case with tanh profile.
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For comparison with our results, we extract data a a + a

from Tables I and 2 of Naytch and Padhye to construct at at T
our Table 2. which contains their errors as a function
of ada, for each case. All the errors in Table 2 are a a ( 12)
small, ranging from 0.0052 to 0.0438. while the la,/a, I x' Bx ax1

are also small, ranging from 0.00136 to 0.02325. This and (1) becomes
table shows that Nayteh and Padhye's good results were
obtained when iaj/a, was small. (a a a a

As mentioned earlier, during the transformation (a+ a3 +(, ax
from one type of growth rate to another the frequency
and the wavenumber cannot be kept the same. When xI + - - +
transforming from temporal to spatial growth rate. re- ax, x ax -
sults obtained in keeping the frequency the same are ( a a )
slightly better than keeping the wavenumber the same. + 0---- -'=0. (13)
i.e.. a 2-4% improvement. The correction to the wave- a IOax ax)
number indicated by Nayteh and Padhye (1979) is very Since e is a small parameter. " can be expressed i
close to the adjustment of the wavenumber in order terms of e:
to obtain constant frequency. 4,'=,Po(x, X, y.t, T) + (4 1x, X, y,ti,T) +. - ". 14)

3. Aiauysis of soumrce of error Now substitute (14) into (13) and collect terms of

In this section we will discuss Nayteh and Padhye's the same order of i. The first-order terms yield

analysis in order to show that the error in their relation a2-A + - (Cv2 0,20 (°

should depend on ja,/a,I. First we will rederive their (_ + U0 + (3-

formula for barotropic vorticity equation. The follow- \

ing analysis was used by Pedlosky (1979) to demon- which is an equation in the normal variables only. This
strate the physical meaning of group velocity, equation can admit the following solution:

Consider the motion governed by Eqs. (1) and (3). 4o = RA(X, T)r(y)e ' °'. (16)
The tctal wave field viewed as a wave packet has two
separate scales of oscillation. In the normal time scale. Substitution of(16) into (15) yields the familiar relation
the local oscillation determines the period over which (.,
the wave amplitude appears to be constant. in the (-i +i a+x) a + - a) 0.
"slow" time scale, the amplitude of the wave field

changes gradually. Due to the bounded channel do- (17)
main in the y-direction, the amplitude has slow vari-
ation in the x-direction only. Two different slow scales
can thus be introduced: a(+C a 2  0\) / C1 a-' 1

T' ex ( at) -9 ._ X& I 2 ___- a-- + -axa aT av2

where is a small parameter which is a measure of the O +ILo / a2LT\ o
slowness of the temporal and spatial variations of the x + -- - /"-. (18)
field. The derivatives in (I) are replaced by a Y 0y2 / ax

The right-hand side of which can be evaluated with
the introduction of the order-one solution (16) which

TASTEa 2. Errors extracted from Tables I and 2 becomes
of Nayeh and Padhye (1979).

iada. Errors rhs = 2(-i + Uia + X)L(ia)
ax

0.00155 0.0260 '
0.01500 0.0072 - + a -
0.01990 0.0059 a T U \ vf
0.02286 0.0052

0.02325 0.0072 t (aA (1

0.01717 0.0157 - A  f (
0.00791 0.0281
0.00136 0.0438 Since the left-hand side of( 19) has the same structure
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as the first-order equation (15), the same homogeneous and the solution in their paper becomes
solution as (16) also applies to the order (e) solution. U-
The right-hand side of(19), which is the forcing part, Ua(x,(Y)expi(ax-o,1)]. (27)
oscillates with the same frequency as the homogeneous To convert from the temporal to spatial stability, Nay-
part. Therefore. the solution would contain a secular feh and Padhye constrain a to be independent of I in
growth with time. For time (lI/e). the solution eiq will (26) and solve for a:
become as large as the first-order solution and violate
the expansion (14). Therefore. terms on the right-hand a = a0 exp( ,x/w). (28)
side of(19) which are proportional to exp[i(ax - w)] Expressing w. in polar form as C, exp(i0). and substi-
have to be suppressed. With the help of(17). this leads tuting into (27), it becomes
to U f apo'(y) expl i[(a + 6a)x - w t] + ax} (29)
aA 2ia(-iW+iaUf+X) (-iw+ \) aA

-+ -- 0. (20) where
aT -ai -+

Ly a' = sinO, (30)

Differentiation of the dispersion relation (17) with re- 6a = - i sin0. (31)
spect to a will show that the bracket in (20) is the corn- C,
plex group velocity in the x direction. i.e..

A A Equation (30) is the transformation formula with the
-=+ W.= -= 0 (21) corresponding shifting 6a in the wavenumber given by

OT OX (31). Equation (9) stated in section 2 is the complex
where form of (30) and (31).

= o~Equation (24) is of the same form as (21) derived
(go Oabove. Both formulations are based upon the following

2iao (-iw+iaC +X) (-iw+M (2)assumption
[--'+(3'/oy2 )] I (22 I A I A(32)

A x . -- <(2
Nayfeh and Padhye treated nonparallel flow with

slow variation which allowed the separation of the which means there is a requirement that the amplitude
problem into different orders of the small parameter have slow variation (measured by the spatial growth
e. which measures the nonparallelism of the basic flow. rate) compared to the local modulation (represented
With the procedure similar to the above analysis, the by the local wavenumber). The later neglect of the
solvability conditions at next order lead to. in two- nonparallel effects by Nayteh and Padhye does not relax
dimensional form. the slow variation requirement. Our analysis gives the

BA dA condition lai/a,i < I directly because we did not in-
g, -+g2- = hjA,(23) lude the slow variation of the basic flow initially. Since

the slow variation of amplitude requirement is equiv-

where xt, t are slow variables scaled by F and expres- alent to the assumption that la,/a,I be small. it is clear
sions for g. and h, are given in appendix A in Nayfeh that this analysis agrees with the comparisons in sec-
and Padhye. For quasi-parallel flow. the nonlinear term tion 2.
on the right-hand side of(23) is dropped and the slow In summary, Nayfeh and Padhye's (1979) formula
scales x,, tj become x and t so that (23) becomes is valid when the spatial amplification rate is small

A BIA compared with the local wavenumber. The applica-
(24) bility of Gaster's formula and Nayfeh and Padhye's

Ot Ox formula are the same. When the amplification rate is
relatively large, the relations which use group velocity

where w.= g2/g1 is the complex group velocity in x or phase velocity give results with approximately the
direction, same errors. More research is required to determine

in the case of temporal stability. Nayeh and Padhye more general relations between the spatial and tern-
further used the following expression poral growth rates.

A = a exp(-w, t) (25) Acknowledgments. The authors wish to thank Dr.

so that Eq. (24) becomes Yen Liu for reading the manuscript and providing
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Shield, Kathy A., M.S. Thesis, 1985
Possible Cross Equatorial Influence of the Northeast Monsoon on the Equatorial
Westerlies over Indonesia

ABSTRACT

Objectively analysed surface, 700 and 200 mb winds of nine winters

are used to study the possible cross equatorial influence of the northern winter

monsoon on the zonal wind along 100S in the Indonesia-Arafura Sea region and

to prepare a nine year monthly mean climatology. Key circulation features are

represented by area averaged and time composited parameters in an attempt to

infer correlations between their perturbations. Specifically, the acceleration of the

zonal wind along 100S in the Indonesia-Arafura Sea region is used to define the

onset of the southern summer monsoon and illustrate the timing between

circulation features of interest in both hemispheres. While no conclusive results

were achieved, some basic observations can be made. Mid-season active

phases in the southern summer monsoon appear to be influenced by surges in

the northeast appear to be primarily a result of southern Hemispheric, mid-

latitude, baroclinic effects. In both cases, the meridional extent of the southern

summer monsoon is limited. Even in the mid-season event, variability in area-

averaged cross equatorial flow may not be indicative of the nature of forcing of the

Northern Hemisphere's monsoonal winds on the southern summer monsoonal

winds along 100S.
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Nonlinear and Linear Effects in an Easterly Jet with Downstream Variation

R. T. WILtiAMS, H. LJM1 AND C.-P. CHANG
NmJ Poggraduwe SchooL Monterey CA 93943

(Manuscript received 20 July 1983, in final form 8 November 1983)

ABSTRACT

in this study, nonlinear effects of barotropic instability in a downstream varying easterly jet are studied and
compared with previous linear model results of Tupaz and others. The barotropic vorticity equation with
Rayleigh friction and forcing is solved with finite differences. The initial mean flow is an easterly Bickley jet
whose maximum speed and half-width vary downstream: the half-width ranges from 500 to 1200 km and the
maximum speed is 30 m s- '. The time-independent forcing makes the initial mean flow. which is unstable in
the central jet region, a steady-state solution to the vorticity equation. A disturbance with wavenumber 10,
which is predicted to be locally unstable and most dominant based on linear model results, is added to the
initial mean flow. The equation is then integrated numerically for 450 days.

The solutions may be separated into two phases 1) an initial adjustment phase which consists of several
-50day cycles wherein an initial wavenumber 10 disturbance grows rapidly in the jet region, and then the
disturbance energy shifts to a slightly longer wavelength and decays before the next cycle: and 2) a quasi-
equilibrium phase which is achieved after 350 days. Fourier analysis of the disturbance streamfunction at each
point during a typical interval in the adjustment phase shows two dominant modes with periods near 3.35
days and 3.58 days, respectively. After entering the quasi-equilibrium phase, a 4-day oscillation develops in
the kinetic energy and the main periods of the streamfunction become 4 and 2 days, respectively. The former
is the dominant mode and the latter is the result of the nonlinear self-interaction by the former. The frequency
of the dominant mode is equal to the frequency of the most unstable mode from a parallel flow calculation
based on the outflow region mean flow. However, in most of the unstable region, it is much less than the most
unstable local frequency inferred from the parallel flow solution.

The dominant mode in the quasi-equiibrium phase propagates through the modified mean flow essentially
as a linear wave. and its behavior can be compared with the linear model results. However, its maximum
growth rate is 25% larger than the highest local growth rate for the parallel flow solution. This "enhancement
effect" is also larger than was found by Tupaz and others. In addition, there is a hysteresis effect wherein the
growth rate curve and the phase structure from the full model are shifted downstream relative to the parallel
flow solution, similar to the linear model results. On the other hand, the wavelength is generally short in the
jet region and much longer in the outer regions, opposite to the wavelength variation in Tupaz and others,
With the help of a generalized Rosby wave formula, it is shown that two effects determine the downstream
variation of the disturbance wavelength: I) the variation of the latitudinal integral of the mean zonal wind
and 2) the variation of the latitudinal integral of the mean absolute vorticity gradient. Due to the difference
in disturbance scale, the seond effect dominates in the quasi-equilibrium phase of this study while the first
effect dominates the linear model used by Tupaz and others.

1. iniroduode south of the Tibetan high near 200 mb during the

Most theoretical studies of barotropic instability Northern Hemisphere summer. Westward propagating
employ basic flows which are paralel. However, in synoptic-scale disturbances have been observed in the
many regions of the atmosphere, the time-averaged vicinity of this jet (Krishnamurti, 197 1ab). The jet
wind field shows appreciable downstream variation as contains regions of large vorticity gradient where the
a result of forced quasi-stationary waves. Tupaz et aL. necessary condition for barotropic instability is some-
( 1978) used a inearized model to examine the behavior times satisfied locally. This suggests that the observed

a waa me fo exin e tihea lcaiod disturbances arise from barotropic instability of the. of waves in such a mean flow in which a localized baic flow. in this case, the disturbances would extract

region is unstable. The purpose of this paper is to add
nonlinear effects to this study of downstream barotropic energy from the mean zonal flow and the planetary-instability. scale waves since they combine to give large vorticity

Tabilit m nl uegradients south of the Tibetan high. Observational ev-
The mean flow used by Tupaz et al. is modeled idence of such barotropic energy conversion was pro-

after the moderately strong easterly jet which develops vided by Kanamitsu et aL. (1972), who showed that

wavenumbers 6-8 in the wind spectrum between 15°S

'Piesent afiliation: Meteorolpsical Service Singapore. Republic and 15°N receive energy from both the zonal flow and
of Singapore. wavenumber I.
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Tupaz et a. (hereafter referred to as TWC) solved finite-amplitude waves and various forced mean flows,

the linearized barotropic vorticity equation on a f- and his results depend on the specific waves under
plane with finite differences. The time-mean zonal wind consideration. On the other hand, the object of our
was specified to be a slowly varying easterly Bickley study is to determine the long-term behavior of the
jet and the mean meridional wind was derived in such forced system which is dependent upon the dynamics
a way that the mean flow was nondivergent. The io- of the forced mean flow only.
tion was confined within an open channel. A periodic In Section 2, the basic equations are formulated and
forcing was applied on the inflow (eastern) boundary the numerical technique is described. An overview of
to generate waves which were allowed to propagate the 450-day integration is presented in Section 3. A
out through the western boundary. As the waves trav- detailed analysis of the solutions during a typical in-
eled through the region, they grew or decayed in re- terval of the initial adjustment phase is given in Section
sponse to the local instability properties of the mean 4. After 350 days, the fields settle into a quasi-equi-
flow, while at each point the fields varied periodically. librium phase dominated by a 4-day oscillation and
The numerical results were compared with a simple its solution behavior is examined in Section 5. The
mechanistic model which used local phas speeds and spatial growth rates for this phase are calculated in
growth rates determined from a parallel flow model. Section 6 and the wavelength variation is treated in
In the unstable region, the numerical model produced Section 7. The summary and conclusions are given in
waves with larger spatial growth rates than those ob- Section 8.
tained with the parallel flow model, while in the stable
region, the numerical model showed strong dynamic 2. Basic model and numerical technique
damping. In the numerical solutions, the wavelength
varied in such a way that it was a maximum near the The nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation may
jet maximum. When a uniform velocity was added to be written
the mean flow, the zonal asymmetry in the spatial a o av2@ o av2 , a
growth rate curve, with respect to the jet maximum, +V2  - -+--
was increased as a result of a slower adjustment of the 01 Y X O Y Ox
wave structure to local stability conditions. Q - \V24,, (2.1)

In this paper, the numerical model developed by where 4., is the streamfunction, X a frictional coefficient
TWC is modified by including the full nonlinear terms and # the north-south gradient of the Coriolis param-
and by changing the open boundary conditions to cyclic eter. The forch-gount radient s frbe orop -
boundary conditions. A forcing term must be included and. The forcing function Q represents nonbarotropic
to make the zonally varying mean flow a steady-state and diabatic effects and it is assumed to be independent
solution to the forecast equation. However, this steady- of '. The velocity components are
state solution is unstable to disturbances which have U= oV
the proper wavelength for the unstable portion of the U a v x (2.2)
jet. Such disturbances will grow rapidly in the region .
near the jet maximum and the solution will initially The forcing function Q, which is given below, is de-
resemble the solution obtained by TWC which has a signed in such a way that 44x, y) is a steady-state so-
maximum amplitude downstream from the jet max- lution to (2.1) i.e.,
imum. As the wave amplitude increases, the distur- 4o a2 oCv2  o
bance will begin to interact with the mean flow. This Q = --- + + + \V2. (2.3)
interaction will stabilize the mean flow with the largest 0y ax ax ay dx
change occurring where the disturbance energy con- The forced mean zonal wind is an easterly Bickley
version is a maximum. As was shown in TWC. the jet which is defined by
maximum conversion is some distance downstream
from the jet maximum. After a period of adjustment
a new statistical equilibrium develops with a modified INmAL MEAN STREAM FUNCTION
mean flow through which finite-amplitude waves 2
propagate. c

The open boundary conditions used by TWC were 0_

replaced in this study by cyclic conditions so that each 0
forced mean flow would have its own solution regime. - "
If the boundary conditions used by TWC were used, -2
the nonlinearity of the solution would depend on the -1o 0 10
amplitude of the upstream boundary condition. Sha- X(KM OO01)
piro ( 1980) has carried out a study with the same for- FIG. I. The initial mean streamfunction '. The contour interval
mulation that is presented in this paper. However, his is 2.5 x 106 m2 s- . Note that the dashed contours represent neptive

interest was on the short-term interactions between values.
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= -41y , -U(x) sech2'y/Kx)]. ' (2.4) 20 RBD

Here, ax) is the cross jet length scale and U(x) is the . l..
maximum velocity which occurs at y = 0. The basic
flow streamfunction is specified to be constant at the 0
lateral boundaries y = ±D. Eq. (2.4) can be integrated -1.
to give -2

ikx, y) - U(x)Ax){tanhly/d(x)] + tanh[D/d(x)]} -10. 0. 10.

+ (x, -D), (2.5) XKMIO00)

FIG. 3. The steady forcing function Q. The contour
where interval is 2.5 X 10-" s- 2.

U(x) {[ x, D) - 4x, -D)]/24x)}

X coth[D/d(x)]. (2.6) •*-y= 0.1. The nonlinear terms are approximated withthe finite-difference forms that were developed by Ar-
The x-variation is given by akawa (1966), which conserve mean enst, -phy and

1850 km - 350 km [cos(2rx/L)J, W 4 L12 mean kinetic energy. TWC used the same numerical
Sprocedure except that they used Euler backward time

1200 km, lxi , L/2. differencing. The left-hand side of (2.1) is solved for

(2.7) i/ct with the direct method described by Sweet (1973).
The following boundary conditions are employed:

Here, L is the wavelength of the x-variation of the
forced flow. o(x,-D,1) = (x D, =0, (2.8)

Figs. I and 2 show the forced fields of the stream- at a1
function ' and the zonal velocity a for the following X, , 1) = 4VE, y, 0. (2.9)
parametric values:

D - 2125 kin, L =36 Since 4, is initially constant along y = ±D, Eq. (2.8)
indicates that 4, will not change along these boundaries.

(x, -D) = -(x, D) = 15 X 106 m2 s-  " Thus the domain average of u = -o/y will be in-
dependent of time, which is appropriate for long-term

These figures show that the jet maximum is at x = 0, integration where the mean flow must be maintained.
y = 0, where i! = -30 m s'. From this longitude, the This condition implies that the integrated source term
central speed decreases slowly upstream and down- Q must balance the frictional drag. This boundary
stream to a constant value of -13.4 m s- ' at x condition is different from the appropriate condition
= ± 18 000 km. This mean flow is the same as the one for the inviscid unforced vorticity equation which is
used in experiment I by TWC except that they used that the average u component along each wall be time-
L = 43 000 km, D = 2000 km, and their mean flow independent.
was not cyclic in the east-west direction. Fig. 3 contains
the steady forcing function Q, which is given by (2.3).
The held lacks symmetry about x = 0 because of the
presence of friction. 1.0 s.o

The vorticity equation (2.1) is integrated numerically Lt) i
with leapfrog time differencing except that the friction 8 .

term is evaluated at the previous time. Also, the time - "'. / - -

filter developed for Robert (1966; see also Asselin, 6- 4.2

1972) is applied to the previous time with the coefficient no \%

INMAL MEAN U FIELO

2 .
'

-10. 0. 10. 1000 Kin) -
XiKMIO00) FIG. 4. The most unstable wavelength L and the corresponding

FiG. 2. The initial mean zonal velocaty ,a. The contour interval local growth rate n determined from the parallel flow model applied
is 2.5 m s' and the central value is -27.5 m s-'. to '.
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3. Ovhwwof url ank~s L36 OWlin, X -5 X 10- s-,

The basic numerical experiment uses the foilowing Ax - 375 kmn, Ay - 125 kmn, At - I h.
pSImetY ic values: Here Ay is chosen smaller than Ax so that the basic

2D -4250 kin, X, - -X, -20 250 kmn, flow vorticity can be mnom accurately calculated.
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in order to investigate the stability properties of the USA Io00-160 DAYS)

downstream varying jet, it isuseful to apply the in- -------.carized barotropic vorticity equation for a parallel flo -----.......-----
where U~y) is taken from Ulx, y) for each longitude. " ........- :'" J---"------------....
As is discussed in TWC, the vorticity equation is solved 0. : k -

whre------ke-ro--x-y orechlogtue - - --------
with the initial value technique used by Williams et -1- .. ---------- ------
a. (197 1). Fig. 4 shows the growth rates n correspond- .1 _ ___-'.------

ing to the most unstable wavelengths L as functions -10. 0. 10.
of x for the forced mean flow. Only the growing so- X=M01000)
lutions are given. The largest growth rate occurs at x . .T averapc over the interval 100-150 days
f 0 where the jet is a maximum and its ,-scale is a as a function of x and y. The contour interval is 2.5 m s-' and the
minimum. The waves are damped for xl > 13 000 central value is -27.5 ms'.
km. The most unstable wavelengths range from 3650
km at x - 0 to 4600 km in the outer regions.

Based on these parallel flow stability properties of lengths (wavenumbers 8 to 9) over a 50-day interval
the forced basic flow, the following initial conditions and then it disappears. Later, new maxima appear
are used for the basic numerical experiment: near wavenumber 10 and they follow a similar evo-

lution. This general behavior where growth occurs in
0(x, y, 0) - (X, A + A co .'-) smn- -o), (3.1) a higher wavenumber is repeated every 50 days or so I

2-) Lo ) Iuntil -300 days. The portion of the experiment out
where A = 103 m 2 s-' and L = (XE - X)/10- 4050 to 350 days will be referred to as the "adjustment
km. This corresponds to a maximum v component of phase". After -350 days, the solution goes into a 4-
0.155 m s'. This initial wave is a little longer than day oscillation with an energy maximum at wave-
the most unstable wave from Fig. 4 but it was found number 5. This will be called the "quasi-equilibrium
in TWC that the dominant wavelength in the down- phase". Early in the integration, wavenumber 5 also
stream varying jet was longer than the most unstable has a 4-day oscillation but at that time it had a min-
wavelength. imum energy. Fig. 6 shows U at y = 0 as a function

An overview of the time evolution of the numerical ofx and t. U is time filtered in such a way that periods
solution can be obtained by examining the kinetic en- < 10 days are removed. Oscillations with periods of
ergy as a function of the east-west wavenumber as -50 days are present during the first 300 days, and
shown in Fig. 5. As a result ofthe forcing, wavenumber these correspond to the energy variations in Fig. 5.
I has the maximum energy throughout the 450-day Most of the mean flow oscillations occur downstream
integration. In the early portion of the experiment, (x < 0) from the jet maximum. This is consistent with
there is a secondary maximum at wavenumber 10 as tLe prediction in TWC that the nonlinear interaction
a result of the instability of the initial disturbance. The between the disturbances and the mean flow would
energy in this scale reaches a relative maximum within stabilize the mean flow downstream from the jet max-
ten days. This maximum shifts toward shorter wave- imum. Fig. 6 shows that the speeds in this region are

greatly reduced and it will be shown that the jet profile
is also broadened. These changes reduce the magnitude

X (l 3km) - of elU/0y 2 which stabilizes the flow.
-1&0 -7.5 0 7.5 15.0

4. Analysis of the adjustment phase: Interval 100-150
days

To examine the behavior of a typical portion of the
- "adjustment phase, the solutions in the interval 100-

150 days are analyzed in this section. By this time,
the mean flow has been extensively modified, but it
is still evolving. Fig. 7 shows the zonal wind averaged
over this interval, where the averaging interval should
remove the 50-day oscillations. When this field is com-
pared with the initial U (Fig. 2), it is seen that U is
greatly modified downstream from the jet maximum
(x < 0). The speed is reduced and the jet is considerably

O (y =0) broadened. The stabilization of the mean flow in this
FIG. 6. The mean wind 0 at.j - 0 as a function ofx and i. The region is caused by interaction with the disturbances

contour interval is 3.5 m s' and the two isopleths which straddle which have a large amplitude downstream from the
x - 0 at i - 0 have the value -27 m s-'. jet maximum.
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Daily fields of 4, are given in Fig. 8 from t - 120 TABLE I. Dominant frequen ofes'for the 100-150 day interval

days to t - 124 days. Reference to Fig. 5 shows that dunn the adjustment phase. Here P, gives the spatil rantge of

this 4-day sequence occurs at the end of one of the fiuency. a,. is the fquncy at maximum amplitude of % and

regimes of energy shift to smaller wavenumber. The P i t corresponding period

waves, which have negligible amplitude upstream, 01,, p_
reach a maximum amplitude downstream from the Mode (10-'s-') (1o-1 s-') (days)

jet maximum (x - 0) and they then decay further
downstreami 2.15-2.20 2.17 3.35

2 1.80-2.04 2.03 3.58

STREAM RFNCTION AT 120 DAYS

2,. " The perturbation streamfunction 4'is calculated

1 from

.1 where 41 is the average over the interval t = 100-150

-2. days. When the power spectrum of 4,' is computed as
-10. 0 1o. a function of frequency v and the east-west wavenum-

X(KWXM0) ber, a strong peak is found near r - 7 X 10' s'.
STREAM FUNCTION AT 121 DAYS However, this peak is spread out over a range of wave-

2. numbers. This is consistent with the disturbances in
Fig. 5, where the wavelength varies downstream and
stream region. Because the disturbances have a strong

....... spatial variation in structure. it is better to use the
2. "Fourier analysis of 4' at each spatial point as described

-o. 0. 10. by Bloomfield (1976). With this technique the ampli-
xeMx1oo) tudes and phases of the strongest periodicities in a time

STREAM RUNCTION AT 122 DAYS series can be obtained.
2 The time series for 4' are analyzed for the seven

1 ~ ~ )/vJfrequencies which give the largest contribution to the
variance of 4. The analysis was carried out at selected

............. ------- .spatial grid points (every other point in y and every
..........- third point in x) and the two strongest modes are given

-2. in Table I. Unlike the solutions given by TWC, the

-.-. 0. o. frequency for each mode vanes spatially because of
xKIN00ooo) nonlinear effects and also because the solution has not

STMAM RICTION AT 123 DAYS reached quasi-equilibrium. Figs. 9 and I I give the am-
2. plitudes of 4' for modes I and 2 respectively, in the

I lower half of the channel. Mode I has a maximun,
amplitude which is approximately twice as large as the

0 maximum amplitude for Mode 2. Both modes show

-.. rapid downstream growth beginning upstream from x
= 0, and slow decay after maxima around x = -5000

-2. km. This disturbance structure is evident in the syn-%-10. 0 10.

XIKIM-000) optic series which is given in Fig. 8.
STRFAM FUNCTION AT 124 DAYS

2 , -_ , .. ,,,.. .. I,..
1 0 Amplitud@ mod* I

.2 .. 0 1Z_
-10. 0 10. -SO .7.5 0 75 150

XIKM&ODOD) R(10 hki) -

FIG. 8. Daily fields of the streamfunction k, are given from t FIG. 9. The amplitude of , for mode I from the interval 100-
- 120 days to 1 - 124 days. The contour interval is 2.5 X I(0 ISO days in the lowtr half of the channel. The contour interval Is01 2 1- . IP" m s"'.
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meions where the amplitude is very small, since the ] .
phase is poorly estimated there. The conversion of '
zonal mean kinetic energy to disturbance energy [Hal-
taimr and Williams (1980) p. 75] is given by -15.o -7.s 0 7.5 1s5.

kD *2!!k aU( 'k") -

2 ID a y dy, (4.1) FiG. 1I. The amplitude of r for mode 2 from the interval
100-150 days. The contour interval is 0.4 x 106 m' s-'.

where *k is the amplitude and Ok the phase of wave-
number k. This formula was derived for a parallel
mean flow, but TWC have shown that the v terms in in Fig. 7. This downstream region was stabilized by
the energy equation are unimportant. Upstream from the interaction of the disturbances with the mean flow.
x - 0 in the central region (.vi 4 500 km), the phase The frequencies for modes 1 and 2, which are
lines tilt in such a way that 00/8y and c3U/Oy are of marked on the sides of the figure, are within the un-
opposite signs so that disturbances draw energy from stable interval at each longitude. These modes are near
the mean flow. This behavior is more noticeable with the most unstable frequency at x = 9375 km and they
mode I which has better defined phase lines because are higher than the most unstable frequency at
of the larger amplitude. For mode 1, the shortest wave- x = -3750 km, which is at the other end of the unsta-
length occurs just upstream from x = 0. and for mode ble region. The maximum growth rate (which is at x
2 the minimum wavelength occurs downstream near = 0) occurs for a higher frequency than either of the
the location of the amplitude maximum. Mode 2 has observed modes. This was also found by TWC who
the smallest scale which seems inconsistent with its noticed that the observed wavelength was greater than
lower frequency, but the structure of this mode is not the most unstable wavelength based on the parallel
as well-defined because of its smaller amplitude. Per- flow theory. The maximum amplitudes for modes I
haps the presence of mode 2 is itself indicative of the and 2 (Figs. 9 and I 1) occur at longitudes which are
adjustment phase. somewhat downstream from the longitudes where the

An indication of the local stability properties of the parallel flow growth rates are zero for each mode. The
U field given in Fig. 7 can be obtained by computing phase tilts in Fig. 10 are consistent with upstream
the growth rates from a linearized parallel flow model growth for mode I in Fig. 13.
applied at various longitudes (x's) as was done by TWC,
The initial value technique used by Williams el al. 5. Analysis of the quasi-equilibrium phase: Interval
( 1971 ) gives growth rates and phase speeds as a function 400-450 days
of wavenumber for each wind profile. Since the fre-
quency can be computed for each phase speed and The solutions after 350 days achieve a quasi-equi-
wavenumber, the growth rate can be given as a function librium state with a 4-day oscillation and this behavior
of frequency which is convenient for comparison with does not change. Fig. 14 shows the zonal wind averaged
the previously obtained modes. Fig. 13 contains the over the interval 400-450 days. The U is generally
parallel flow growth rates at various longitudes as a similar to U for the interval 100-150 days as seen in
function of frequency. At I = 0. the maximum growth Fig. 7. However, in the downstream region (x < 0)
rate was at x = 0 and the growth rate was symmetric IUI is reduced relative to the speeds given in Fig. 7
about x - 0 (see Fig. 4). In Fig. 13, the maximum n and a minimum along y = 0 is present at x = - 14 000
is still near x = 0, but the growth rates downstream km. Also. the isolines are spread further apart in the
from x = 0 are greatly reduced relative to the upstream downstream region.
or initial values. This is consistent with the greatly Daily fields of 4, are given in Fig. 15 from 1 = 400
reduced values of It32U/y 2 1 in the downstream region days to i = 404 days. The first and last maps are es-

0 P.MS. mode I 0 Ph*" mode 2

-1.0 -7. 0 7.5 1 so 15.0 7.5 0 7.5 1&0

X(1O' kin) - iO' kml -

FiG. 10. The phase lines of , for mode I from the interval 100- FiG. 12. The phase lines of k for mode 2 from the interval 100-
150 days. The contour interval isn 80* and the phase increases from 150 days. The contour interval is 180* and the phase increases from
riht to left. right to left.
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FIG. 13. Growth rates i as functions of frequency ,. for various longitudes from the linear
prallel flow model applied to U from the interval 100-150 days.

sentially identical which is consistent with a four-day the 2-day mode has a much smaller scale in both x
oscillation in P. The maps are generally similar to the and y than the 4-day mode. Figs. 17 and 19 give the
maps given in Fig. 8 for the earlier series, but there phase lines for modes I and 2, respectively. The 4-
are some important differences. Waves are now de- day mode has the proper tilt for energy conversion in
tectable in the upstream region and the wavelength the interval -3750 km 4x,; 7500 km Isee Eq. (4.1)].
varies by a factor of two between the outer regions The wavelength, which can be obtained from the spac-
and the large amplitude region near x = 0. ing of the phase lines, varies by almost a factor of 2

The time series for 4,/ is Fourier analyzed at selected from the minimum near x - -4000 km to the max-
spatial points as was done in the previous section and imum near x = 15 000 km. The spatial variation of
the dominant modes are given in Table 2. In this case, the wavelength is quite different from the variation
the frequencies for mode I do not vary appreciably which was obtained by TWC, and it will be examined
from point to point as was the case with the earlier in more detail in Section 7. The wavelengths derived
interval. Mode I corresponds to the 4-day period which from the phase line spacings in Fig. 19 are much smaller
is apparent in Figs. 4 and 15, and mode 2 corresponds than the wavelengths for the 4-day wave.
to a 2-day period. Figs. 16 and 18 give the amplitudes It strongly appears that the 2-day mode is the result
oft/'fotmodes I and 2, respectively, in the lower half of the direct interaction of the 4-day mode with itself.
of the channel. The ratio of the amplitudes of the 2- For example, if a quadratic nonlinear term is calculated
day mode to 4-day mode varies from 0.01 in the up- with
stream region to a maximum of 0.17 at x - -2250 01 - e ,4)
km. The structure of the 4-day mode is much more

similar to the modes obtained from the 100-150 day the nonlinear term will be proportional to
time interval (see Figs. 9 and 10). The amplitude of

N.L. -

and a wave with twice the frequency and twice the
MA 1400460 DAYS) wavenumber will be forced. Mode 2 does have twice

2... ----.-- ..--- ......... .. the frequency of mode I and Figs. 18 and 19 show
.,]...... ... - . ..-. ........ . ............ that mode 2 has a much smaller horizontal scale than

.. -'. .::::::. .... . mode I. Also, the variation of the ratio of the ampli-
o. , .- -- ::: .tudes of mode 2 to mode I is consistent with the view

-1. ...... .......-- that mode 2 is forced by modelI since the ratio is
.2. !- . largest when the amplitude of mode I is large.

-o. o o. Figure 20 contains the parallel flow growth rates at
x( K-00I various longitudes as a function of frequency for the

FiG. 14. The zonal wind averaged over the interval 400-450 days. U-field given in Fig. 14. Comparison with Fig. 13 shows
The contour interval is 2.5 m s-' and the central value is smaller growth rates in Fig. 20, with the largest dif-
-25 m s'. ferences occurring for x < 0. These differences in
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STREAM RpicfloN AT J00 DAYS TAKES 2. As in Tab" I ecump the doinmat ftequencies
fr the quaui-ajuilibrium phase.

0.Mode (10' S'1) (10'55-') (days)

-. 2 3.87-3.54 3.61 2.01

.10. 0. 10.
X"(10010100)

STREAM FUNCTION AT 401 DAYS
enters the unstable portion of the jet. Neither mode

__________________________ is untbeat the upstream entrance (x = 9375 kcm),
while in the interval 100- 150 days during the adjust-

0 ... ment phase, both modes were unstable. At the ]on-
... . ........ gitude of maximum growth rate (x =1875 kcm), mode

2has a larger growth rate than mode 1. The x-integrals
-2. of the growth rate from x =9375 kmn to x = 1875

-10 0. 10. km are approximately equal for the two modes. Thus,
STEMFXliNA 02 DAY the growth of mode 2 relative to mode I by a factor

2, TEMRNTO T42DY of 15 can only be explained by nonlinear forcing from
model1.

0. %.~ '* 6. Spatial growth rates andi wave properties
......... for nodelI

-2. _________________________ In the last section it was shown that the time-de-
-1. 0 0 edn portion of the solution in the quasi-equilib-

X(KM1000) rium phase is dominated by mode I which has a period
STREAM FUNCTION AT 403 DAYS of 4 days. Although mode 2 with a period of 2 days

2. is present, its amplitude is small and it is apparently
1 . directly forced by mode 1. There is astrong nonlinear

o ~ interaction between mode I and the mean flow which
~ 0~::*.:::stabilizes the jet in the outflow region. On the other

-1 .. hand, mode 2 has very little effect, because the square
.2. _______________________ of its amplitude is very small compared to mode 1.
10.. The propagation of mode I through the modified mean

Xtoool00 flow should be a linear process since the energy loss
STREAM FUNCTION AT 404 DAYS to mode 2 is small. Also, it will be shown in the next

2.- section that the wavelength variation can be explained
1. -KOp~Dwith a linear equation. In this section, the growth rates,

S ~ phase speeds and wavelengths for mode I will be comn
--------pared with values from the parallel flow model. These

-. resuts wllthen beinterpreted in view of the main
-2. ____________-----------___ features found in TWC.

-10. 10.Figure 21 shows the wavelengths at y = 0 and
X(KM'IOOO) y =±750 km as a function of x, computed from the

FIG. 15. Daily maps or the strmfunction 0 are given from t
-400 days to i - 404 days. The contour interval is 2.5 X 10'

0 A. tu mod. I

growth rate are reasonable when Figs. 7 and 14 are K
compared because the latter has smaller values of IOP UI
Cy 2 l in the downstream region. The frequencies for ____2_

modes I and 2 are marked on the sides of the figure. -15.0 -7.5 0 .5 15.0
Mode I has the maximum growth rate in the outflow V(10, k.) -
region (x - - 1875 kin) and this may help the distur- FIG. 16. The amplitude of i0( for mode I from the interval
bance propagate through the stable region before it re- 400-450 days. The contour interval is 2 X 10' ml s-'.
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0 # mde I P,eh mnode 2I l l/ f [I
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-1 &0 -7.5 0 7.5 o 1.0 -7.5 0 7.5 1

IV10, hm) - X(10' ki) -

FIG. 17. The phase lines of 0 for mode I from the interval 400- FIG. 19. The phase lines of tk for mode 2 from the interval 400-
450 days. The contour interval is 180° and the phase increases from 450 days. The contour interval is 180*. and the phase increases from
right to left, right to left.

phases given in Fig. 17. These curves differ in the jet Figure 23 shows the amplitude of mode 1 along
region because of the downstream variation of wave y = 0 on a log-linear plot. There is a region of down-
tilt which was also found by TWC. The third curve stream, exponential growth between x = 6000 and
shows the wavelength obtained from the parallel flow x = -2000 km. This can be compared with Fig. 10
model for the frequency corresponding to mode I (see in the paper by TWC which shows a much broader
Fig. 20). In this case, only the unstable solutions are peak with the maximum much further downstream.
shown because the initial value technique used in the This difference is due primarily to the downstream
parallel flow model may not be representative of the erosion of the jet in the nonlinear experiment, which
dispersion relation. The overall variation of the wave- eliminates the instability in that part of the jet.
length with x is very different from the variation found The spatial growth rate m is given in Fig. 24. For
by TWC. In the jet region, the scale is generally small the numerical model, the spatial growth rate can be
and it is much larger in the outer regions. whereas computed from the relation
TWC found the maximum scale near the jet maxi-
mum. This maximum was attributed to the down- m* I n 1 A2, ' (6.2)
stream dilatation of the phase lines due to the increase X2 - X (x,o) 6
in the mean wind speed. In fact, this effect can be seen
in Fig. 21 between x = 5000 km and x = -5000 km, where A(x, y) is the amplitude for mode I (see Fig.
where the wavelength increases and decreases in r 16), and x2 - x, = 3Ax. The growth rates m' and m'
lation to changes in the mean wind speed. The wave- are obtained from the parallel flow model with the
lengths from the parallel flow model show a similar relation
variation, but they are everywhere less than in the m = n/c,. (6.3)
numerical model. The overall problem of the down- The curve m' uses the n and c, for the wavenumber
stream variation of wavelength will be treated in Sec- which satisfies (6.1) with v the frequency of mode 1.
tion '7. However, m" is calculated with the n and c, for the

Figure 22 contains the phase speed calculated from observed wavelength at y = 0 which is given in Fig.
the relation 21. The latter procedure was used by TWC. In Fig.

c = -L,/2ir, (6.1) 24, the maximum downstream growth rate from the
numerical model is over 25% larger than for both the

for Y = 0. where v is the frequency of mode I. The parallel flow calculations. A similar relation was found
parallel flow values are also included. The patterns are by TWC, but in the present case the difference is larger.
the same as in Fig. 21 since c is proportional to L Also, the parallel flow curves are shifted upstream rel-
in (6.1). ative to m s , which shows a hysteresis effect wherein

the wave structure lags in adjusting to the local stability
properties. This was also found by TWC.

Figure 25 compares the observed phase structure
07 Amlitude made2 for mode I with the structure predicted by the parallel

flow theory at various longitudes. Along the longitude
1.0 of maximum parallel flow growth rate (x = 1875 kin),

Ithe phase structure is very close in the central region
-2D_ (lid A 500 km) where most of the energy conversion

-1o.0 -7.5 0 7.5 15.0 is, and in the outer region the phase difference increases
,1o',- to about 200 at the boundary. At the upstream end

FIG. 18. The amplitude of , for mode 2 from the interval of the jet (x = 7500 kin), the observed phase tilt is
400-450 days. The contour interval is 0.4 x 10 m2 s-'. much less than the tilt predicted by parallel flow theory.
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X-lS0-km X.O X.1 ~km X.3750km X-SO25km X-75OOkm X.

/ -93-1m

Ob2

1 --

0 4 0 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 8 0 4 0 4 0 4

FIG. 20. Growth rates n as functions of frequency P, for various longitudes from the linear
parallel flow model applied to 0 from the interval 400-450 days

This hysteresis behavior, wherein the structure of a length (Fig. 21). Tupaz et a. found that the wavelength
wave which is moving into a more unstable region varied in rough proportion to the mean wind speed,
lags with respect to the parallel flow structure, was whereas in the current study it seems to vary in the
observed by TWC. At the downstream end of the un- opposite sense. To understand this behavior, the fol-
stable region (x = -1875 kin), the phase tilt for mode lowing generalized Rossby wave formula is derived
I is much larger than the parallel flow tilt in the central (see Appendix):
region where the mean shear is large. This is the op-posite of what occurs at the upstream end, but it shows c=[ U] [ N (7.1)

the same hysteresis effect found by TWC where the k 2 + a2

upstream structure is partially advected downstream. where [U] (A 13) and [01 (A 14) represent the weighted

meridional averages of the mean zonal flow and mean
7. Discussion of wavelength variation absolute vorticity gradient, respectively. The weighting

hquasi-equi- function varies from I in the center of the channel to
One of the mst striking features of the ae- 0 at the walls.

librium phase is the downstream variation of wave- Figure 26 contains [U] and [01, which are calculated

by numerical integration over y from the U field in
Fig. 14 at each longitude. The [U) field has a maximum

10

C. .. . ..

251

15.0 7.5 0 7.5 150 -15.0 -. 5 o 7.5 150

x( 10akm)
FlG. 21. The wavelengths from mode I in the 400-450 day interval

ss follows: I) numerical model at y - 0 (dashed line). 2) numerical FiG. 22. The phase speeds from mode I in the 400-450 day
model at y - -750 km (solid lineL 3) parallel flow model with mode interval. Here c" is from the numerical model at y - 0. and c is
I frequency (bold line). from the parallel flow model at the frequency of mode I.
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-a 0 -10 -0 0 -w -40 0

0.7 -M

00

"Fla. 25. The phase (deg) for mode I at various longitudes. The ,,E w. dots are firom the numerical model and the curves ame from the" %

7:[ PnW Bow model with the frequency of mode I.

aO- is everywhere less than - 2.24 X 10-  s- '.

The values *of LB] are small in the central region. In ,.
fact, 6P 0U/Oy 2 must become negative at some lat- ,
itudes in the unstable region as indicated by the nec-.'
essary condition for barotrc,pic instability. However, "0.02 because of the cos2ay weighting term, the minimum

[0] occurs downstream from the jet maximum near."
the point where [u] is also an extreme.In order to assess the accuracy of (7.1) for our nu-

-15.0 -7.S 7. 5.0 - merical experiment, the cf from (7. 1) is compared with ,,-15 -7. C* from the numerical experiment in Fig. 27. The
curves are remarkably close, with the largest differencesFio. 23. The amplitude A of p for mode I alonT y - 0 occusmlng in the central region. In the unstable portion

on at logarithmic scale. of this region (-2000 km < x < 10 000 kin), it would 1
be expected that the formula derived in the Appendix .:would be very poor because it does not even permitmagnitude at x - -700 kt, while the maximum speed instability It can be seegin the Appendix that if thein Fig. 14 occurs for x > 0. This difference in maximum zero-order mean flow is stable, the phase speed fromlocation arises because, although the downstream por- (7. o) will always be real. This behavior is related totion of the jet is slowing down, it is also broadening the diffculty in expanding in e across the stability
trelative to the upstream portion. This leads to a rel- boundary where the solution is not analytic in . Ap-

atively larger respose when multiplied by the cos2(ay) patently, Eq. (7.1) provides useful estimates of the realweighting function (see Fig. 14). The weighted average part of the phase speed even in regions which have aof a2Udy 2 must be positive' qt each longitude bemcuse significant imaginary part. We would also exect di ere"

differences between the parallel flow phase speed and ,%cr* in the downstream region where the mean flow is
changing rapidly. Clearly, cf approximates c well

eexpct that th )a e rulad toders di the ppenixw

Tol stream variation of wavelength or wavenumber k.mgiu m. The frequency b can be obtained by multiplyingS-.1 (7. ) by k, which gives

T ae 
k[] (7.2)

tion od When v is constant in the domain, Eq. (7.2) gives the
t psa on Ts lds a downstream variation ofwavenumber. If this equation

(vkm) - is differentiated with respect to x we obtain rFIG. 24. The stia nrwth rate m for mode I gt follows: m p is o p e e i r w
Calculated from the numercal model with Eq. (6.2); m'sand mi ai (k ar pUt We wo dxpet areobtained from the parallel flow model thbtueh Eq. (6.3). where m' sp e
has the fTequency of mode I and mf has the wavelength from the o b m ult

S•(7. )

- k2)#](a - 2k 1(k I+ Ar)UJ 73
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T

2,

-15.0 -7.5 0 751.

K, (WOm..

FiG. 26. The quanuties [U] and [M which amn defined by Eqs (A 13) and (A 14) uPaesPer 'y.

where , and a are taken to be constant in x. The results of TWC where the [U] variation term in (7.3)

denominator remains positive throughout the channel, dominated because of the smaller disturbance scale.

The first term in the numerator causes the wavelength
to increase in proportion to downstream increases in g. Summary and discussion
mean wind speed. The second term causes the wave-
length to increase downstream with easterly mean flow In this paper the previous linear study of barotropic

when [] increases downstream. The [U] and [01 van- instability in a downstream varying easterly jet by TWC

ations given in Fig. 26 indicate that the terms are of is extended to include nonlinear effects. The basic

opposite sign and the observed wavelength variation model is the nondivergent barotropic vorticity equation

(Fig. 21) shows that the L1 variation term is largest with Rayleigh friction. The flow is confined in an east-

except near the jet maximum. Since the second term west channel with cyclic east-west boundary condi-

is proportional to the square of the disturbance scale, tions, instead of the inflow periodic forcing and outflow

it should be dominant except near the jet maximum radiation boundary conditions used by TWC. The ini-

where the scale is small. This is different from the tial mean flow is an easterly Bickley jet whose maxi-

-30. C•

-5.0 -7.5 c c .5 50

FIG. 27. Comparison of the phase speed c* from the numerical model
with the phase speed cf from Eq. (7.1).
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mum speed and half-width vary downstream. A forcing in the disturbance kinetic energy. The interval 400-
term is included which renders the initial mean flow 450 days is chosen to analyze the solution behavior
a steady-state solution to the vorticity equation. in the quasi-equilibrium phase. The mean zonal wind

The model is initialized by adding a small-amplitude for this interval shows a further reduction in I8)U/cOy 2

disturbance of wavenumber 10 to the initial mean in the downstream region when compared with the
flow. The mean flow is unstable in the central region mean over 100-150 days. The parallel flow growth
where the jet is strongest and the waves grow rapidly rates for the quasi-equilibrium phase are correspond-
in this region. The energy in wavenumber 10 reaches ingly reduced in the downstream region relative to the
a relative maximum within 10 days, and the mean adjustment phase. Fourier analysis of the disturbance,
flow downstream from the original jet maximum is streamfunction at each point gives two modes with:
greatly modified. This modification arises from the periods of 4 days and 2 days. The spatial variation of
energy loss to the growing disturbances which, as was the frequency for mode 1 is very small. The frequency
pointed out by TWC, is largest downstream from the of mode I gives the maximum growth rate in the out-
most unstable portion of the jet. This can be seen from flow region and this may help the disturbance to prop-
Eq. (4. 1) which shows that the energy transformation agate through the stable region before it reenters the
is dependent on the square of the wave amplitude and unstable portion of the jet. However, throughout most
the wave tilt. Roughly speaking, the amplitude is a of the unstable region, the frequency of mode I is
maximum well downstream where the growth rate is considerably less than the most unstable frequency.
zero. However, the tilt is proportional to the growth It strongly appears that mode 2 (2-day period) is
rate. Thus, the maximum conversion occurs between the result of nonlinear interaction of mode I with itself.
the jet maximum and the point where the local growth Mode 2 has twice the frequency of mode I and it also
rate vanishes. After the rapid initial change. the mean has a smaller spatial scale. The ratio of the amplitudes
flow comes into approximate balance where the energy of mode 2 to mode I varies from 0.01 far upstream
removed from the mean flow by the disturbances is to 0.17 near the maximum amplitude of mode 1. When
balanced by the forcing term. the growth rates from the parallel flow model are in-

The disturbance kinetic energy maximum which tegrated across the unstable region, the integrals are
begins at wavenumber 10 shifts from 8 to 9 over the approximately the same for the two modes. Therefore,
first 50 days, and then dies out. A new maximum then the growth of mode 2 relative to mode I by a factor
forms near wavenumber 10 and follows a similar evo- of 15 can only be explained by nonlinear forcing from
lution as the first energy maximum. This sequence mode 1.
repeats until -300 days. The adjustment phase ends Mode I has a strong interaction with the mean flow
after 350 days when the solution goes into a quasi- which greatly modifies the original mean flow in the
equilibrium 4 day oscillation with an energy maximum downstream region (x < 0). However, the propagation
at wavenumber 5. of mode I through the modified mean flow field should

The interval 100-150 days is chosen to study the be a linear process, since mode 2 is so small relative
adjustment phase. Growth rates are calculated from a to mode 1. Thus, the various wave properties of mode
parallel flow model where the interval average zonal I can be profitably compared with the linearized wave
wind at each longitude is used. The growth rates in properties obtained by TWC. The main differences
the downstream (x < 0) region are greatly reduced between mode I and the experiment I obtained by
relative to the upstream (x > 0) domain. This is con- TWC are the periods of oscilation-4 days in the
sistent with reduced values of o1)2U/By 2 1 in the down- former and 3.25 days in the latter-and the mean flow.
stream region. Fourier analysis of the disturbance For x > 0, the mean flows are very similar, but in the
streamfunction at each point shows two dominate downstream region (x < 0), the mean jet for mode I
modes with periods of 3.35 and 3.58 days, respectively, is slower and broader than the jet used by TWC.
whicn are somewhat different from the 3.25-day period With mode I the wavelength is generally small in
found in TWC's linear model. However, the frequen- the jet region and much larger in the outer regions.
cies of the two modes vary from point to point as a This is quite different from the wavelength variation
result of nonlinear effects and lack of equilibrium, in TWC where the wavelength was a maximum near
When the parallel flow growth rates are plotted as a the jet maximum. In the upstream region where thefunction of frequency, it can be seen that observed jet speed is increasing, mode I does not have the same
frequencies are much lower than the values which have type of variation as the solution obtained by TWC.
the largest growth rates except in the entry region of The phase speed is directly proportional to wavelength
the jet. Both modes have the shortest waves near so that for mode I, the speed is generally small in the
x = 0, in contrast to the results obtained by TWC jet region and large in the outer regions. TWC found
where the longest waves were found in this region. opposite behavior with the maximum speed near the

The numerical solution achieves statistical equilib- jet maximum. For mode I the maximum spatial
rium after 350 days when a 4-day oscillation develops growth rate is over 25% larger than the extreme for
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the parallel flow model. This is a larger difference than and Mrs. 0. Haney for carrying out the computer
was found in TWC and may be related to the more integrations. The latter were performed at the W. R.
rapid downstream variation of the mean flow in the Church Computer Center of the Naval Postgraduate
outflow region. Also, with mode I there is a hysteresis School. This research was supported by the Division
effect wherein the growth rate curve from the full model of Atmospheric Sciences, National Science Foundation
is shifted downstream relative to the parallel flow so- under Grant ATM 80-13153. The manuscript was
lution. Similarly, the phase structure in the full model carefully typed by Ms. M. Marks and a portion of the
lags the structure from the parallel flow model. These figures were drafted by Miss K. Lee.
effects were also evident in the study by TWC. In
general, the main effects from downstream variation APPENDIX
of the mean flow which were found by TWC are more Approximate Formula for Phase Speed
accentuated for mode 1 of the present study. The ex- In this Appendix, an approximate formula for the
ceptions are the downstream variation of wavelength real part of the phase speed will be derived from the
and phase speed which are quite different, linearized parallel flow vorticity equation following

A generalized Rossby wave formula is derived which Grotjahn (1979). When (2.1) is linearized about a par-
contains latitudinal integrals of the mean zonal wind allel mean flow U(y) the equation becomes
and the mean absolute vorticity gradient. When this
formula is applied at each longitude, the phase speed 8 V24, + U a
from the formula gives a close approximation to the at ax
real part of the phase speed for mode I. This shows d 2  aq,
that the dispersion properties of mode I are well ap- d - = -XV 2€/ (Al)
proximated by the generalized Rossby wave formula. ax
The formula shows that the wavelength increases in where 4/ is the perturbation streamfunction. If the
the downstream region because the northward absolute normal mode form
vorticity gradient is larger in this region than near the
jet maximum. This effect increases with the spatial 0' = *'(y) expfik(x - ct)]
scale as compared with the mean flow effect. The scale is substituted into (Al), we obtain
found by TWC was smaller (which is consistent with
that the wavelength decreased when the mean flow FYF d 2th sorerpeio),an headecio dmiatd o (U -c)(---v 2 - - -- ,= ,(A2)

decreased in speed. Thus, the differences in wavelength
variation between mode I and the variation found by where the friction term has been dropped. The bound-
TWC are related to the difference in frequencies and ary conditions are
associated mean wavelengths. 4I(±D) = 0. (A3)

This numerical.experiment is not to be regarded as In this procedure, the mean wind is expanded as
a detailed simulation of the easterly jet which develops follows:
south of the Tibetan high near 200 mb during the U = Uo + fU(y), (A4)
Northern Hemisphere summer. In particular, the jet
vanes seasonally which could preclude the develop- where Uo is a constant and E is a small parameter. The
ment of the quasi-equilibrium. However, an experi- other quantities in (A2) are expanded similarly giving
ment with a wavenumber 5 initial disturbance showed
a rapid development of the quasi-equilibrium phase,
and it may turn out that the main features of the quasi- c = co + (c, + •.. (A6)
equilibrium phase will be present with a slowly varying
forcing. In any case. the dynamic mechanisms studied We now substitute (A4), (AS) and (A6) into (A2) and
in this paper should be important in the summer east- equate the coefficients of each power ofe to zero, which
erly jet and in other jet regions of the atmosphere. leads to
These mechanisms include: I) nonlinear interaction 0 : L d2 

0
between waves and mean flow which stabilizes the (*0) (UW -
downstream portion of the jet; 2) enhanced growth in

.jet region; 3) hysteresis effect wherein the disturbance - k 2*,01 + O = 0, W )
growth lags the local stability conditions: 4) the down- /
stream variation of phase speed and wavelength de- d2*,
scribed by a generalized Rossby wave formula. £ (1l,,) = (Ul - c d 2

d2 U,
Acknowledgments. We wish to thank Professor -k1* -2 *o, (A8)

C. Y. Tsay for performing the energy analysis (Fig. 5) dy2
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with similar expressions for sucessve e terms A so- f ( d

lution to (A7) which satisfies (A3) is J 2U COS(ay)dy

to - cosjuy/(2D)], (A9) (.8] - D (A14)fCo (ay)dy

co- Uo k2 + (Ir/2D). (A10)
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